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AD/Ir ST Series II
The Audio Company

West Central Sales
(817) 467-2990

West Coast Sales
(415) 664-2400

High marks in everything
The ratings are in on our ST Series AM/FM Broadcast Consoles-and

they're number one. They rate high for versatility, reliability
and overall excellence.

But we know that even the finest products can be made better-that's why
we've introduced the new ST Series II. These new consoles incorporate

even more features to insure greater capability and performance.
The new ST consoles offer a series of modular frames that can be equipped

to meet your specific needs. A wide range of input, output and signal
processing modules is available to cover your present requirements and

provide for future expansion.
At ADM we're never content to stand still-the new ST Series II consoles

are impressive proof of that. We're so confident of their excellence that
they're backed by an exclusive 5 -year warranty.

Contact us now! ADM Technology, Inc.-The Audio Company-
16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066. Phone (313) 778-8400.

TLX 23-1114.

Main Office
and

East Coast Sales
(313) 778-8400

Rocky Mountain Sales
(801) 486-8822



Editing starts with CMX
If you think you can't grow from absolute simplicity to

total performance look at the world standard for editing.

Editing starts with the CMX
340X because it performs
exactly the same simple
functions competitors' limited
systems do. Two machine cuts
editing, for instance, requires
the same number of keystrokes.
But for you that's only the
beginning. The expandability
of the 340X will not restrict
its simplicity at any point in
your growth.

CMX 340X keys are grouped conveniently,
color coded, dedicated and easy to reach.
That's one reason it's as easy to operate as
most limited capacity editors.

Editing never ends
with CMX because
the 340X is the most
expandable and
sophisticated editing
system in the world.
All the new
techniques in post -
production developed
over its five-year
history have been added to the
earliest 340X systems. The
simplicity of the 340X does not
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Provides
both position and
speed control for

precise visual
editing

restrict its
expandability at
any point in your
growth.

Editing starts
with CMX because
every 340X system
installation
includes basic
training in operation and
maintenance. CMX has the
world's largest staff of editing
system specialists to keep you
going and growing. These
experts are available to install
and train you on new features
at every point as you grow.

Editing never ends with CMX
because our staff editors
provide complete 340X training
that never stops growing. This
training is supported by
advanced seminars,
newsletters, an editors'
advisory panel, plus worldwide
experience in post -production
that only the editors at CMX

have.
Editing starts

with CMX because it
did. CMX built the
first simple,
practical,
computer -
assisted
editing
system

over ten years ago.
Along with our
original customers we

MOTION MEMO

Slow Motion
to- Training an

Sports Producti
(M' Option)

have continued to
grow and to lead.
While others have
come and gone, CMX
continues to be the
world standard for
editing. We have the
ten-year track record
to support you at any

point in your growth.
Editing never ends with CMX

because your initial investment
is protected from absolute
simplicity to total performance.
Before you invest in post -
production, look at the
difference
in total
investment
between
com-
petitors'
limited
systems
and CMX.
The 340X has replaced many
other systems; and every CMX
user has stayed with us when
he expanded his system.
Editing never stops with CMX
when editing starts with CMX.

Cut a
"live" show a

revise if
necessary

Time Code
manipulations
not recessary

Orrox Corporation 3303 Scott Blvd.. Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408) 988-2000 Telex
910-338-0554/Chicago (312) 324-8488/Los Angeles (213) 980-7927/New York (212) 371-1122
International Representatives: Magna Techtronics. Australia/Totsu, Japan/Sight and Sound.onno Hong Kong/TeknoMerica. Mexico City/Arvid. Argentina/F.W.O. Bauch. United Kingdom/
Thomson. France/GTC. W. Germany/Video Promotion. Belgium/Communications Consultants.

AfricaSouth
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JOHN NEVER FORGOT
LEARNED

Building blocks. Like all great inventions, they are
simplicity itself. As long as you start with a good foun-
dation, you can just keep building up.

John Lowry figured this out before the age of two.
Today, as President of Digital Video Systems, he's
built that simple 'building block' idea into all of Digital's
new family of products.

Our new DPS-100 series which includes all new
stand-alone digital sync and test signal generators is a
good example. We have been building digital sync and
test signal generators for the DPS-1 for almost five
years. And for almost five years, they have been the
state of the art.

Now, in our new series, we've pushed the bound-
aries of that state even further into the future. Our new
15 inch square circuit board has triple the number of
pin outs to handle tomorrow's component signals. This
new series will expand vertically merely by stacking
the circuit modules just like interlocking building blocks.

And the whole thing becomes one unit. It will also
interface beautifully with your DPS-1. It is available to-
day. For today. And when your needs grow... for
tomorrow also.

John recognized the potential of digital design long
before others, and he directed his research and devel-
opment team to create and produce totally digital prod-
ucts. None of our competitors succeeded in doing
that. And all digital in our DPS-162 sync generator
means that the SC/H relationship is precise within a
half degree even when loaded to a non -RS 170A source.
It is absolutely accurate and will never need alignment.
These products are what the competition will be chas-
ing for the next few years. We know that, because they
haven't been able to offer features comparable to our
5 -year old DPS-1 yet.

We don't sell you experiments. We sell proven prod-
ucts. We now put every product through the most
comprehensive testing system in the industry. In our



THE LESSONS HE
AS ACHILD.
new torture chamber tests, every product is cooked,
frozen, shaken and dropped to prove manufacturing
and component reliability. That's one reason why
we can offer a five year warranty.

Breakthrough technology. Proven product. That's
what Digital has always been about. And these prod-
ucts are now supported by an unbeatable research
and development team, efficient production, de-
pendable service and, finally, solid financing. John
recently sold a large block of stock to create the capital
base to build a strong future for Digital.

Now it's time to build. Find out all about our new
products from any of our dealers in 50 cities from coast
to coast. And if your dealer doesn't know, ask him to
contact us.

All our blocks are now in place. And as John says,
"With our new strong foundation, building Digital
is ... like child's play".
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DIGITAL
Head Office

Digital Video Systems Inc.
716 Gordon Baker Rd.. Toronto, Ont. M2H 3B4

Tel. 416-499-4826, Telex. 06-966686

Service Center.

Digital Video Systems Inc.
869 Delaware Ave.. Buffalo, N.Y. 14209

Tel 716-885-4234, Telex 06-966686

For additional information call:
In New York (800) 462-1134
Elsewhere in U S. (800) 828-7644
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All -in -One
Digital Video Effects
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The Mkll Digital Video Effects (DVE) is a second
generation digital video manipulation system
providing an almost endless variety of live and post
production effects, many previously available only
from separate digital systems or through costly
optical techniques.
The Mkll DVE was designed for the highest
picture quality both in terms of video performance
and subjective factors such as smoothness of
motion. Among its standard effects are: contin-
uous picture zoom from zero size to infinite
expansion, rate control picture positioning, vari-
able aspect ratio, picture slide and split patterns,
programmable mu/ti-freeze and montage effects,
programmable picture flips, picture decay modes,
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luminance/chrominance resolution control and
Video Mosaic.

What's more, every Mkll DVE has several unique
standard features: a complete E-MEM effects
memory system, strobe title effects with decay
modes, digital noise reduction and ACTION-
TRAK*, a motion freeze effect.

Options to the system consist of extra input
channels (up to four total) and control panel
mounting alternatives.

The Mkll DVE system, consisting of the NEC
DVP-16(26) Digital Video Processor and Grass
Valley Group Mkll Control System, is available in
both NTSC and PAL models.

ACTIONTRAK is a trademark of CBS, Inc.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
P.O. BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA - TEL: (9161 2738421 TWX 910 530 8280

TEn'RONIX CONPAY1

Offices: WEST; 21243 Ventura Blvd Ste 206, Woodland Hills, CA 91364, (213) 999-2303  SOUTHEAST: 1644 Tullie Cir NE, Atlanta, GA 30329, (404) 321-4318  NORTH
CENTRAL; 810 W Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514, (219) 264-0931  NEW ENGLAND ct MID ATLANTIC; 499 Thornall St, Edison, NJ 08817, (201) 549-9600  SOUTH-
WEST,- Seminary South Office Building Ste 316, Fort Worth, TX 76115, (817) 921-9411  MIDWEST; 3585 N Lexington Ave Ste 238, Arden Hills, MN 55112, (612) 483-2594
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These are the first four notes
of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
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Musical notes Eke these never
existed before 3M invented the Digital
Mastering System.
It tmes computer technoogy to record
every nuance of a piece of music in
binary numbers. So that when repro-
duced, every note can be heard with
uncanny crispness and clarity.
At 3M, by listening to people's needs,
we ve pioneered over 400 products to
serve the needs of the communication

arts field. They include products for visual
arts and audio visual communication,
packaging and printing; for advertisers
and marketers; and for broadcasting,
recording and commercial pictures.
And with this range of products, there
are sure to be some to fit your needs.
So let us hear from you.
At 3M, we're in the business of hearing.

3M hears you...

For your free 3M Communication Arts
Brochure, write: Department 084910/
3M, PO. Box 4039, St. Paul, MN 55104.

Name

Address
City State & Zip

Or cal toll-free:1-800-323-1718.
Operator 368. (II I li nois residents call
1-800-942-8881.)
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INDUSTRY

CBS Cable Waiver
Granted By FCC
CBS, Inc., will be able to purchase
cable television systems on a limited
basis under a rule waiver voted in Au-
gust by the FCC. The Commission,
however, balked at entirely removing
the rule prohibiting networks from
owning cable systems -a change CBS
had requested.

That rule may still be up for change,
though. The FCC's Office of Plans and
Policy, which has been studying it, is
expected to present its findings to the
Commission soon.

The waiver allows CBS to own cable
systems having a maximum of 90,000
subscribers or 0.5 percent of the coun-
try's cable subscribers, whichever is
less. The net says it will use the systems
to experiment with new technologies,
such as high -definition TV and teletext
and to test new programming.

NBC has backed CBS's waiver re-
quest, but most other comments, in-
cluding those of ABC, asked the FCC
not to grant the waiver but rather to rule
on the cable/network crossownership
issue. The Commission felt, however,
that the waiver request was justified and
carried a public interest benefit. It said
that the other nets would receive
"comparable treatment . . . . upon the
submission of comparable showings. "

In a spearate action taken the same
day, the Commission conditionally

waived the broadcast -cable cross -
ownership rule to permit Time, Inc.,
board chairman Ralph P. Davidson
(also director of Time subsidiary
American Television and Communica-
tions Corp.) to join the board of di-
rectors of The Signal Companies, Inc.,
a company with major broadcast station
interests. Signal is the parent company
of Ampex Corp., which it purchased
last year.

Nets, Affiliates Face
Fight On Access Rule
The three television networks and their
affiliates squared off for a battle in Au-
gust as NBC petitioned the FCC to re-
peal the prime -time access rule, saying
that the rule had failed to achieve its end
of encouraging local production, with
the other nets expected to join it. Af-
filiates of all three nets, angered by the
prospect of losing their most valuable
air time, quickly geared up to fight for
the rule's retention.

Some observers at the time of NBC's
original petition to end the rule saw
abolition of PTAR as likely, given the
Commission 's current trends in favor of
deregulation. Commissioners Quello
and Fogarty, as well as chairman
Fowler, are all said to favor possible
elimination of the rule.

The NBC petition seeks to expand
network news by half an hour, filling up
the 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. (Eastern time)

access period. The net cited findings by
the FCC staff that, it said, indicated the
main beneficiaries of the access rule
were syndicated programmers, increas-
ing their numbers and wealth - "re-
sults that are neither of benefit to view-
ers nor proper Commission goals," ac-
cording to NBC.

Affiliates have been quick to chal-
lenge this view, however, pointing to
recent increases in the amount of lo-
cally produced programming being
aired in access time. Abolition of
PTAR would create "havoc," accord-
ing to Fred Paxton of WPAD-TV,
Paducah, Ken. Paxton, chairman of the
NBC affiliates board, said that "severe
financial problems" could face stations
if the rule is scrapped, since it would
mean loss of money invested in equip-
ment and programming. "We're not
against expanding the news," Paxton
claimed, "but the network should use
its own time, not the local station's,"
he asserted.

FCC Eyes PBS
Rule Changes
A recent FCC rulemaking could result
in substantially eased programming,
ascertainment, and logging require-
ments for public radio and television
stations. The proceeding, following the
Commission's recent deregulation ten-
dencies, seeks to define the extent to
which public stations' programming

%OM
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Gerald M. Walker has joined BM E as
Editorial Director

BM/E Names New Editorial Director
Broadcast Management/Engineering
magazine has appointed Gerald M.
Walker as Editorial Director, replacing
James A. Lippke. Walker had been
managing editor for Electronics mag-
azine, a leading McGraw-Hill publica-
tion. He has been covering the elec-
tronics industry for various publica-
tions for over 20 years and has twice
received the prestigious Jesse H. Neal
Award for editorial excellence. Lippke,
who became editor of BM/E in 1968
and has guided the publication
through its formative years, has been
named Editor Emeritus and will con-
tinue to be active in both editorial plan-
ning as well as other special projects
serving the broadcast industry. He is
also a two-time winner of the Jesse H.
Neal Award.

James A. Lippke, former editorial director, is
now Editor Emeritus
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decisions should be regulated. The
Commission said it would be guided by
two goals: keeping a clear distinction
between noncommercial and commer-
cial broadcasting in its rules and limit-
ing regulatory interference in the pro-
gramming process as much as possible.

As regards general programming re-
sponsibilities, the Commission out-
lined four options in the rulemaking: (1)
elimination of all programming over-
sight not based on the "return for con-
sideration" rule; (2) retention of a
somewhat larger programming obliga-

tion, perhaps with a minimum for pro-
gramming addressed to important
community issues, but relying primar-
ily on the licensee's discretion; (3) re-
tention of the current generalized pro-
gramming responsibility, perhaps al-
lowing specialization to the extent that
many community needs are answered
by other media; (4) retention of current
policies.

Five possibilities were proposed for
ascertainment rules: (1) elimination of
ascertainment procedures and the gen-
eral ascertainment obligation; (2) reten-
tion of the obligation, with radio and
TV stations permitted to meet it by
"any reasonable means" with no re -

Everything about our new video animation system is designed to save you
many hours of costly production time. This means you can now use animation
for perhaps the very reason you never used it before ... time.

Now, topical animation can be produced quickly to accompany news,
sports, weather or similar short deadline projects. Then, when you have more
time, use the AniVid System for more entertaining station promos, intros
and signoffs or advertising production.

Besides having time on your side, you'll also enjoy
full color, broadcast quality first generation animation on
video tape. Suddenly you have all the advantages of film
animation with the time and cost savings of video tape.

Altogether, it's everything you would want in an
animation system. The AniVid System consists of a
microprocessor based VTR Controller, a three tube
color camera, and a full featured animation stand.

The system accepts any kind of artwork from
pencil tests, cel artwork, three dimensional subjects,
animatics, pixillation, timelapse, titling, still storage and
filmograph to computer generated graphics.

Get the big picture today by contacting Frank
Hofmeister at Animation Video, 1315-B East St. Andrews
Place, Santa Ana, Calif. 92705, (714)545-0244.

II ANIMATIONit VIDEO
A DIVISION OF CONVERGENCE CORPORATION
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porting requirement; (3) retention of the
obligation, permission of any reason-
able means, with maintenance of rec-
ords; (4) slight modification of current
requirements to eliminate the most
costly aspects; (5) retention of the cur-
rent requirements.

The Commission also suggested
either eliminating all logging require-
ments, retaining them in a limited form,
or retaining them in their current form.

FCC Backs Off From
9 kHz Recommendation
The FCC's August shift from its stance
in favor of 9 kHz AM channel spacing
has caused delight in the industry, with
NAB and NRBA both lauding the
move.

NAB's Vincent Wasilewski was
quick to applaud the vote, claiming,
"Both the American public and system
of broadcasting are the beneficiaries."
He urged the State Department and the
FCC to work to pursuade the other Re-
gion 2 countries to retain 10 kHz spac-
ing when they meet in Rio de Janeiro
next month.

The Commission's action was far
from unanimous, with commissioners
Anne Jones and Joseph Fogarty jointly
issuing a strong dissenting statement.
Disagreeing with the majority (Quello
and Washburn, who reversed their pre-
vious stances, chairman Fowler, and
newcomer Dawson), Jones and Fogarty
asserted that the cost of the switch even
at the highest estimates, was justified in
face of the probable benefits to the pub-
lic of reduced channel spacing. Noting
the likelihood of creating new stations,
they commented, "It is disquieting to
see a majority balk at the prospect of
lowering entry barriers and providing
opportunities for additional competi-
tion in broadcasting. " They also ex-
pressed concern that a change to 9 kHz
may be forced during 1984 to 1988
when a lowering of sunspot activity in-
creases heterodyne interference from
stations in Europe and Africa, which
broadcast at 9 kHz intervals. Het-
erodyne interference produces a "whis-
tle" over the signal, strongly interfer-
ing with reception.

Turner Lowers The Guns
At ABC -Group W News Plan
Ted Turner is not one to take things
lying down, and his reaction to the
newly announced cable news venture
from ABC and Group W is no excep-
tion. Turner's battle plan answers the
Group W/ABC challenge almost point
for point.

The new service, dubbed Satellite
NewsChannels by the partners, plans to
offer two side -by -side, 24 -hour all -
news channels to cable operators. The
first, scheduled for launch next spring,
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"ONE INCH" AUDIO
FROM NEVE.

There is one audio mixer that complements the new 1" VTRs. Degned for both
production and post production needs, the Neve 542 Series is available in 8 models

with 6 to 16 inputs, including a truly portable Ni-Cad powered 8 inpdt suitcase mixer.
With Neve's superior quality and support at an affordable price, you can be assured

that your audio productions will do justice to your new (or exis-ing) TV and video
facilities. Please caL or write today for Neve's comprehensive TV audio console

information package.

Model 5422
Suitcase Mixer
Ni-Cad powered

Model 5442
Table Top
Mixer As'

Partial Listing of Recent 542 Range Customers:
ABC-TV  Best Audio  CBS Radio  CBS -TV  CFMT TV  :FTO-TV
Cinemix  Complete Pcst  CPTV  Global  KGTV  KRMA-TV  ETTV
Matrix Optimus Premore Producers Color Reeves  Skaggs
Telemation Teletronics  TPC  WEAM Wickreworks Windsor

WNEW-TV  WTAE  WXXI

/V Neve

Other 542 Range Mixers:
Mode: 5422R Rack Mount
Mode_ 5432
Table Drop Through
Mode: 5452
12 or I E Inputs

Rupert Neve Incorporated Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Connecticut 06801 Tel: (203)744-6230 Telex: 969638
Rupert Neve Incorporated 7333 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California 90046 Tel: (213)874-E124 Telex: 194942

Rupert Neve Incorpc rated P.O.Box 120907, Nashville, Tenr essee 37212 Tel (61E.-)385-2090
Rupert Neve of Canada, Ltd. 2721 Rena Road, Malton, Ontario L4T 3K1, Canada Tel: (416)677-E61 I Telex: 983502

Neve Electronics Internationa., Ltd. Cambr.dge House, Melbourn, Royston, Hertfordshire, SG8 6AJ England Tel: (0763)6077E
Rupert Neve GmbH 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 114, West Germany Tel (06151)81764
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is patterned on the Group W all -news
radio format and will feature an 18 -
minute cycle of national and inter-
national headlines. Twenty-four re-
gional contributors will insert five-
minute news breaks every hour. The
second channel is described as provid-
ing "in-depth" coverage; no startup
date has been set. Both will be sup-
ported by advertising.

Group W has obtained five transpon-
ders on Westar 4 for the first channel;
once Westar 5 becomes operational
(not before November, 1982), both

channels will go to 10 transponders on
that bird.

Turner, who was quick to comment
that he thought two news services were
one too many, is aggressively working
to insure that CNN is that one. CNN has
two advantages right off the bat: it's
already on the air, and it's on Satcom 1,
the most important cable satellite. ABC
and Group W may have an overall ad-
vantage in terms of resources, however:
they are reported to be planning to pour
$35 to $40 million into Satellite News -
Channels for its first year alone. In ad-
dition, the ABC/Group W service will
draw on ABC news footage, although it
will have its own news staff.

OUR REPLACEMENT
BATTERIES ARE BETTER

THAN YOUR ORIGINALS.

If your video recorder came equipped
with lead -acid or gel -cell batteries,
you're about to change your power
source. Because Comprehensive has a
better way that will save you time and
aggravation now-and money, in the
long run. Our PAGPAC line of NiCad
replacement batteries-designed for
drop -in, plug-in replacement, using the
charger originally supplied with your
gear.

Now, you can forget about short
battery life, with a limited number of
charging cycles between replacements.
The low ampere -hour ratings. The volt-
age drops during discharge (or even

worse, on the shelf!). And all the other
unpredictability you've learned to live
with.

Instead, long -life PAGPACS offer up to
1500 charging cycles. 10% longer run-
ning time. 20% lighter weight. Uniform
voltage. Exceptional reliability, thanks to
superior construction and a patented
built-in protection circuit. All, available in
models to fit most popular portable
VCRs.

Before your present batteries run out
on you, run out and see your Compre-
hensive dealer. Or call TOLL FREE
800-526-0242. In NJ and metro NY,
call 201-767-7990. Telex: 13-5139.

C o nn pa@lh@niiivev e
VIDEO SUPPLY CORPORATION

148 Veterans Drive, Northvale, NJ 07647
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Taking the bull by the horns,
Turner has announced he'll spend
$80,000,000 over the next 12 months
promoting CNN and his Atlanta super -
station, WTBS. In addition, he has an-
nounced a January 1 startup date for
CNN 2, a new headline service with
local - not regional - inserts. For
local cable systems not ready to insert
their own news, Turner will provide a
weather service. He has also announced
a two-thirds price reduction for CNN,
bringing it down to five cents per sub-
scriber (the ABC/Group W service is
free to cable operators).

As if all that weren't enough, Turner
also plans to offer broadcasters the op-
portunity to use selected CNN reports
instead of network news. He is also
reportedly planning a radio news net-
work.

Group W-TPT Deal Closes;
Gets FCC Nod
The mammoth merger of Teleprompter
Corp. into the Westinghouse Broad-
casting Co. was closed late in August,
despite protests from consumer groups
that the move violated antitrust laws.
The closing followed a decision by the
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington,
D.C. to deny a stay requested by Ralph
Nader's National Citizens Committee
for Broadcasting, which is appealing
the FCC's decision allowing the
merger.

That decision, made at the end of
July by a 6-0 vote of the commission-
ers, approved the transfer of control of
TPT to Group W. The stock acquisition
had been approved earlier in the year.
The FCC stated that the allegations of
the groups that filed against the transfer
(including the National Black Media
Coalition) "raised no substantial and
material questions of fact existing
which would require a hearing" and
said a conditional grant would be in the
public interest.

The merger is the largest ever in the
cable industry, valued at some $646
million. Teleprompter, the second
largest cable company in the U.S.,
reaches over 1.3 million subscribers in
32 states. Group W, a subsidary of
Westinghouse Electric Corp., owns
five VHFs, one UHF, seven AMs, and
six FMs.

Comments Sought On
LPTV Computer Processing
Citing the torrent of applications for
low -power television stations already
received (and the flood that will proba-
bly ensue when the current moratorium
lifts), the FCC has proposed a computer
processing method for LPTV applica-
tions. The computer approach would be
based on prohibiting the overlap of cer-
tain signal strength contours rather than
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A Broadcast
Breakthrough of

Minor Proportions.
-rrr\

Hitachi SK -91...
Critical inches shorter and precious pounds lighter.
Creating the world's smallest, lightest ENG/EFP
broadcast camera was no small aommpl:shment. But
making it so without sacrificing a single spec or capa-
bility qualified as a genuine breakthrough.

Of course, the beneficiary of our advanced engineer-
ing is you. You get all the perfcsmance that high tech-
nology has to offer in a more compact, efficient
package. (Cameramen are amazed at the SK -91's re-
sponsive, featherlight handling )

Image quality naturally ailieres to the highest
broadcast standards, with yoar choice of Saticons ,

Plurnbiamsc,' or diode guns®, attaining up :0 57dB
and 600 -line resolution. Why not call your local Hitachi

©Registered tradeinarks N 1: Philips

regional office and scnedule a thorough in -person eval-
uation of the SK -91? We think you'll agree that a
breakthrough of miror propcrtions can be of ma)"
advantage to you.

SK -91 SPECIFICATION HIGHLIGATS

 Weight: 9-1/2 lbs.
 57dB SIN -atio and 600 -line resolution
 Auto digital white and black balance
 True ABO
 2 ft. candle -sensitivity
 Extremely quiet +9/+ 18dB gain
 Optional trax/digital unit
 Studio accessories for added versatility
 Suggested List Prace $33,000

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America. Ltd.

Tomorrow's Technology Today

17F. Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 (516) 921 7200
 New York  Chicago  Los Angeles  Atlanta  Cincinnati  Dallas  Denver  Seattle  Wa4hington, D.C.
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on mileage separations.
The Commission stated that the pro-

posal was not intended as an interim
processing standard for LPTV applica-
tions. Rather, if approved, it would be
adopted along with the final report and
order, expected early next year. Reply
comments are due October 15.

So far, the FCC has granted only one
LPTV application, to John W. Boler for
Bemidji, Minn. (see Broadcast Indus-
try News, July, 1981). It recently au-
thorized the Broadcast Bureau to grant
57 translator applications and to make

similar future grants; none of the 57
translator applications proposed LPTV
origination services.

"Character" Qualification
Faces FCC Scrutiny
The role of "character- in the broad-
cast licensing process is the subject of a
current FCC inquiry, which the Com-
mission hopes will help clarify its
licensing policies.

In issuing the notice of inquiry, the
FCC noted that lack of definition for the
term "character" had led to apparent
inconsistencies in license decisions in-
volving multiple owners. It said it

Now you really can sound good and loud!

MSP-90 TRI-BAND A(C AMP
PROTECTS YOUR AUDIO QUALITY
WHILE SIGNIFICANTLY
INCREASING LOUDNESS

Today's listeners are more discriminating, and "loudness without
quality" audio is not acceptable to most audiences over the long
term. The Harris MSP-90 Tri-Band AGC Amplifier has been
designed with this in mind-and introduces a type of processing
that makes you sound not just loud, but good and loud.

The Harris Tri-Band AGC uses true RMS power sensing (vs. the
typical peak or average sensing of competitive models), and
coherent filtering that is bandsplit so precisely that it may be
summed without error. The result is a cleaner, more dynamic
sound.

In addition, the Harris Tri-Band AGC has adjustable turnover fre-
quencies, ±10 dB level adjustment of three bands with front panel
controls, dynamic program dependent attack time-plus many
other features not found in competitive AGC amplifiers.

This is the one unit that further refines the AGC concept to provide
a performance level far beyond anything previously available. For
more information on the Harris Tri-Band AGC write or call Harris
Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy,
Illinois 62305-4290. 217-222-8200.

HAFums

hoped for a "clearly articulated" pol-
icy that would "allow the Commission
to focus on behavior that is truly rele-
vant to broadcasting licensing," lead-
ing to "more consistent, and thus more
equitable, decisionmaking."

Among the areas the inquiry will
look into are the purpose of scrutinizing
"character"; methods of evaluating an
applicant's reliability; ways of dealing
with misconduct; effects of misconduct
at one station on other jointly owned
stations and on their licensee; and ap-
propriate analysis of an applicant's past
misbehavior.

Chairman Fowler, in a separate
statement, supported the inquiry, cal-
ling the "character" concept "a tar pit
that has managed to snare both licen-
sees and the Commission." "Using a
morality -laden word like 'character' to
describe prohibited conduct of licen-
sees may take our inquiry far afield
from what we should actually be con-
cerned about," he speculated. Also is-
suing a statement was commissioner
Fogarty, who, while giving the inquiry
his support, emphasized that character,
in the sense of "competence and trust-
worthiness," was still an important fac-
tor in judging a licensees fitness to run a
station.

Three Women Certified
By Engineers' Group
Three broadcast engineers - Dorothy
Altman, Nancy Dyki, and Janet Kow-
alczyk - have become the first women
to be granted certification by the Soci-
ety of Broadcast Engineers.

Applicants for certification in the
Broadcast category must have at least
five years' experience as broadcast en-
gineers and must pass a multiple-choice
examination that takes nearly two hours
to complete; Altman, Dyki, and Ko-
walczyk were all certified in this cate-
gory. There is also a Senior Broadcast
category, requiring 10 years' experi-
ence and a longer examination. Over
1700 male engineers have been cer-
tified by the SBE since the program
began in 1975.

Altman is a technician with KOOL-
TV in Phoenix; Dyki is master control
and videotape engineer at Michigan
State University's WKAR-TV in East
Lansing; Kowalczyk is engineering
manager for KDKA Radio in
Pittsburgh. All three are SBE members.

ABC, Scientific-Atlanta
Ink Earth Station Deal
ABC Radio Network affiliates will re-
ceive digital audio transmissions on
dishes from Scientific-Atlanta, under
the terms of a recent agreement by the
companies. ABC's four nets, with over
1700 affiliates, and two new nets slated
for air dates early next year, will be the
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We could have
just added bigger reels

to make a great three-hour VTR.
But we didn't.

We built the HR -300 from the
ground up with a new heavy-duty
tape transport system designed to
handle the stress of larger, heavier
14" three-hour reels. The result is
a one -inch production VTR with a
three-hour capability -and the
technology required to meet those
extended production demands.

The HR -300 includes all the exclu-
sive Hitachi features found in our
popular HR -200: retracting tape
guide for ease of threading; "Pro"
tape path for longer tape life; instant
head replacement that lets you change
all ssix heads in less than three minutes;
sldW-motion 1/4 REV -2X Fwd and full
audio and video confidence.

This full -production machine
can handle all VTR editing functions,

allowing for insert, assemble and
edits. And the HR -300 can

acccmmodate all reel SIZE s from
spot to three-hour, making it as
versatile as it is hard working.

For vi leo cassette duplicat on, for
delayed network feeds, for film

tc tape transfer, the HR -300's
three hour continuous reccrd and

playback capability i3 ideal.

Every advanced component has
been planned as an integt al part
of the HR -300's design, making

it a or_e-inch VTR with a lct more
than just three hours of capability.

Or, to pt_t it another way, it's not just
our big reels that make the HR -3C0 such

a big deal. It's Hitachi know-how. And trying
to duplicate that expertise adds up to spinn-_ng reels.

Available for immediate delivery.

tlITACHI
Tomorrow's Technology Today

175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 (516) 921-7200
 New York  Chicago  Los Angeles  Atlanta  Cincinnati  Dallas  Denver  Seattle  Washington, D.C.
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In EFP or ENG, getting the shot is everything?
And, a growing number of networks.,

major stations and independent producers are
consistently getting everything with the
Ikegami HL -79. They've become so confident
with their HL -79's that the need for a "backup"
no longer exists.

The more than 2,000 HL -79's in service
today have set new industry standards for low
light level performance, well-balanced handling
and unprecedented reliability. But Ikegami
never rests. Now, the best ENG camera is even
better. The improved HL -79D Series features an
advanced FET preamp that (depending on your
choice of tubes) will deliver a 2to3 dB ga-_n in

signal-to-noise ratio. The HL -79D Series is avail-
, able-inibur new, application -matched configura-
tions that include high resolution diode -gun or
low capacitance diode gun tubes.

In EFP and studio production, the new
HL -79D will deliver excellent results. In fact,
if you don't have an Ikegami studio camera
chances are that the HL -79D wilkpredueera
better picture than whatever gamera you've
got on the floor.

Contact Ikegami and,st'sk for a side -by -side
comparison. Then you'll see why an Ikegami
HL -79 crew can leave
the excuses-and the ike ampbackup-at the station. g

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc.. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607; (201) 368-9171
Northeast: (201) 368-9171 I I West Coast: (213) 534-0050 I Southwest: (713) 445-0100 I ' Southeast: (912924-0061 I Canada: (201) 368-9179
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beneficiaries of what is described as the
first digital transmission of audio sig-
nals via satellite by a radio network.

The earth stations, running about
$10,000 plus installation, will be in-
stalled beginning in mid -1982. Target
date for completion of the system is
1984.

News Briefs

Camellia City Telecasting, Inc., licen-
see of Sacramento indie KTXL-TV,
has purchased KLRK Broadcasting
Co., holder of a CP for Ch. 49, Port-
land, Ore./Vancouver, Wash. KTXL
president Jack Matranga says the new
UHF will operate as a "full -service,
full-time independent" with April 1,
1982 air date . . . . KISR-FM, Fort
Smith, Ark., has acquired KFSA, in
the same market, from Donrey Media
Group. Donrey owns several other
broadcast stations, a cable franchise,
advertising companies and newspapers
in 18 states . . . . Abell Communica-
tions has purchased 100 kW WKOQ-
FM, Daytona Beach, Ha., fifth -rated
rock station in the U.S.

Western Union is going ahead with
Westar 6, its sixth domestic communi-
cations satellite. Hughes Aircraft Co. is
building the bird, which will have 24
transponders and cost around $28 mil-
lion . . . . National Public Radio has
officially inaugurated its new com-
puterized Main Origination Techni-
cal Center in Washington, D.C. The
center controls switching and transmis-
sion for the net's satellite -distributed
fare . . . . Wold Communications
transmitted a Boeing video news re-
lease to national and international
broadcasters via satellite late last sum-
mer . . . . NTIA has petitioned the
FCC to extend broadcast hours for
daytime -only AM radio stations by
30 minutes mornings and evenings.
The proposed rules would also allow
daytimers to apply for higher power or
for certain FM licenses to provide better
service . . . . Broadcast consultant Bob
Klein, in a speech before the New Or-
leans Ad Club, has predicted that the
rise of new cable and STV services will
diminish the importance of network
prime -time broadcasts and force
commercial television to adopt more
special interest programming.

The ABC-TV Affiliates Association
has launched a promotional campaign
plugging "free, over -the -air TV" to
their viewers . . . . Mutual Broadcast-
ing System became the first national net
to air issue -oriented "advocacy" ad-
vertising with its broadcasts of national
spots for the National Republican Con-
gressional Committee in favor of Presi-

dent Reagan's tax program.
Henry L. (Jeff) Baumann has been

appointed deputy chief of the FCC's
Broadcast Bureau. He was previously
chief of the Bureau's Policy and Rules
Division . . . . James H. Quello took
the oath for his second term as an FCC
commissioner in August; the new term
runs to June 30, 1984.

Congress must decide if the FCC
can authorize DBS service, NAB 's
James J. Popham told the American Bar
Association's Section of Science and
Technology at its August meeting in
New Orleans. NAB reiterated its stand
that no permanent DBS policies should
be adopted before the RARC meeting in

1983 . . . . The FCC should develop an
overall plan for radio broadcasting if
it is to avoid "piecemeal" actions,
NAB said in response to a petition from
Moody Bible Institute asking new rules
for FM translators . . . . NAB has an-
nounced its support for the FCC's pro-
posal to eliminate VITS requirements
for remotely controlled TV operations
. . . . Members of NAB 's Radio and
Television Code Boards will hold a
Broadcast Town Meeting in Portland,
Ore., October 29. NAB president Vin-
cent Wasilewski will moderate.

The Society of Broadcast Engineers
will hold its semiannual certification
exams February 1 through 19; deadline

RAMKO AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION AMPS

ENGINEERED
FOR YOUR BOTTOMLNE.

They're the most versatile selection of audio DA's available anywhere:
ten different rack and table top versions with mic or line level inputs and
individually isolated amplifier outputs. They range from the DA -6/E (1 in and
6 out) through our mass feed (1 in and 30 out stereo) to the DA -2080 (20 in
and 80 out) modular, metered unit. All models feature 20 Hz to 20 kHz, -±0.5
dB; distortion of less than 0.1%; noise down 98 dB referenced to +21 iBm
out; and balanced inputs and outputs.

Everything we manufacture is, and always -has been, shipped on a two-
week trial basis and warranteed for a full two years. On some of our industry
standard consoles, four years! Write or call collect today for full information
on the products that are engineered for your bottomline.

Englmoorod For Your BottomIlso.

RAMKO 1111
Ramko Research, 11355-A Folsom Blvd.,

Rancho Cordova, California 95670 (91E) 635-3600
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All Cine 60 Powerbelts are manufactured under U.S. Patent No. 3274476

SEE US AT BOOTH 415-416 SMPTE SHOW

4 .74

Even the best copy
may not be perfect.

Insist on
the on-ginal.

Ever since Cine 60 invented the Powerbelt
20 years ago there have been imitations. And
while we're flattered that so many have tried
to follow our lead, we'd like to set the record
straight. Cine 60, the original, has:
The broadest line of proven products

Cine 60 offers you maximum
flexibility, maximum reliability.
From our Fast Charge Power -
belts that can be charged in
less than an hour, to our light,
bright portable lighting kits.
On -Board batteries for all pop-

ular ENG and EFP cameras. In -Boards for VTR's.
Dememorizers to restore "new" battery perform-
ance. Car Fast Chargers for
recharging from any vehi-
cle. State-of-the-art high
frequency chargers that are
half the weight and size of
competitive units.

Nobody else comes close
to Cine 60's record of relia-
bility. Our high value, high
performance nickel-cadmiums have logged more

hours, powered more cameras, shot more footage

than all others combined. They've proven them-
selves in the only test that counts -daily use by pros.

The most experienced technical personnel
All told, Cine 60 personnel have over a hundred
years of experience in working with film and video

pros to give them the prod-
ucts they need. Nobody
else knows so much about
portable power or the de-
mands you put on it. As a
result, you can get whatever
technical help you need
with just a phone call.

Chances are we've solved the problem before.

Readily available parts and service -Coast to Coast
New York, Hollywood or in between, Cine 60
stocks complete parts for all our products.
Trained technicians can rebuild our belts with
original equipment quality
cells, quickly, econo-
mically. Cine 60 also
maintains a complete
stock of all our belts,
packs and related products,
from 4 to 20 amp hours.
If you ever need help, one call will get you the
belt you want shipped in 24 hours in most cases.
That's the kind of instant response that separates
the pros in portable power from the rest of the pack.

With all you've got riding on a shot, settling for
anything less than the original is a compromise
ou can't afford.

LINE 60NCOR POR ATED
The Original

630 Ninth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036
Telex: 645647 & TWX: 7105816073
(212) 586-8782

6430 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028
(213) 461-3046, Cable: CINEBELTS
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News Briefs

for applying is November 2. For infor-
mation, write Mary Brush, Certifica-
tion Secretary, SBE, P.O. Box 50844,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46250 . . . . NAB
has announced its 1982 research
grants program, now in its sixteenth
year. Proposals must be received by
January 1, 1982; winners will be
notified by February 15 . . . . NAB is
seeking technical papers for its 1982
Broadcast Engineering Conference,
April 2 through 7 in Dallas. Send a
one -page abstract by November 6 to
Engineering Conference Committee,
Engineering Dept., NAB, 1771 N
Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
. . . . Conrad L. Scheetz has been
named executive director of SMPTE.

RTNDA has elected new directors.
Seven were incumbents; the three new-
comers are Brian Jennings, KXL
Radio, Portland, Ore.; Fred Zehnder,
KTVU-TV, Oakland; and John
Hultman, WBBM Radio, Chicago
. . . . ITVA has elected new officers
for 1981-82. Don Haws is chairman of
the board; Ron Brown is president; Rita
Maria Sansone is president-elect;
Kathy Sakowicz is vice president; Dick
Van Deusen continues as treasurer, and
Alma Lewis is secretary . . . . Know-
ledge Industry Publications of White
Plains, N.Y., has established the North
American Television Institute to pro-
vide intensive one- and two-day semi-
nars for video users. The program be-
gins this month; for information, con-
tact Knowledge Industry Publications
at 701 Westchester Ave., White Plains,
N.Y. 10614, (800) 431-1880; in New
York State, (914) 328-9157.

Western Public Radio will conduct a
national radio training program for
independent, public, and commercial
radio producers with a $221, 202 grant
from the John and Mary R. Markle
Foundation . . . . WCET-TV, public
TV station in Cincinnati, has received a
$153,503 grant from Warner Amex to
acquire cable -related origination and
production equipment to expand its
services via cable . . . . Linda Alvarez,
co-anchor at KPNX-TV, Phoenix, has
received the 1981 Ruben H. Salazar
Award for Communications . . . .

KOCO-TV anchor Mary Ruth Carleton
received honorable mention from
Women in Communications, Inc., for
her five -part series, Only God and
Weyerhauser, which aired over the
Oklahoma City station . . . .Health -
beat, the TV health magazine from BBI
Communications, has cleared on 56
stations representing 60 percent of
U.S. homes, the company says. BBIC
will also distribute a national Health -
beat newsletter in cooperation with the
Chicago Tribune . . . . Phil Donahue
has been named IRTS Broadcaster of

the Year; earlier this year, the talk
show host won the prestigious Peabody
Award.

Video Expo New York will cover
two floors of Madison Square Garden
October 20 through 22, with about 100
exhibitors expected . . . . NAEB's
"multi -conference," Futurecast '81,
will convene November 1 through 4 in
New Orleans. Topics will include
radio, new technologies, money, main-
streaming instructional services, new
directions in broadcast education, and
personnel management. For details
contact Mark Tebbano, NAEB, 1346
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington,
D.C. 20036, (202) 785-1100.

Business Briefs

Ampex will spend $50 million over the
next three years to expand its mag rec-
ording tape joint venture with
Konishiroku Photo Industry Co. of
Japan . . . CMX/Orrox has estab-
lished CMX Euroservice, a service
facility in the Hamburg, West Ger-
many, area . . . . John G. Leveck has
formed Image Electronics, a Los
Angeles -based video distribution com-
pany serving the southwestern
U.S. . . .Darryl E. Parker has founded
Parcom, a manufacturers' rep and dis-
tributor in Southlake Texas. Parcom

ENGINEERED
FOR YOUR BOTTOMLINE.

Setting standards since 1970, there are five different models available.
The MP -8 and SP -8 are the undisputed cost performance leaders for the
broadcast industry. Both feature balanced output; 0.05% distortion; 68 dB
gain; +8 dBm out(+21 dBm max.); S/N: -77 dB; ±1.0 dB RIAA; remote
scratch and brilliance activation. Our top -of -the -line ESP -38 features
improved performance specs like 0.03% distortion, S/N of -90 dB, ±0.25
dB RIAA and +25 dBm out. The SP -8 and ESP -38 are also available in rack
mounting versions.

Everything we manufacture is, and always has been, shipped on a two
week trial basis and warranteed for a full two years. On some of our industry
standard consoles, four years! Write or call collect today for full information
on the products that are engineered for your bottomline.

Engineered For Your Bottemline.

RAMK01111
RamKo Research, 11355-A Folsom Blvd.,

Rancho Cordova, California 95670 (916) 635-3600
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Harris' new TC-85 upstages all
other automatic cameras with...

THE 45 -SECOND
MULTI -CAMERA
SETUP

In less time than a
standard commercial
break, Harris' new auto
setup computers can
simultaneously run a pre-
production setup of all
the TC-85 cameras in your
studio.

With independent microcomputers
in each camera, fine registration,
black balance, white balance,
gamma and flare are automatically
checked and adjusted in all
cameras-in less than 45 sec-
onds! Full computer setup from a
new tube installation is also ac-
complished quickly.

The independent microcomputer
concept-a Harris exclusive-
eliminates camera interdepend-
ence and enhances reliability.

The ASU-85 computer setup
system is standard in the new TC-
85 camera. It can also be added, at

a surprisingly low cost, to all exist-
ing TC-80 series cameras in the
field, and is fully compatible with
the Harris Triax system. You can
teach your older cameras new
tricks!

Compare the cost. The TC-85
camera with full computer setup is
priced well below competitive
models.

Contact Harris Corporation,
Broadcast Products Division, P.O.
Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301.
217/222-8200.

HARRIS
COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING
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Business Briefs

will rep NEC America, Ramko, and
TFf broadcast gear.

Toshiba America, Inc., has reor-
ganized into two independently operat-
ing business groups. The Consumer
Products Business sector will operate
from Wayne, N.J.; the Industrial Elec-
tronic Business sector, including the
broadcast division, will be headquar-
tered in a new facility at 2441 Michelle
Dr., Tustin, Calif. 92680, (714) 730-
5000 . . . . Ikegami Electronics has
expanded its West Coast operations
with a move to larger quarters at 3445
Kashiwa St., Torrance, Calif., (213)
534-0050 . . . . Leitch Video has ex-
panded its U.S. facilities with the addi-
tion of a 12,000 square foot manufac-
turing and distribution plant. Leitch
Video of America, Inc., is located at
825 K Green Brier Circle, Chesapeake,
Va. 23320, (804) 424-7920.

Cezar International has moved its
corporate headquarters to a new facility
at 1026 W. Maude Ave., Sunnyvale,
Calif. (408) 733-1436 . . . . Shively
Labs is now operating out of its new
plant on Harrison Road, Bridgton,
Maine 04009, (207) 647-3327 . . . .

Comsearch, Inc., has broken ground
for its new office and laboratory
facilities in Reston, Va. Construction is
scheduled for completion early next
year.

Matthews Studio Equipment has
announced a 50 percent increase in the
physical size of its Burbank, Calif.
headquarters and plant. The company
also has a new European manufacturing
and distribution division, Matthews
Europa, Inc., located in Amster-
dam . . . . TDK Electronics Corp.
has announced plans to construct new
U.S. headquarters in Port Washington,
N.Y., scheduled for spring, 1982,
completion . . . . Tentel has moved to
new quarters at 1506 Dell Ave.
Campbell, Calif. 95008, (408) 379-
1881 or (800) 538-6894.

Harris Corp. has signed an exclu-
sive agreement with RTS Systems to
include RTS-compatible intercom-
munications circuitry in its TC-85,
TC-80B, and TC-50 studio cameras

. . . Microwave Associates Com-
munications has signed North Supply
Co. of Lenexa, Kan., as distributor for
its complete line of satellite products.

KSTS-TV, San Jose, Calif. inde-
pendent UHF station, recently went
on -air with a new 110 kW transmitter
from Harris Corp.'s Broadcast Prod-
ucts Division. A New Rochelle, N.Y.,
AM station, WVOX, has also kicked
off its operation with a Harris transmit-
ter . . . . Wometco's WTVJ-TV,
Miami, has purchased over $1 million
of post -production equipment from
Ampex Corp. The order includes

VTRs, ADO, ACE, and a production
switcher . . . . ADDA Corp. has sold
its one hundredth ESP digital still store
system to the Hawaiian Production
Center, Honolulu - purchasers of the
first ESP unit back in 1977.

Scientific-Atlanta has reported sev-
eral major earth station orders. Opry-
land productions of Nashville has pur-
chased a 10 -meter dish to initiate its
country music satellite broadcasts;
Trinity Broadcasting is expanding with
an additional 25 4.6 -meter TVRO
dishes; and King Broadcasting has or-
dered three 7 -meter dishes for its TV
stations in Seattle, Portland, and
Spokane. The company reported in-

creases of 44 percent in sales and 49
percent in net earnings for the last fiscal
year.

Five Interco Fiorentino lighting di-
rectors were nominated for Emmys by
the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences . . . . The Rank Cintel Mk
III flying -spot telecine received an
Emmy for outstanding achievement in
engineering development at the Sep-
tember awards presentation.

Norm Wieland has been named di-
rector of marketing and sales for Inte-
grated Sound Systems . . . Joseph
Novik has been appointed vice presi-
dent and marketing manager of
Elcom-Bauer.

RAMKO AUDIO
CONSOLES

ENGINEERED
FOR YOUR BOTTOMLINE.

If you're under the impression all audio consoles are more or less alike,
then you haven't seen Ramko's exciting -silent series" of 14 different
models. Stereo and mono, and available in any input/output configuration
you could possibly need, Ramko has pioneered many innovative feati.res
such as total D.C. control of all mixing and switching functions, solid-state
balanced inputs and outputs, full -range input gain selects, switch selectable
muting on all inputs, solid-state V U. meters, and olug-in modules and I.C:s.

Everything we manufacture is, and always has been, shipped on a two
week trial basis and warranteed for a full two years. On some of our industry
standard consoles, four years! Write or call collect today for full information
on the products that are engineered for your bottomline.

Engineered For Your Bottomlino.

RAMKO NI
Ramko Research, 11355-A Folsom Blvd.,

Rancho Cordova, California 95670 (916) 635-3600
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WORDS &PICTURES
Introducing Vidifont®
Graphics V. The character/
graphics system with unique
technological innovations.
Everything you need to com-
bine operator ease with artistic
beauty. Total creative freedom.
A rainbow of colors. An infinite
variety of animated effects.
Plus multi-user access.
Graphics VTM Sophisticated.
Easy to use. Practical. Flexible.
Everything you'd expect from
the great Vidifont tradition.

THE FACTS SPEAK
FOR THEMSELVES

 Eight full -set fonts. Up to
48 in resident memory.  256
automatic kerning combina-
tions of intercharacter spacing.
 4,096 colors in resident
collection.  16 color "quads"
instantly on-line.  Back-
grounds. Created indepen-
dently of foreground character
plane and enlarged or reduced.
 Capability to mix italics and
conventional characters on
the same row.  Edge types
include border, shadow and
outline.  Edging may be ex-
tended in any direction. Up to
256 scan lines.
 Compact component design
for mobile applications, built-
ins, or custom console. ClUser
stations and disk storage may
be located hundreds of feet
from main electronics.
 Up to 8 keyboards can oper-
ate simultaneously.  Simulta-
neous on-line accessibility
provided by two independent,
full -function, high resolution
channels.  Over 35 pages
instantly accessed on-line.
Unlimited additions from disk.

 Character appearance
enhanced by edge polish-
ing to eliminate objection-
able effects of aliasing.
 Exclusive area composi-
tion permits composing
and editing in one section
of the display without dis-
turbing adjacent items. 
Free -form manipulation
through double -buffered
frame store. Character
placement not limited by
row -structured page.
 Margins can be released
in any or all directions.
Displays can "bleed" or run
off the edge of the screen.
 "Cut and paste" capabil-
ities.  Multi -planar character
and row stacking.  Unique
restore function permits exam-
ination of sequenced displays.
Graphics V steps back and
restores previous display for
comparison.

minusamantiiiii
THE WIDEST ARRAY

OF DYNAMICS
 Rolls/crawls. 196 speed/
direction combinations.
 Up to four displays may be
moved in any direction simulta-
neously.  Ripple-on/ripple-
off. Character -by -character
appearance or removal at any
of 127 rates.  Timing relation-
ships may be examined event -
by -event, re -arranged, re -
timed or otherwise adjusted.

EASY TO USE
 Operator -oriented design.
Prompted and menued
entries. Logically laid out key-
board.  Independent color
edit outputs for each channel.
 Standard setup always
available. When a different,
often -used format is required,
operator loads in a "user envi-
ronment." Fonts, colors, chan-
nels, levels, tabs, margins, etc.
are automatically configured
and placed on-line.  Self -test
and diagnostics.

SEE US AT BOOTH 523-524 AT THE SMPTE SHOW



FONT
COMPOSE
 Plug-in module
allows in-house crea-
tion of fonts, logos, and
graphics. Generated from art-
work or electronically synthe-
sized. Full range of composi-
tion, editing, and creative aids
available directly on keyboard.

Vidifont`® IVA. With Vidivote'" and Vidi-
text.'" The cost-effective champ of charac-
ter generators. Includes so many of the
capabilities of Vidifont Graphics V

For complete information about
the new Vidifont Graphics V,
send for our brochure.
Thomson-CSF Broadcast, Inc.,
37 Brownhouse Road, Stamford,
CT 06902. Tel. (203) 327-7700. THOMSON-CSF BROADCAST INC.
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Twice again: Shure sets
the standard for the industry!
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Introducing two new microphone mixers
Ten years ago-with the introduction of the
M67 and M68-Shure set the stancards of
the industry for compact, portable micro -

M267
For Professional Broadcasting
Both TV and Radio-in the studio and for
remote broadcast applications.

For Professional Recording

For Professional Sound
Reinforcement
For more complex public address
systems.

With all these new features:
 Switchable, fast -attack limiter
 LED peak indicator
 All inputs switchable for me o- line
 Simplex power
 Greater headphone power
 Built-in battery supply
 Lower noise
 Reduced distortion

..and all of the famous M67 original features

phone mixers. Shure is now introducing Iwo
new mIxe-s with features and improvements
that will -nake them the new industry standards.

M268
For Public Address and Paging
In iotels schools, churches, community
ceite-s, hospitals, e -c.

For tie Serious Tape Recording
Enthusiast

As an Add -On Mixer for
Expanding Current Equipment

With all these new features:
 Lower noise
 Dranatic -educt on in distortion
 Nix bus
 ALitcmatic muting circuit
 Simplex power

and all cf the famous M68 origina features

Both new models rclude the same ruggedness
and rel abiity that have made the N67 and M68
the top -se ling mixers in the industri.

For complete information on the M267 arid M268 send in for a detaied product brochure task for AL569).

The Sound of the Professionals
®n B I-1 U F=1

Shure Brothers, nc , 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL (.0204
In Canada A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sox- d systems and related circuitry.
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RADIO
PROGRAMMING & PRODUCTION FOR PROFIT

Nutrition Series:
A Healthy Supplement For
The Radio Diet
EVERYBODY EATS - and food and nu-
trition are vital subjects to any station's
listeners. Scott Broadcast Services of
New York has recently come out with a
new series of short programs on nutri-
tion, and many station managements
may find its ingredients just what the
doctor ordered.

The series, Columbia Nutrition Bul-
letin, is produced by SBS in association
with the Institute of Human Nutrition of
the prestigious Columbia University
Medical School. It features Myron
Winick, M.D., speaking on various as-
pects of nutrition (a sample included
segments on weight gain during preg-
nancy and the pros and cons of vegeta-
rian diets). Each segment is 90 seconds
long, with the last five seconds a notice
of donated material. The series is
funded by a grant from Borden.

Winick, the Institute's director, is
also editorial director for the radio
series. At a recent press conference an-
nouncing the series Winick claimed,
"Half of the adult U.S. population is
malnourished" due to poor eating hab-
its, commenting, "Most of these prob-
lems are easily correctible through an
informed public."

Informing the public is what the Co-
lumbia Nutrition Bulletin is all about,
and SBS is busy signing stations in
major markets across the country (161
as of September 17). The list includes
such names as KSTP, Minneapolis -St.
Paul; KMOX, St. Louis; WASH,
Washington; KNEW, San Francisco;
and KLAC, Los Angeles. The series
scheduled debut was on September 28.

Any manager can probably think of
numerous ways a program like this can
enhance the broadcast schedule. Some
suggestions from SBS include schedul-
ing the spot near the news at breakfast,
lunch or dinner times or airing it during
a health or lifestyle segment. Of course,
another smart place for it could be near
spots from local supermarkets.

The spots stand nicely by them-
selves, but SBS will supply custom re-
turn cues to fit a station's particular

programming upon request. If desired,
the station's own air personality can
introduce the program by cuing past the
taped intro and clipping out the taped
close. SBS provides recorded 10-, 20-,
and 30 -second promos. As an extra
plus, script requests from listeners will
be filled free of charge.

The Columbia Nutrition Bulletin is
free to stations on an exclusive, one -
to -a -market basis. Programs are
supplied on seven-inch reels of 7.5 ips
tape, each with 15 episodes. Five of the
episodes air each week, sometime be-
tween 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. on the
scheduled day; repeats are unlimited
within the scheduled week. The only
requirement is that the credit line be
included - either as it appears on the
tape, or read by the station's personal-
ity. The series is ongoing; either party
may cancel with four weeks' notice.
Interested? Contact Gloria Scott at
Scott Broadcast Services, Inc., 14.40
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018,
(212) 921-8280.

Back to school with Co -Ed

Another new series, making its ap-
pearance just in time for the start of
school, comes from well-known radio
syndicator Radio Works. The Los
Angeles -based company is now pro-
ducing the Co -Ed Magazine Radio Di-
ary, intended as a companion piece to
Co -Ed Magazine, a fixture in the
schools for over two decades.

The daily "psycho -drama" portrays
problems familiar to teenagers, featur-
ing a "radio family" who act out the
situations.

Other departments include lifestyle
reports with a focus on health and fit-
ness and interviews with entertainment
and sports personalities.

The program is available to radio sta-
tions on a barter basis. For more infor-
mation, call Radio Works at (213)
466-1935.

Solid success
Cooperation with magazines seems

4YDRAULIC*444k0

Ell:J? MASTS
SMOOTH  SAFE  SURE

6 to 60 FT.

EV STOPS AND STAYS AT ANY
LEVEL  WITH PUMP OFF.

0 150 to 350 LB. LIFT
WITH SINGLE MAST.

0 INSIDE OR OUTSIDE MOUNTS
SMALL OR LARGE VANS.

II MICRO ADJUSTABLE  TO THE
FRACTION OF AN INCH.

0 CONTINUOUS ROTABILITY

0 1, 2 or 3 SPEED PUMPS.

fli 12, 24 vdc / 120 vac
FE CLEAN AND DRY

II NO MAINTENANCE.

0 NO SUDDEN STARTS OR
SLAMMING STOPS.

Ili ALL ALUMINUM

0 REMOTE CONTROLLABLE
TRAILER MODELS FOR
STAKE OUT.

II CUSTOM DESIGN WELCOME

_PR
Li CALL OR WRITE.

1022 Hazelwood Dr.
P.O. BOX 6 0 4

OREGON CITY, OR. 97045
6 5 6 - 5500

(503) 6 5 7 - 5800
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Radio Programming
country's leading business magazines. the syndication venture, with increased
Forbes has also reaped benefits from audience interest in the magazine.

to spell success for Radio Works,
which marked the first birthday of its
highly successful Forbes Magazine
Report last summer. This daily 21/2 -
minute program reaches more than 10
million listeners over the Mutual
Broadcasting System.

Mobile One, the first national spon-
sor of the show, now rotates with such
biggies as Visa and Franklin Money
Fund - not so surprising when one
considers that Forbes is one of the

BM/ E's Program Marketplace

Syndicators For Radio
Pacific Music
23 W. Micheltorena St.
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101
Tel: (805) 988-4131

DELTA
does it accurately

TCA-10/20-EXR Dual Scale Remote Output
On/Off and Hi/Lo Switching.

RF Ammeter Systems

 MEETS FCC REQUIREMENTS OF 2% ACCURACY 
 MINIMUM MODULATION EFFECT 

 ALL COMPONENTS CAN BE GROUNDED FOR SAFETY 
 ON/OFF SWITCH FOR GREATER LIGHTNING PROTECTION 

 PATENTED TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED RECTIFIER
CIRCUIT 

 WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE -40°F to +150°F 

The Delta series of TCA RF Ammeter systems utilize a toroidal
current transformer (TCT) to obtain a sample voltage proportional
to the RF current flowing in a conductor. This sample is then con-
nected to a special temperature compensated rectifier circuit via a
50 ohm coaxial cable. The rectifier converts the RF sample voltage
to a DC current to drive an indicating instrument.

Every TCA system is calibr'ated at our laboratory at an RF
frequency in the broadcast band-corelated to the National Bureau
of Standards. Correction curves are supplied when more than 2%
accuracy is required.

We have a wide range of models, scales and optional items which
are illustrated and explained in our RF Ammeter Products catalog.

Just call or write us for more information.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 GENERAL WASHINGTON DRIVE
P.O. Box 11268  ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22312
TELEPHONE: 703/354-3350 TWX: 710-832-0273
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BEAUTIFUL MUSIC SYNDICATORS face
some extra competition from Pacific
Music, a new West Coast programmer.
The service grew out of the programm-
ing efforts of Bob Scott at KDB-AM/
FM in Santa Barbara. Both stations are
programmed for the Beautiful Music
format. The FM outlet was rated
number one by Arbitron in the fall of
1980 in the 12 -plus and 18-49 age
groups.

Scott has been general manager,
music, and program director at the sta-
tions since the purchase in 1971. But
this is not his first experience with the
Beautiful Music format. In 1952, Scott
was program director at KPOL in Los
Angeles and switched the station to
Beautiful Music. Scott stayed at the sta-
tion for nearly 20 years; during much of
his tenure there, the station enjoyed top
ratings.

Scott says that Pacific Music's ex-
tensive music library enables the ser-
vice to offer more than 350 hours of
unduplicated selections. He notes that
more is being added monthly, with
album imports from England, Europe,
Australia, and Japan, plus all the tradi-
tional domestic standards.

Pacific Music is formatted into four
basic categories: vocals, upbeat (for
morning drive only), medium tempo,
and soft and mellow. There is also a
series of "recent and contemporary"
reels for use once in each quarter-hour
of the day. Rounding out the package is
a special series of Christmas music.

The service does its own dubbing
in-house, with the masters produced
personally by Scott. The result, he
says, "is a tape free of surface noises"
with a 25 Hz tone applied at precisely
the right spot to assure smooth, flowing
`live ' -sounding production.

Pacific Music differs from many
other syndicators in a couple of key
ways. First, the service is not available
on a lease basis. It is offered strictly as
a turnkey package, with the stipulation
that the tapes may not be duplicated or
re -sold. The normal contract period is
about 18 months.

The other key difference, according
to Scott, is the price. The Pacific Music
package is available for about $350 a
month, which Scott says is consid-
erably lower than the industry standard.

Even though Pacific Music is a new
service, Scott thinks that his 25 years of
successful Beautiful Music program-
ming is a big plus for the clients of the
service BM/E
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Improved In Four Important Ways!
No. 1 Cart Machine

Today, one out of every two broad-
cast cartridge machines purchased

worldwide is an ITC Premium Line machine.
Now, four new features make this

first -choice line an even greater value.

Improved Frequency Response
The head is new. The open-faced design
is cylindrically shaped rather than hyper-
bolic. MuMetal laminations are surround-

ed by epoxy filler impregnated with alum-
inum oxide particles for shielding and

durability. Core windows are wider than
conventional designs. The end result is
greatly improved

frequency response
without low end

humps and bumps.

New Cart Hold Down New Head Design

To place a no -risk order

CALL TOLL -FREE
800-447-0414

From Alaska, Hawaii, Illinois
call collect; (309) 828-1381)

Removable Head Module
True center pivot design. Azimuth,
zenith and height adjust inde-
pendently. Locking one does not affect
the others. Steel ball pivots and
longer azimuth arms permit finer tuning.

Improved Tape -Head Alignment
New cartridge positioning system assures
precise, rigid alignment of tape to head
even when insertion is hurried or careless.

Long -Life Pressure Roller
The 525K pressure roller offers twice the
pulling power and extended life. Tolerates

common cleaning
chemicals. Holds
its durometer even
in high humidity.

New Pressure Roller

iE

" 41'
let

New Removable Head Module

International Tapetronics Corporation,
2425 South Main Street,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Marketed exclusively In Canada by McCurdy Radio Industries. Ltd.. Toronto
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No matter what
your company's
production specialty,
news, commercial,
programming, or
instructional television,
the American Data
complete line of video
production systems
have the features you'll
need to do the job.

American Data

Research Park  401 Wynn Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 35805 USA
Phone [205] 037-5160
TWX 810 726-2125

Division of
Central Dynamics Corporation

O

0
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TELEVISION
PROGRAMMING &PRODUCTION FOR PROFIT

Eighth Decade Consortium:
Take Two
LAST YEAR, five television stations with
nothing in common except a commit-
ment to quality local programs and a
coincidental affiliation with ABC
jointly produced an hour-long docu-
mentary on working women called
"What Does Your Mom Do?" (see

BM/E July, 1980) What made the show
unique was the national scope of the
subject with a very local focus.

The program was narrated by Ed
Asner of Lou Grant fame, but each in-
dividual station had a local personality
(usually the co-anchor of the news) in-
troduce the program and appear in
bridges and transitions with Asner. It
looked to local viewers as if their sta-
tion had the clout to hire a star of
Asner's stature to narrate a local docu-
mentary.

While there were some problems
with the first production, the reaction
was positive enough for a second
broadcast.

The general managers of the five sta-
tions - KOMO-TV, Seattle; KSTP-

TV, St. Paul; WCVB-TV, Boston;
WJLA-TV, Washington, D.C.; and
WRAL-TV, Raleigh -Durham - asked
their staffs to come up with a topic for
the second joint project. They decided
to do a program on crime, but not the
normal "lets -scare -the -pants -off -
them" approach. The stations wanted
to take a look at some positive ways in
which crime was being combated by
ordinary citizens.

Each of the five cities had some kind
of community crime prevention pro-
gram that seemed to be working. These
were not situations of gun -toting vig-
ilantes trying to take over where the
police and the criminal justice system
failed, but people trying to reclaim the
safety of their streets because they were
simply "Fed Up With Fear," which
happens to be the title of the show.

For this year's production, the execu-
tive producer is Lois Matheson from
KOMO-TV, the Fisher Broadcasting
outlet in Seattle. As coordinating pro-
ducer for the show, it was her job to

Lois Matheson, executive producer for the Eighth Decade Consortium, checks the opening
sequence with KOMO-TV's Ken Schram who produced and reported the Seattle segment of
"Fed Up With Fear"

BEHIND
THE LENS

OR
IN FRONT,

tc=::$

TIFFEN FILTERS
ARE THE

INDUSTRY'S
FIRST CHOICE.

Most major 'manufacturers of
video cameras install Tiffen filters
as original equipment in the filter
wheel behind the lens.
Most major TV stations and studios
use Tiffen filters in front of the lens.

Why? Because cameras are only
as good as their components
When quality components are required
Tiffen filters meet all the requirements.
They're rugged, reliable, precision -
made. And the performance is
always outstanding.
Superior technology and quality
craftsmanship combine to make
Tiffen filters the industry's first choice.

Tiften Makes Filters For:
Ampex
Angenieux
Canon
Fernseh
Fujinon
GE

Harris Rank Taylor Hobson
lkegami RCA
IVC Schneider
Marconi Thompson
Norelco And Many Others
Phillips

Write Dept. BRIM for FREE
Professional 'renew* and Prie List.

TiFFEN®
90 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788

(516) 273-2500 Telex 96-7748
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A NEW
concept in

MICROPHONES
I'm Carl Countryman and I'm so excited about
the EM -101 I must tell you why no other micro-
phone offers you such fantastic performance
and why the EM -101 is the most versitile mike
you can own'

125 dB DYNAMIC RANGE
In terms of raw performance alone, the EM -101
is in a class by itself. The 25 dB noise level of the
EM -101 is one of the lowest in the industry. With
the EM -101 you can hear sounds in a quiet room
that you can't hear with your own ears, yet it
easily handles 150 dB sound levels without
distortion or pad switching. That's over 300
times the threshold of pain! The EM -101 will
completely eliminate microphone overload..

LABORATORY FLAT RESPONSE

The EM -101 is GUARANTEED to have an incred-
ibly flat frequency response; within 1.5dB of
perfection over the -entire audible range from
20Hz to 15kHz and we back that guarantee by
shipping each EM -101 with it's own individual
computer verified frequency response curve.
Listening tests cannot distinguish the EM -101
from precision laboratory microphones costing
TEN times more!

VERSITILITY
The EM -101 is about the size and shape of a stick
of Dentyne chewing gum and has a non -reflec-
tive, black surface. It is also the most perfectly
non directional microphone you can buy for
recording or sound reinforcement. That makes it
the ideal choice for stage, TV, motion picture, or
conference work where variations in quality
caused by motion and position around the mi-
crophone must be minimized. Unlike conven-
tional microphones or "plate mounted" micro-
phones, the EM -101's unique flat design allows it
to be placed as close to the surface as desired to
take full advantage of this traditional micro-
phone placement technique.

FEEDBACK AND LEAKAGE REDUCTION

The unique design of the EM -101 makes it almost
completely insensitive to conducted vibration
so it can be placed directly on or even inside an
instrument where the sound level is high and
you will obtain remarkably improved rejection
of unwanted sound and reduction of feedback.
Because PA systems feed back on response
peaks, the EM -101's ultra flat response allows
you to use more gain without feedback and will
reduce or even eliminate the need to notch filter
or equalize a system.

YOU MUST TRY THE EM -101
I want you to have the experience of using a
microphone with performance that rivals the
human ear! I'm convinced that once you hear a
truly accurate, uncolored microphone in your
facility, with your kind of program material, for
the affordably low price of $234.50 U.S you will
never want to be without one!
Please call Countryman Associates or your fa-
vorite professional sound dealer to arrange a no
risk trial of the incredible EM -101 microphone.

'COUNTRYMAN
ASSOCIATES INC

417 STANFORD AVE-REDWOOD CITY. CA 94063 (4151364-99138
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TV Programming

WRAL-TV anchor Vic Carter talks to a Raleigh -Durham police officer about juvenile crime for
his segment of the program

insure a uniform look without losing
that individualized local feeling. In a
meeting with the other producers -
Kathy Cunningham -Mathews of WJLA
(last year's executive producer and the
only returning alumna), Pete Peterson
of KSTP, Cathy Perron of WCVB, and
Kevin Duffus of WRAL - all the pos-
sible approaches were worked out and
objections reconciled.

"We had an all -day session . . . in
St. Paul . . . and hammered it out, from
production philosophy to how we were
going to make it happen to whether we
were going to segment the show and to
the kinds of things we wanted in each
segment, " explained Matheson.

Film -to -tape sans star

There are some major differences be-
tween this year's project and the first
one. First and foremost, the first show
was shot on film and this one is all tape.
Even though four of the five stations are
in larger markets (Seattle is fifteenth,
St. Paul is thirteenth, Washington,

WJLA-TV anchor David
Schoumacher (r) rides with
Washington, D.C.
policeman Ronald
Hampton as he patrols an
inner city neighborhood
which is helping the police
reduce crime in the area

D.C. is eighth, and Boston is sixth), all
felt more confortable with film last year
than tape.

This year there was a short lead time
because the Consortium wanted a more
topical subject, and tape was the only
way to give the necessary speed and
flexibility. The stations also had a
year's more experience with tape, so
the producers were as comfortable with
tape as their predecessors had been with
film.

Another change is that this produc-
tion would not have a big -name host
like Ed Asner since the producers felt
that this show needed a totally local
flavor. Matheson wanted a magazine
feel to the show. "It really emphasized
the fact that we were going to five dif-
ferent cities across the nation. With the
local talent doing the wrap -around, it
gave a stronger sense of locality to each
market," she explains.

Putting it all together
The major problem with the film



production last year was the sheer vol-
ume of work heaped on the executive
producer. All the work of putting the
final product together for five stations
fell on the shoulders of Kathy
Cunningham -Mathews. Each of the sta-
tions shot their segments and shipped
the footage to WJLA, where the five
versions were conformed.

It was too much work for one person
to have to deal with. It also took a long
time because of the constant wait for
prints and the constant adjustment for
the different shooting capabilities of the
stations.

With tape, it has been possible to
spread the work around to the indi-
vidual station producers. The seg-
ments, when completed, were sent to
Matheson for editing into a submaster.
"The submaster tape had the open -
which was produced here [at KOMO-
TV] - and then black spaces for the
individual station host; then story; then
teases," Matheson explains. "Every-
thing was built on that submaster reel,
even the spaces for the local hosts. On
one of the audio tracks I had our host
reading the copy so the producers
would know how that material inte-
grated with the show. " The producers
were then able to shoot the bridges in
their respective cities and edit it onto
the submaster in the holes provided.
Matheson felt that this gave a continuity
to the show. She also wrote all the copy
for the various transitions so that it was
consistent in tone.

All the producers interviewed by
BMIE had similar comments about
working on this joint effort. They all
felt that it gave them a different per-
spective on their day-to-day jobs be-
cause of the interchange with other
creative people in other parts of the
country doing similar work. Pete Peter-
son of KSTP-TV, St. Paul, was even
more grateful for the joint project be-
cause he has spent his entire broad-
casting career at the same station and
this afforded him an opportunity to get
an insider's look at the way things are
done elsewhere.

The positive feedback from the first
production of the Eighth Decade Con-
sortium led to this one. The member
stations feel that this kind of coopera-
tive effort can be of enormous benefit to
stations that aren't part of a chain of
group -owned stations. The shared costs
allow for network -quality shows at
local prices and offer the prestige of
doing prime -time shows. The opportu-
nity for producers, camera operators,
and editors to work on a project such as
this can engender some creative fallout
that will positively affect the rest of the
station's product.

With all these benefits, the next pro-
duction of the Eighth Decade Consor-
tium may be just one of a type which
other stations will be doing all over the
country. BM/E
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Of course, it's
Telex/Magnecord

Telex Magnecord broadcast cart machines run cool and steady. So cool no
ventilation is required, so steady not even voltage or frequency fluctuations will
alter their speed. Thanks to our dc servo flutter -filter drive. Completely immune
to RFI and EMI, it meets or exceeds all NAB standards and is suited for local or
remote/automated operation.

Standard features at no extra cost.
 An edit pushbutton to add stop cues in playback and omit stop cues in record
 LED indicators show end of tape, status and secondary/tertiary cue tones
 Front panel headphone jack
 VU meters for each channel

Convenient, Flexible
MC -Series is field convertible from mono to stereo, or play to record. Optional
remote controls simply plug in.
Four broadcast cart machines to choose from in the Telex/Magnecord
MC-SZ'ries - all made in U.S.A. and affordable. Write for detailed information.

Quality products for the audio professional

- -

TELEX
9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO.. MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55420 U.S.A.

Telephone: 612-884-4051, telex: 29-7053
EUROPE: 22. rue de la Legion-d'Hlonneur, 93200 St Denis, France, Telephone: 820-98-46. telex: 63-0013

CANADA: Telak Electronics, Ltd 100 Midwest Road. Scarborough. Ontario M1P3B1, Telephone: 416-752-8575
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WCVB-TV
THE TREND IN
POST -PRODUCTION?

GIWING AHEAD IN
PRODUCTION

The range of post -production at
Boston's WCVB-TV goes from the
simplest news editing to the most
complex Hollywood -style movies. Can
other stations produce 62 hours of local
programming at a profit?

IN THE LONG and bitter battle to acquire the license of Ch.
5 in Boston, a local group of investors had to make a lot of
promises. They promised to make the station truly respon-
sive to the community by producing what many consid-
ered an enormous amount of local programming. Many in
the broadcasting community firmly believed that it
couldn't be done; certainly not on a profit -oriented com-
mercial station. Toss in the fact that the station was an
ABC affiliate in the days when ABC was number four in a
three -network race, and the prospects for WCVB seemed
to spell disaster.

That was 10 years ago. Today, WCVB-TV is consid-
ered by many to be the best television station in the
country. It is without question the most prolific. WCVB-
TV produces 62 hours of local programming a week. It
recently produced a made -for -TV -movie, Summer Sol-
stice, which will air on ABC this season and stars Henry
Fonda and Myrna Loy. The station has a syndication
service, BBI Communications, which markets many of its
programs such as House Call, The Baxters, and Miller's
Court. BBI Productions, another subsidiary, produced
Summer Solstice and plans to produce other entertainment
programs.

If there remain any skeptics about the viability of
WCVB's approach to local broadcasting, that skepticism
should be put to rest with the news that the station has been
sold to Metromedia for a record $220 million. Metro-
media obviously feels that WCVB and its affiliated com-
panies will be profitable enough to repay the investment.

At most stations, a large volume of the editing effort
takes place in the news department. Things are no differ-
ent at WCVB. The station's news effort occupies a good
chunk of the broadcast day, starting with an hour-long
newscast at 6:00 a.m. In a random, unscientific survey of
Bostonians, four of the six people asked were viewers of
Eyeopener News. Other newscasts are at noon, 6:00 p.m.
and 11:00 p.m.

Henry Fonda and Myrna Loy star in Summer Solstice a movie
made by WCVB-TV for air on ABC-TV. It's the first film by a local
station to be purchased by a network

The station has been all-ENG for less than a year, but
when the transition was made, it was made with a ven-
geance. The six editing booths are equipped with Sony
BVU-500 recorders and BVE-500A editors. There is a
news department videotape area equiped with six BVU-
500s for recording microwave transmissions, network
newsfeeds, Cable News Network (the station has an
agreement with CNN for exchanging news material),
satellite feeds (the station is in the process of installing its
own downlink), and anything else necessary for the news
department.

The news department's editing and videotape facility
was designed cooperatively by the news and engineering
departments. According to assistant news director Emily
Rooney, "The engineering department . . . is really sen-
sitive to our needs and they want to make things as good as
possible. They 're the ones who are quite creative when it
comes to new equipment and new ideas. Very often, they
are the ones who will come forward and say 'Hey, why
don't you try this.' We have a really good relationship
with our engineering department. "

The concept behind the news department's ENG opera-
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The Trend In Post -Production?

tion is not unique, but it seems to have been effected
without many of the transitional problems that other sta-
tions have experienced. It may be that the extra time it
took for the station to make the full switch gave everyone a
chance to study the mistakes of others. At this stage, the
post -production effort of the news department is limited to
the simple cut -only edit capability of the Sony editors.
There is no effort to go beyond this method execpt for
series during rating periods. The day-to-day news pieces
are kept simple. The only exception is the pre -mix of
graphics that might be difficult to do live.

Several other news departments have started to place a
greater emphasis on more creative post -production tech-
niques even in the more routine daily news pieces. For
example, WTAE-TV, Pittsburgh, recently installed a
Convergence ECS-103 editor with built-in switcher. Ac-
cording to news director Joe Rovitto, "The new editing
system allows us to do freeze frames, dissolves, and other
effects right in the edit booth."

Another example of added post -production effort is at
WDVM-TV in Washington, D.C., where a number of
regular news features have standard animated openings
and closings that give those pieces a different look from
normal features. For example, science reporter Steve
Gendel began a series of weekly reports on trends in

WCVB does some of its off-line editing on CMX Edge editors.
Editor Rob Roy uses one of the station's three Edge editors

Rhonda Hasday,
supervisor of ENG
operations, edits a new
piece with Scott Obreza.
She is responsible for
coordinating the
post -production activity for
the news department's six
edit booths
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science called Future File, and a special animated open
and close was designed to highlight the reports. The
reports became popular and were increased to two a week.
"After a while," said Gendel, "we were doing a science
piece almost every day, so we decided to drop the Future
File animation. I started to get phone calls and letters from
viewers asking why we stopped running Future File.
People were reacting as much to the special look of Future
File as to the content of the reports. "Gendel feels that the
extra post -production effort adds to people's response to
reports. What is even more telling is that, except for the
animated open and close, the Future File pieces are sim-
ple cut -only edits. The addition of the animation gives a
slick, network -quality look to the piece.

The post -production effort in the news department at
WCVB-TV is aided by the library of file tapes. Rooney
feels that it gives the reports a depth that wasn't possible
with film. "We did a local rally recently, commemorating
the anniversity of Nagasaki combined with the Reagan
Administration's announcement about the neutron bomb.
We only used about 15 seconds of the actual local story,
but we built a piece around a lot of stuff that we had on
tape and we were able to do a retrospective." Rooney
feels that there was no way to add such post -production
flourishes with film in the hour and an half that the
reporter had to edit.

Allen Risko, executive production manager for
WCVB, is responsible for mediating the post -production

Chief engineer Dave Underhill (r) talks with technician Jim Watson
in the videotape area. Underhill believes that "good people" make
the difference in WCVB's post -production effort
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Burt Lippman, President
Post -Production Division

The Vidtronics Corporation

PARTNERS IN PRODUCTION
"The more we use our CHYRON', the mere we depend on
it." So says Burt Lippman, executive vice president of The
Vidtronics Corporation. Like most of the leading post
production louses, production houses, to evision stations
and ndustrial producers, Vidtronics has gown to rely upon
its CHYRON.

They supply the talent. CHYRON IV supplies the equipment
for quality reproduction, simplicity of operation and broad
flexibility.

Fo low the Leaders with

7ELESYSTEMS
A DIVISION OF CHYRON CORPOFATION
265 Spagnoli Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11747

516-249-3296  Telex: 144522 Chy-an Meiv
Ampex IrJernaticnal s exclusive distributor for Chyrom Graphizs Systems outside the U.S.A.
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The MICROTIME 2525 Video Signal Synchronizer

Process any video source with
this cool -running synchronizer
that stays on the job longer.
The 2525 synchronizes the
broadest range of input signals
and provides optimum time
base correction of signals from
any VTR source. The latest in
digital video processing
technology at a surprisingly
affordable price.

Synchronizes any video source
Passes VITS, VIRS and Teletex with
vertical blanking adjustable to
line 10
Superior "hot switch" performance
Direct or heterodyne TBC
Field 1, Field 2 or full frame freeze
Auto Freeze or black on last valid
frame of video
Independent, continuously variable
H -phase correction
RS -170A sync generator

Plus the 2525 SP, an optional
processing amplifier with mul-
tiple inputs, allows presetting
of video parameters for each
input. The addition of this
"Smart Proc" extends the ca-
pability of the basic 2525 to
form the highly versatile 2525
SP System.

For full information, con-
tact: MICROTIME, 1280 Blue
Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT
06002. Tel. (203) 242-4242.
TWX 710-425-1165.

 MICROTIME
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The Trend In Post -Production?

WCVB's control room
gets a constant workout
because of the volume
of live and tape
production. The live
production at the station
averages nearly seven
hours a day

There is a certain
enthusiasm that is
prevalent at WCVB and
the staff is not above
showing it

for the non -news areas of the station. He constantly has to
navigate the no -man 's land between the needs of the
post -production effort and the on -air needs. The over-
lapping priorities could cause conflicts, but somehow
everything gets done and none of the tension that is ob-
servable in other stations was evident during a recent
BM/E visit to WCVB-TV.

Risko and others interviewed at the station seemed bent
on avoiding the problems that can develop in a station that
also doubles as a production house. He says the station has
to deal with "a terrific scheduling problem, a difference
-an extreme difference - in the mind sets of the kinds of
individuals that work in both places, and the ability to
schedule large blocks of time for production facility and
yet not have it interrupted by on -air operation."

One solution that is used at WCVB is to take some of
the post -production out of house. Because of the syndica-
tion effort, some of the programs are profitable enough to
mandate it.

Technically, WCVB-TV is not remarkable - neither
super state of the art nor behind the times. The station has
one -inch capability, but there is still much two-inch
equipment in the videotape area. The CMX 340X edit

facility is still new enough so that not everyone is at ease
with its capability; the learning process is still going on.
For off-line, the station has three CMX Edge editors.
Most of the off-line editing is done on the 3/4 -inch U-Matic
format with Sony BVU units. The main control room
could be upgraded, and there is no digital effects
generator.

If the station isn't remarkable technically, how does it
turn out not only volume but quality productions? Chief
engineer Dave Underhill says simply, "good people. "He
thinks the attitude of the personnel, both engineering and
production, makes the crucial difference. It is not a new
answer, but it was voiced with real belief not only by
Underhill but by practically every person interviewed.

"A good engineering manager or technician ought to be
a producer at heart and a talent at heart and a director at
heart too - he's got to have those instincts," Underhill
explains. "You can't really coordinate a good post -
production effort if you don't understand editing. And I
don't mean just understanding how the machines get
phased together and how an insert occurs; I mean under-
standing editing - feeling it. Probably you have to have
done it. You centainly have to have an empathy for the
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The Trend In Post -Production?

instincts that go with it.
"If you're going to get a documentary edited, it's not a

question of looking at the schedule and seeing who's
available to run tape machines. You need someone with
the ability to turn to the producer and say, 'That cut
doesn't work.' You need someone to be critical of the
quality of the material from a technical standpoint but also
to be able to put logic into it and know when ideas are
being communicated effectively."

The idea that WCVB is still a place for people comes
through in all the conversations with staff members. Bob
Bennett, president and general manager, sets the tone for
staff. Bennett is a man who is not afraid to fail. He seems
to be more concerned with not having tried and later
regretting it. "We've done some shows around here," he
explains, "that didn't work quite the way we wanted, but

CMX MULTI -SCREEN VTR DEMO

What looks like a quad split is really four separate screens

From the aisle it looked like a quad split on a projection -size
screen with a grid blotting out part of the picture. At closer
examination it became clear that it wasn't a quad split but
four separate screens. The usual reaction was open-
mouthed disbelief; then intense interest. The interest cen-
tered on how it was done.

At this year's NAB convention in Las Vegas, CMX/Orrox
put together a tape presentation to honor both its tenth year
as an NAB exhibitor and to show off the capability of the
CMX 340X editor. They called the demonstration 4 -Sight
and freely admitted that it had no practical use outside its
promotional value. CMX executive producer Don Reynolds
said, "We've had a number of inquiries from pr firms and ad
agencies but when they find out that you need four $70,000
tape machines and a $50,000 editor they lose interest."
CMX was willing to bear that kind of expense and, if the
reactions of the crowd at the CMX/Orrox booth were any
indication, it may have been worth it.

Reynolds and producer Gary Youngs conceived the proj-
ect and put it together with the assistance of One Pass
Productions. The key to the production was the use of four
cameras mounted in a grid so that each camera shot one
quarter of the scene. Each camera was attached to a sepa-
rate VTR.

Reynolds explains the editing technique, "We edited two
of the tapes and then played them back with a quad split to
see them together. Then we went back to fix up any bad
matches. We edited the third tape and put that in the quad
split and then the same thing with the fourth tape. We had to
go back and do some more re-editing but that's the basic
technique." At the NAB, the tapes were synced on the four
tape machines with the CMX 340X.

we proved that we could do some things that we weren't
supposed to be able to do at a local station. " Bennett feels
that you can gain as much from those projects that were
less than successful as from those that work perfectly.
When the leader says "Let's try it!" (and means it), the
staff has more of a tendency to stretch its wings and try not
only to fly but to soar.

An example of that tendency is Summer Solstice.
Someone asked, "Where are the new generation of writ-
ers coming from?" There had to be a pool of people who
could write television shows outside the Hollywood en-
clave, so the station held a contest for an original teleplay.
What came out of the competition was a script so good that
the newly formed production arm of the station, BBI
Productions, was able to convince Henry Fonda and
Myrna Loy to star in a made -for -TV movie. ABC took a
look at Summer Solstice and bought it for airing this
season.

Aside from the fact that a local television station pro-
duced an entertainment film of network quality, what
stands out is that most of the people who worked on the
film were already on staff. Allen Risko tells of the time
when Henry Fonda arrived for his portion of the film and
there was a screening of rushes of the earlier shooting.
Everyone was waiting in a mild state of panic for his
reaction when the screening was over. "I like it already.
Who's the cameraman," said Fonda. "I want to meet that
man. " Bob King, director of photography, was on the
WCVB staff and had never shot a feature film before. "It
broke the ice," said Risko.

Producing on Summer Solstice was a physical drain on
the WCVB staff. The same people who were working on
the location shooting on Cape Cod also had to keep the
station on the air and shoot and post -produce all the other
programs.

"It was extremely draining, but it was also very excit-
ing," adds Risko. "It was a chance to do something that
was the next level of production. "

Giving the staff an opportunity to work on what Risko
calls "the plums" raises the level of the routine work.
Risko says it gives the ordinary work a certain sparkle that
would be missing if producers, editors, camera operators
and sound recordists didn't feel that there were frequent
opportunities to work on special projects that really are
special.

That knowledge attracts a higher caliber of person to
WCVB-TV. "It draws the kind of people to the station
who have the talent and energy to take on all types of
projects, and knowing they'll have the opportunities to
work on the plums keeps their enthusiasm up for doing the
more routine work."

BMIE focused on the post -production effort at
WCVB-TV because of the volume and range of programs
that the station produces, thinking that some new lessons
might be learned. Maybe we would discover the secret
that causes the station to be widely regarded as a model for
all commercial broadcasters.

The secret is that there is no secret.
Unless you consider genuinely respecting peoples' tal-

ents a secret. Unless you consider giving people a chance
to use their potential a secret. Unless you consider open-
ness a secret. Unless you consider encouraging people to
have fun a secret. Unless you consider giving people the
tools with which they need to work a secret. If you do,
you've just learned the secret of what makes WCVB-TV
work. BMX
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THE INTELLIGENT
TEST SET

THAT CLEANS UP
YOUR ACT.

The Sound Technology 1500A

It's the first microprocessor con-
trolled audio measurement test system.
It can do in minutes what used to take
hours with more conventional and ordi-
nary test set-ups. And, it can show you
things you've never seen before.

Designed around the most advanced
microprocessor hardware, the 1500A

show you the whole story on an inte-
gral CRT with adjustable cursor. Push a
"Copy" button, and it delivers a hard -
copy printout from the optional VP -150
Video Printer.

What Will It Do?
Conceived to be the ultimate preci-

sion test instrument for tape recorder
analysis, the 1500A evolved into a com-
prehensive audio test system for many
applications. Here's just a small sample
of the varied jobs it will do:

Complete tape recorder
mechanical and electronic
performance checks
Thorough phono cartridge analysis
One-third octave spectral analysis

 Evaluation of audio quality for
VTR's

 Acoustical room analysis including
microphone and loudspeaker
measurements

 Quality control for high speed tape
duplication systems

 Semi -automated production
testing

 Research and development for the
audio tape manufacturer

 Quality assurance for the audio
distribution network

 Exclusive asynchronous inputs and
outputs for remote location testing
(satellite, transmitter, studios, etc.)

Here's the kind of data you can get:
 Frequency Response
 Azimuth at 4 discrete frequencies
 2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion

Vs. Level
 Wow & Flutter; noise; weighted or

flat
 Channel Separation 20Hz- 20k
 Delta Speed & Drift

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

Because of the modular plug-in de-
sign, the 1500A is designed to grow with
you. The first plug-in option will be
available soon: a spectral noise and flut-
ter card. Other current accessories in-
clude a hard -copy printer, flight case,
rack mounting ears, and our own test
record for phono cartridge analysis.

Who Can Use It?
Broadcaster. Recording studio. Film

sound studio. Audio manufacturer.
Audio dealer. Service technician. Re-
searcher. Virtually anyone whose job
requires accurate evaluation of audio
equipment performance. Wherever you
are in the audio spectrum, it can make
life a whole lot easier.

Clean up your act with the 1500A. It's
intelligent. And so is a phone call to
Sound Technology. We'll be pleased to
send full information on the 1500A
and our other industry standard test
equipment.

S SOUND
I TECHNOLOGY
1400 Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 378-6540 Telex: 357445

Please send me more information on how the
Sound Technology 1500A System can help me
clean up my act.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

ZIP PHONE

S SOUND
T TECHNOLOGY 9010106

Sound Technology 1951



Here's the most powerful
character generatorever built

for post -production...

You deserve a character generator designed specifically for
your work and your budget: the KR6000, from Videomedia.
Use it as a powerful stand-alone unit. Or integrate it into the
sophisticated Videomedia Z6000 or any other editing sys-
tem around.

You don't need a switcher.
As a stand-alone unit, the KR6000 can be used manually
with any video source, heterodyne or RS170 without sync
generators, switchers, or keyers. In fact, it gives you more
flexibility than most switchers.

The KR6000 automatically genlocks to any color signal
input, and produces its own black -burst out. You can fade
the entire composite picture to and from black; and, with the
built-in downstream keyer, dissolve titles and graphics onto
the incoming signal. Both fade and dissolve durations can
be either programmed or controlled manually.

All the features you've wanted.
Despite the KR6000's low price, we didn't take any short-
cuts. Take a look at what you get:
O True 35 nanosecond resolution - whatever the charac-

ter size
El Character -by -character colorization - with 16 colors
El Background colors - choose from 32
E 2,000 -character memory - no page -map limitations
El Four character and/or logo fonts on line simultaneously

- all can be ordered in any size
E Two-tone edging, drop shadow, and absolute horizontal

and vertical centering - for even more flexibility
Plus all the standard features - roll, crawl, flash, the works.

Invest in a system with a future.
Just like our Z6000 editing systems, the KR6000 is soft-
ware -expandable. That means that, as we develop new
capabilities, we design them so they can be added to your
KR6000 - to keep it state of the art for years to come.

You won't find a more powerful character generator at
anywhere near this price. See for yourself. Call or write today.

ideomedia
Professional Television Systems

250 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Telephone: 408-733-6500
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GETTING AHEAD IN
POST PRODUCTION

THE QUALITY

OF FILM-
THE SPEED

OF TAPE
Increasingly the film vs. video dilemma
is becoming a film and video solution.
Either/or has been supplanted by and/or
in which producers are resorting to
both media's strong suites. Nowhere is
this trend clearer than in the
post -production of commercials where
the precision of electronics is as valued
as the vaunted "film look."

IN THE DARKENED ROOM, the account executive points her
finger toward the carefully calibrated, split -screened
monitor, on which a model's hand, a cheese cutter, and
four or five pounds of cheddar are freeze -framed in mid -
slice.

"The girl is all right but the cheese is terrible."
The colorist leans back slightly, his eyes moving

rapidly between the cheddar the way they liked it yester-
day and cheddar the way they wanted it today.

"Which is terrible . . . the new . . ?"
"No, the one on the left. The one we did before. The

client is very concerned that their cheddar look bright
yellow, but I think that the yellow on the old one is maybe
a little too much . . . I think this one is a little more like
real cheddar . . . they were real concerned when they saw
the rough cut because it was a one light print. But this
one's fine."

"Okay . . " responds the colorist, jogging ahead a
few frames. "How about this last scene?"

Editor's note: This article is based on contributions from
Doyle Kaniff, executive vice president; Len Pearlman,
general manager; Don Cox, chief engineer; Joe Gordon,
film services manager; and Pete Janotta, senior colorist,
at Editel-Chicago.

The color correction system is controlled from this room at
Chicago's Edttel
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Before transfer, all negatives are carefully cleaned using the
Lipsner-Smith CF -2000 system

"Well . . . there's only one problem I can see. I think
the second cheese may be a little too close in color . . .

since I lightened the cheddar we may have to lighten the
gouda. Make it a little less yellow . . . a little creamier
color."

"Like that?"
"Yeah . . . what we want to do is make a definite

distinction between those two cheeses . . "
"Well, we could make one green and one ma-

genta . . "
With this client, it was cheese. For the next, the right

shade of suntan. With each new commercial, another
product, another model - and another producer, who can
very easily go for cool today and insist on warm tomor-
row. Which used to mean, under the rules of one light
answer prints, lots of time in screening rooms and lots of
trips back to the film lab. But with the emergence of new
negative transfer technology - and of course, the com-
puter -it's no longer a case of color correction while you
wait, but color correction while you watch.

To the followers of new trends itt post -production tech-
niques, instantaneous color correction might be seen as
another video victory in some sort of film vs. tape "bat-
tle. " Indeed, the familiar arguments advanced by the true
believers on either side, while no longer able to convince
the listener that film is always better or tape is always
better, still tend to make us settle into a comfortable set of
notions about the relative advantages of the two media.

However, we should never try to dictate how people do
their business; what we should do is provide tools. Once
we have the tools, we must let our customers - agencies,
production companies, and film editorial services -
know what we have to offer. Not in terms of a film vs. tape

battle, but in terms of capabilities. Our job is to service
trends.

In order to combine the latest ideas in post -production
with the best available equipment and most creative envi-
ronment, Editel-Chicago embarked on what we refer to as
the Phase II Expansion project shortly after moving to our
present location in 1977.

Positive views on negative transfer

One of the major objectives of this project was to take
advantage of the much improved negative transfer
capabilities offered by the telecine scanner -a device
that combines projector and camera into a single unit. The
film handling and picture performance of these systems
has now reached the point where clients are willing to load
what they understandably regard as precious camera nega-
tive film onto, of all things, a machine with electric
motors and buttons that say FAST forward, FAST rewind,
and STOP!

With the elimination of the film -eating issue, and the
disappearance of conventional pickup tubes with all their
problems (scanners use flying spot or solid state devices
instead of tubes), the way is now clear to realize the
primary benefit of negative transfer: fewer production
generations, resulting in an end product with better resolu-
tion and, especially with the addition of computerized
color correction, better colorimetry. Beyond that is the
interesting prospect of shooting on 16 nun film and finish-
ing with a spot that's just as good as 35 mm done the old
way.

Since film cleanliness is second only to preservation of
sprocket hole integrity in the mind of the film maker, an
additional objective of the Phase II program was to create
a clean room environment for the entire scanner area, to

Transfers take place through the Femseh FDL-60 film scanner
which uses COD imaging technology. Both positive and negative,
16 -mm or 35 -mm film can be accommodated
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MARQUEE 2000
HIGH QUALITY CHARACTER GENERATION

FONT LIBRARY:
A wide range of character
styles and sizes is available
for the "2000", including a
selection of language
characters.

Fonts are being added in
a continuing basis, and we
will be happy to create and
supply special fonts to
customer specifications.

FONT STORAGE:
The "2000" will display up
to four standard fonts, each
selectable on a character
by character basis from the
font memory.

Fonts are stored on floppy
discs and entered into the
font memory, via the integral
disc drive unit.

MADE AFFORDABLE BY B.E.I.

INTEGRAL FLOPPY DISC
STORE: As well as carrying
out the various font -
loading functions, the
integral floppy disc store
provides fast memory
access.

FONT COMPOSE UNIT
(optional): The camera,
Font Compose Unit provides
the operator with the ability
to create his own unique
character sets, logos and
graphic shapes.

DOUBLE LOGOS:
A feature of the "2000"
is its ability to display rows
of characters immediately to
the right of the logo or
graphic symbol. Double
logos are associated with
2 rows of characters.

LOGOS:
Logos and graphic symbols
can be created to special
order from customers'
artwork.

RS -232-C INTERFACE:
A standard feature of the
"2000" is its ability to
receive asynchronous data
from external data
processors and computers,
via its RS -232-C interface,
20mA current loop, or TTL
level input.

CHARACTER RESOLUTION:
High-speed circuitry enables
the "2000" to display
characters having start -stop
increments of 31.25
nanoseconds.

INTER -CHARACTER
SPACING: In order to
display captions of correct
density and weight, each
character is assigned a
unique spacing element,
ranging from 500 nano-
seconds to 8 microseconds,
in 31.25 nanosecond steps.
In addition to this, individual
characters can be shifted to
the left in 125 nanosecond
increments to achieve true
character overlap.

CI
CI

COMPACT SIZE:
The "2000" mainframe,
which includes the power
supply and disc drive unit,
measures only 19" (483mm)
wide x 14" (356mm) high x
181/2" (470mm) deep, and
weighs only 61.5 pounds,
making it ideally suited for
use in a mobile unit.

INTERNAL COLORIZER:
Both background and text
can be separately colorized
by the internal colorizer in
red, green, blue, cyan,
magenta, yellow, white and
black. Background color can
be changed for each row,
and text color can be
changed for each word. An
NTSC encorder is required.

EDGING:
Text, including logos, etc.,
can be displayed with either
surround edging, drop -
shadow edging or no edging
on a line by line basis, each
selectable from the
keyboard.

AND MORE . . .

SUBTITLES.

ROW CENTER.

HORIZONTAL ROW SHIFT.

VERTICAL SHIFT.

ROLL/CRAWL.

FLASH.

UNDERLINE.

ITALICS.

CHARACTER INSERT AND DELETE.

SERVICE CIAGNOSTICS CARD.

DUAL CHANNEL OPTION.

PO.Box 937 -Olathe, Kansas 66061
Toll Free 1-800-255-6226
In Kansas 913-764-1900
TWX 910-749-6401
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CRT displays the
locations for
frame -by -frame color
correction using the
controls on the panel

include the latest in cleaning equipment for the film itself.
With this as a plan, the need for an expanded editing

capability for post -transfer work became clearer than
ever. It seemed to us that as clients completed the negative
transfer process, many would want to continue right into
electronic editing. Accordingly, two new editing suites,
along with a new audio mix and sweetening room, formed
the balance of our objectives for the Phase II program.

Following acquisition of 9000 square feet of space on
the floor immediately above our existing facility, prepara-
tions began for installation of the required hardware. With
an investment of this magnitude - over $1 million at the
time of our open house in November, 1980 -a great deal
of consideration was given to the choice of equipment,
which, though it comes as no surprise to anyone in this
business, sometimes led us toward products so new that
they couldn't be delivered. This was especially true of the
FDL-60 and the Mach One; but they were both impressive
enough, we felt, to make the wait worthwhile.

In the case of the FDL-60 we saw not just a better film
chain, which is the way Bosch seemed to think of it, but a
real breakthrough in negative transfer capability. We
brought a negative film to the Bosch booth at the NAB
show two years ago, and apparently were the first to think
seriously about using the FDL strictly for negatives. Fly-
ing spot scanners were around at that time, but the FDL,
which uses charge coupled devices (CCDs), produced a
better negative transfer than any we had seen previously
and had the potential for further improvements as newer
CCDs became available. The FDL's superior picture qual-
ity was due in large part to the higher vertical resolution
provided by a full -frame, 525 -line memory. (It also ap-
peared, at least at first, that the FDL could easily be
integrated with a computerized color corrector. As it
turned out, mating these two devices required some addi-
tional engineering on our part, about which more later.)

Aside from picture quality, we were also very in-
terested in the film -handling and picture -viewing charac-
teristics of the unit. One of the built-in features of all

telecine scanners is, of course, continuous film motion
(capstan drive) as opposed to the intermittent pull -down
movement (sprocket drive) found in conventional projec-
tors. Beyond this inherent advantage, we noted the FDL's
simple, clean -looking film. deck (some of our clients,
seeing it for the first time, have said, "That's it? I thought
that was the film cleaner! "), which serves to speed up the
threading process, further reduce mechanical stress, and
permit higher shuttle speeds.

While everybody likes breathtaking acceleration when
the time comes to shuttle film or tape, nobody likes to see
the picture turn into an unrecognizable jumble while
searching for that Great Shot which the client is "almost
sure" is on the reel - somewhere. Although this has been
a problem with some scanner designs, the FDL's CCD/
framestore concept provides viewable pictures at all
speeds, with the frame always full and positioned nor-
mally.

The 9000 square feet of floor space allocated for the
Phase II project was divided into a film transfer depart-
ment, with an adjacent "clean room" for the FDL and
associated equipment; an editing suite with an adjacent
VTR room; and an office area.

The clean room, which was furnished with an air condi-
tioning vent large enough to assure continuous, positive
air pressure, contains an air filter ("High Efficiency Parti-
cle Arrestor," the manufacturer calls it); a film
inspection/splicing/rewinding bench; a Lipsner Smith
CF -200 film cleaner, in which film is passed through a
filtered and ultrasonically agitated solution of methyl
chloroform and then vacuum -dried; and the FDL-60 it-
self equipped with a dust -protected film compartment.

The controls for the FDL, which are located in the
adjacent screening room, include those necessary for film
speed selection (6, 12, 18, 24, and 48 fps, forward and
reverse) audio levels and video settings. Many of the
FDL's video controls are integrated into the frame -by -
frame color corrector, which can store an extensive list of
color settings for automatic recall and implementation
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JVC's Professional Video Dealers want
yoJ tD compare the newest member of
the KY family of 3 -tube color cameras to
any other camera you may be thinking
of...and to others you may have elimi-
nated because of their high prices.

COMPARE
PERFORMANCE:

The KY -2700 holds registration
specs to a tight 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4%, for
crisp clean pictures. That's stability!

The KY -2700 has dual -edged vertical
and horizontal contour correction for the
detail and sharpness you require, 500
lines resolution, and for virtually noise -
free video, 54db signal to noise. That's
performance!

COMPARE
FEATURES:

A fast, 14:1 Servo zoom lens, Auto-
matic Beam Control (ABC),Automatic
White Balance with memory Automatic
Black Stabilizer circuit (ABS), a low 18
watt power consumption for extended
battery operation ,"Instant On"

(T) 1981, US JVC Corp. TV reception simulated

Compare

/The new
KY -2700

perfo-mance. And much more.
That's a ot.

COMPARE
VALUE:

No other professional 3 -tube color
camera can match these specifications
at a price even near the KY -2700.

That's a pleasure.
Compare it at your JVC Professional

Video Dealer NOW!
For more information,

call toll -free 800-821-7700, 'Ext. 7005.
(in Missouri, 800-892-7655, Ext. 7005.)

Of write US JVC Corp., Dept. ME 10181
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

Available in Canada from JVC
Canada, Inc., Ontario.

Your choice.
Nowjvc

US JVC CORP
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Workprint editing data is converted from feet and frames to
timecode for videotape assembly using the Mach One editing
system

during the actual transfer process. These include black,
white, and gamma balance; gamma trim; contour (en-
hancement) correction; and white/black level controls.

The color corrector also includes phase and gain con-
trols for six color vectors; a white compression control
(especially useful for bringing down hot supers without

affecting the rest of the picture, and for minimizing film
grain); a black compression control (to increase contrast
especially on prints); and a set of key pads for entry of
frame numbers and other data. The color corrector also
incorporates an "event list" CRT display that indicates
where, by frame number (and feet and frames), color
correction settings are to be applied.

While the FDL was designed to work with an external
color corrector, we soon discovered we needed an addi-
tional downstream processor for white and black levels
and gamma trim in order to see the effect of these correc-
tions on the monitor when the machine is stopped on one
frame. To understand the reason for this, you have to
remember that the FDL scans each frame one line at a
time, stores these lines in a digital framestore, then
"scans" the framestore to re-create the picture. As it turns
out, the gamma/white/black level circuits are located
ahead of the framestore, so there's no way to modify these
particular settings while looking at a still picture. Of
course, you can see the correction come in the instant you
roll the film again, but our colorists need to be able to
concentrate on a still picture as these settings are varied.
Our solution is to use the FDL's standard controls to make
coarse adjustments when the machine is running, then go
in and look at each frame, using our own processor (which
is downstream of the framestore) to make the final ad-
justments.

A brief review

Before attempting to describe a typical application of
our film transfer/color correction system, it might be
helpful to review the film production process as it relates

1111111111115111,MEM  NEMO11111111111Th III   MI  IL
1111111115MU11111111111111111
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Introducing IRIS. a digital still -store that
accepts inputs from heterodyne VTRs, video cameras,
network feeds, ciaracter generators, and more. IRIS allows .,
three users virtually simultaneous access to 5.840 full -bandwidth
video images. The system features m croprocessor-controlled
library management: commercially available, unmodified disk drives;
and field -proven HVS 630 Synchronizers for creative image manipulation.

Call or write today for a free, fact -filled brochure.

COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING

HARRIS CORPORATION Harris Video Systems
1255 East Argues Avenue. Sunnyvale. CA 94086 (408) 737-2100



to our operation. Among the several possibilities is direct
transfer and color correction of either selected or all cam-
era negatives, followed by electronic editing. Another
approach is for the spot (or program) to proceed through
some of the traditional stages of film production. In this
case, the camera negative is used to produce positive
dailies, which in turn are used as workprints by the film
editor. The edited workprint is then used to select some of
the camera negatives for transfer and electronic assembly.
Or, the edited work print might be used as a guide for
production, from the original negative, of the master
positive, which in turn is used to print an "optical"
negative.

Following physical inspection and cleaning, the nega-
tive is loaded onto the scanner and the individual CCDs
optimized. The color corrections are then "roughed in"
on a scene -by -scene basis, the first objective being to use
the white, black, and gamma balance controls to remove
obvious impurities in the highlights, which should nor-
mally be true white and the shadows, which should nor-
mally be true black. "Bringing up the blacks," that is,
bringing out detail in the shadow areas by manipulation of
black levels, is also a routine, preliminary operation.
Once these settings have been made and entered by frame
number, the film is rewound to picture start for a scene -
by -scene review with the client.

At this stage of the process, we have found it very
helpful to compare existing scene color directly with the
ongoing corrections by alternating the output of the color
corrector with a previously transferred one -inch copy of
the original scene.

During these sessions, the client and the colorist work

toward the best possible balance between "natural and
realistic" on the one hand and "pleasing and attractive"
on the other - always keeping in mind, of course, the
FCC's color specs. The frame -by -frame review is fol-
lowed by a real-time run through for final sign -off; the
actual transfer, using the client -approved color settings, is
made later. The correction settings are saved on floopy
disk in case later adjustments are required.

Since most optical negatives are largely finished prod-
ucts before they come in the door, the time required for the
color correction/transfer process is not great. The benefits
to the client, however, are significant. By using an optical
negative instead of the usual release print to make the
transfer, the client has moved only one generation closer
to the original material, yet the end product will compare
very favorably with a print straight from the camera nega-
tive. This is largely due to the nature of negative film
stock, which, by design, provides wider latitude and more
stable colorimetry than the low-cost stock used for reease
prints.

But even with these advantages, optical negative trans-
fer has nothing like the impact potential, for the future of
teleproduction, of camera negative transfer. The reason,
of course, is that film production can now "go electronic"
at the point of maximum image quality, compressing all
production steps, especially in the realm of editing and
effects. This, as we said earlier, accounts for the devel-
opment of the Mach One editing suite as in integral part of
the Phase II Expansion program.

Considering the alternatives

Again, the temptation is to think of camera negative



For a fast start, no other studio camera comes
close to the HK -312. It comes a_r ready. Just
unpack it and it'll give you superior perform-
ance the first time. And, it'll keep working. The
HK -312 helped establish Ikega:ni's reputation for
legendary reliability.

The HK -312 is also an extremely stable cam-
era that doesn't require time consuming adjust-
ment. Add the optional computer setup and you
can trim your daily checkout time even more
-to less than a minute. Computer setup that has
already proven itself at many leading stations.

The HK -312 includes all the essentials for

superior picture quality and performance. High
resolution. Superb colorimetry. Plu excellent
signal-to-noise ratio. And with Ikega iax,
you can extend the normal 600 meter ca e
length to 1500 meters with no compromise in
picture quality.

One simple demonstration will show you
why so many networks and leading indepen-
dents are convinced that the HK -312 is the
finest studio camera ever built.
To get started, contact
Ikegami. Ikegami

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 57 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607; (201) 368-9171
Northeast: (201) 368-9171  West Coast: (2E3)534-00500 Southwest: (713) 445-0100  Southeast: (912) 924-0061  Canada: (201) 368-9179
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transfer/electronic editing in terms of "television winning
out," rush out to buy the equipment, and sit back to wait
for film producers to crash through the door with can after
can of freshly developed negatives. Well, we shouldn't,
and they won't! What really happens, at least in our
experience, is that each producer will continue to care-
fully consider all the options and choose the avenue that
combines quality, speed, cost-effectiveness, and con-
venience. If we want the producer's business, we must be
ready to come in at any point.

Reviewing the theatrical -style film production se-
quence once again, we have camera negatives, followed
by dailies, followed by edited workprints. Since dailies
serve a function wholly apart from editing (in effect,
quality control), they can be considered a permanent fix-
ture, a guaranteed part of the budget. Well, if you have to
pay for them anyway, might as well have the editor use
them for the workprint, right? And once the editor is
finished with the workprint, you know which scenes
(selects) on the camera negative require an investment in
color correction/transfer. In other words, the more elabo-
rate the production, the less the producer will be inclined
to transfer every foot of film that has been shot.

Let's pursue the economics of the process one step
further: if the producer has already paid somebody to edit
and conform the workprint, he now has an edit decision
list, which, he reasons, should be used by the tape editor's
computer to assemble the transferred negatives, including
A -B rolls, into a finished program - automatically, of
course!

As a start in this direction, we have developed a pro-
gram for one of our desktop computers that converts the
conformer's frame (or feet plus frame) list to time code,

Who is Editel-Chicago
Editel began in Montreal as a division of Imasco. The company

later moved to Detroit (Southfield), then moved on to Lincoln
Avenue in Chicago, opening a production facility with two editing
suites and a telecine/color correction system. An additional facility
was later opened in Los Angeles.

Editel was acquired by Columbia Pictures in 1976, becoming
part of the EUE Screen Gems group. The Chicago office, now
known as Editel-Chicago, moved to its present location at 301 E.
Erie St. in 1977.

Services provided by Editel-Chicago include film -to -tape trans-
fers (negative or positive, 35 mm and 16 mm); scene -by -scene
color correction; editorial; electronic opticals; location and studio
shooting; audio mixing and sweetening; electronic titling; and du-
plication.

About 80 percent of Editel-Chicago's business involves post -
production of television commercials, with the remainder com-
prised of shows and industrials. Clients include commercial pro-
duction companies, film editorial service companies, and advertis-
ing agencies.

Operating 24 hours a day with a staff of 50, Editel's 15,000
square foot plant is presently equipped with four editing suites
(Mach One, CDL, CMX, and Sony 3/4 -inch); two telecine systems
(FDL-60 and TK-28A); an audio mixing room with MCI automated
console; and more than 20 videotape machines, including quad,
one -inch Type B, and one -inch Type C. The company also main-
tains a studio with two Hitachi SK -70 cameras, an Ultimatte IV
system, and a fully -equipped remote van.

Ultimately, systems will develop that will allow the application of
all of Editel's video editing power to be applied to film. Editel's
main editing suite includes the Mach One editor, Grass Valley
1600 7H switcher with E-MEM, and Vital Squeezoom digital video
effects

which in turn is entered into one of our editing systems.
Using our "Mach One simulator" we have also written a
program which allows us to feed the frame list directly
into the Mach One, which then performs the necessary
calculations.

We have also developed a program integrating the
Mach One computer with our Grass Valley E-MEM pro-
cessor, which allow us to store E-MEM instructions
within the Mach One's edit list for preview, modification,
and recording of complex transitions.

The availability of the program listings, along with the
dedicated keyboard concept and sync mode ( "on -the -
fly ") software, was a major factor in the decision to
purchase the Mach One, which we have combined with
Sony one -inch VTRs, a Vital SqueeZoom, and a Com-
positor I Graphics System. Speaking of Compositor, we
would also like to work up a program that will allow the
Mach One to call up pages directly from the disk - but
that, along with a lot of other custom software, and
another film scanner, will probably come under the head-
ing of "Phase III Expansion. "

How to win without taking sides

While there never has been one and only one right way
to produce a show or a commercial, the advance of vid-
eotape technology, especially in the post -production area,
has multiplied the options, allowing the producer who
insists on maximum picture quality to make the transition
to tape at earlier and earlier stages of the production cycle.
The task for production companies like Editel is not to
argue in favor of this or that transition point, but rather, by
bringing in the right people and the right equipment, to
allow the customer to do it his way. BM/E
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GETTING AHEAD IN
POST PRODUCTION

NEW COMPUTER 'ROGRAM

BRINGS THE SPEED OF VIDEO

POST -PRODUCTION TO FILM
While the film vs. video controversy
continues to generate more heat than
light, a West Coast post -production
company finds a way to make the media
relate to one another. This system, and
others, could save the industry a
fortune.

WHAT'S THE GOING INTEREST RATE on $5 million? That
question may seem peculiar in an article on trends in

Don Kravits, one of the
principal developers of
the software, runs an
edit decision list
through the CFI
computer to produce
the printed cut list

post -production, but it is central to producers of prime -
time television programs and motion pictures. For the past
25 years, the industry has been trying to find a way to
apply the faster post -production cycle of videotape to the
task of editing film - to use videotape as a tool for editing
film. Why do producers need that kind of speed? The
answer to the second question is the same as the answer to
the first. Borrowed money is increasingly expensive, and
until a project can be brought to the screen or the air, the
producers will bear enormous interest charges.

Nevertheless, suprisingly few major feature film or
action/adventure prime -time television projects are posted
in video. While producers may be extremely concerned by
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New Computer Program

their cash flow situation, few are willing to sacrifice what
they see as the creative certainty of film post -production
for a system that still leaves too many questions unan-
swered when applied to the filmmaking process.

Video post -production, over the recent past, has be-
come an enormously sophisticated process offering un-
paralleled speed, accuracy, and flexibility to producers of
programs in the videotape medium. But the principal
problem of the differences between television's 30 frames
per second rate and film's 24 frames per second rate has
denied most filmmakers the advantages of video post -
production. Now, however, CFI (Consolidated Film In-
dustries) of Hollywood, Calif., has made a truly sig-
nificant breakthrough in the area of electronic post -
production for film. According to Art Schneider, super-
vising editor at CH, "we have completely licked the
problem of the three -to -two pull down relationship be-
tween film and video," with no hardware modifications.

CFI, using a proprietary computer program on its in-
house LSI-11 minicomputer, is able to generate a frame -
accurate cut list or edit decision list using SMPTE time
code for the video and either Eastman Kodak factory key
numbers or laboratory code numbers for the film. While
the concept of using video as a film editing tool is not new,
the speed and accuracy of CFI's method are. That abso-
lutely none of the conventional hardware, for film or
video, has had to be modified is another significant

Electronic editing of the
transfer normally takes
place using CFI's Mach
One editing system

The initial transfer takes
place in CFI's Rank
Cintel Flying Spot
Scanner room

achievement.
The major problem, according to Schneider, has been

three -to -two film pull down ratio. "Many people, on their
own, have come up with calculating methods to convert
30 frames to 24 frames, " he noted. Most systems provide
an accuracy of plus or minus one frame, which is good,
but not good enough to truly get the benefit of the elec-
tronic posting system transferred to the film editing sys-
tem. While producers of commercials have sometimes
transferred film negative to video for posting, they often
have determined that they would not have to return to cut
the film negative. At other times, post -production of films
for television has gone so far as to reach the optical
negative stage in conventional film technique before
transfer to video, but stumbling blocks have always arisen
because of the lack of finesse available in the translation of
the one medium to the other. The one situation in which
the film -to -tape transfer has dominated is in the area of
color correction. With the modern telecines like the Rank
Cintel flying spot scanner and Fernseh 's FDL-60 CCD
line scanner, superb quality film -to -video transfers have
been achieved. Even the modern pickup tube based sys-
tems now provide a quality of transfer that dispels the
criticism of their harshest critics. All such systems use the
latest in digital circuitry and processing to eliminate
nearly all traces of the transfer.

The bugaboo has clearly been the problem of retaining
the speed advantages achieved in video when the producer
ultimately must cut the film negative. This is what the CFI
approach sets out to accomplish.
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Turner Broadcast Systems operate
eight RCA TK-47 Automatic Coloir
Cameras. Four of the cameras are
live 24 hours a day at Cable News
Network. They're never turned off.
Four other TK-47's are used in the
WTBS system.

How are the cameras performing?
Let Gene Wright tell you:

...Gene Wrigh Vice President of Engineering ,Tirner Broadcast Systems

24 HOUR NEWS
"Around -the -clock
operation doesn't faze
our TIC-47camerae

gi
Our TK-47 cameras are on all day

long at CNN and they've performed
outstandingly. They don't drift;
they're extremely stable. But just as
a confidence check, from time to
time, we push the auto -check button.
In a matter of seconds, over fifty
camera functions are checked and
stabilized. That's real operating
confidence. With the kind of 'round-
the-clock demands we make on
equipment, we have to know that
our cameras will deliver quality
pictures with the best stability and
reliability. Our TK-47 cameras are
doing the job for us...helping us

deliver all the news, all the time.Pf
Find out how the TK-47 can

give you a new "look" in cost saving,
time -saving, and picture quality.
TK-47- it's automatic, versatile and
now available in Triax. Call ycur
RCA Representative and ask for a
showing of a tape in which six top
engineering professionals tell how
they are using TK-47's in their broad-
cast and teleproduction opera-
tions. You'll see why the TK-47 is first
choice for savings and performance.
RCA Broadcast Systems, Bldg.
2-2, Camden, NJ 08102.



New Computer Program

Even though
sophisticated effects
are available through
equipment such as this
CDL switcher with
digital special effects,
video and film effects
techniques are still not
totally conversant

Supervising editor Art
Schneider has played a
major role in seeing to it
that the resulting cut list
has everything in it that
a negative cutter could
want
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A 16 mm or 35 mm film negative is transferred on CFI's
Rank Cintel flying spot scanner, and a 3/4 -inch dub made
of the transfer to serve as the video workprint. SMPTE
time code is inserted in the video for easy reference and for
conventional generation of the electronic edit decision
list. At this point (or even later, after the electronic editing
has been completed), the beginning factory key number or
lab code number is entered into CFI's LSI-11 minicompu-
ter. gthe computer program then generates a table of
offsets relating each specific frame of video to one of the
film key numbers. Once this table of offsets is established,
the electronic edit decision list can be related specifically,
at any time, to the film edge number system used. When
all edit decisions have been made electronically, the com-
puter compares that edit decision list to the table of offsets
and spits out a printed cut list using factory key numbers
and/or laboratory code numbers on a high-speed printer
with the push of a single key.

As Schneider points out, factory key numbers on nega-
tive are usually not continuous, since only the "good
takes" get printed. The program accomodates such dis-
continuities by searching them out and reconciling the
differences. Even when a scene is repeated, the printed list
will note this and organize the negative cutter's print list
so that scenes that need to be duplicated can be. Further,
scenes from the same roll will be grouped together, so that

the negative cutter does not have to go back and forth
among numerous reels searching out scenes in sequence
according to the workprint. Art Schneider recommends
making a 35 nun film "dirty dupe" of the video workprint
in order to provide the negative cutter with a visual refer-
ence. "We have found that negative cutters without some-
thing visual to go by may make cutting errors by misread-
ing numbers," he explained. This is not the fault of the
system, which is frame -accurate, but rather simple human
error. In the tests conducted at CFI, Schneider reports a
high level of satisfaction among negative cutters with the
system.

"There's nothing that the negative cutter will ever want
for in this list. " says Schneider. "It describes the edit
number, eliminates discontinuities, provides the in and
out key number plus duration of the event in footage and
frames; it will tell you whether or not the scene needs to be
duplicated and how many times; it indicates special ef-
fects such as wipes, dissolves, and fades; and it will
indicate how many pieces of film were used out of each
reel, and in ascending order so that the negative cutter
doesn 't have to run back and forth breaking apart the
film. " Moreover, the system doesn't care if the transfer
took place with the three -frame pull down first or the
two -frame - or if the pull downs have been intermixed.
The system will work with factory key numbers, labora-
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KCST-TV SAVES
"RCA TK-47 cameras cut set-up time and lighting
costs, made troubleshooting easy, and increased
our commercial production" ... Tom Wimberly, Chief Engineer

KCST-TV, San Diego, California
KCST-TV went through some
painstaking steps before they added
four new TK-47 studio cameras.
They even set up a side -by -side
comparison study with six other
cameras.

According to Tom Wimberly,
Chief Engineer, it was no contest.
A technical committee judged the
TK-47 to be far and away the best
studio camera available. Best in
automatics, best in picture quality,
best in cost effectiveness and best
in all around performance.

That was "before". What about
on -air performance after a year
of operation? Here's what Tom
Wimberly has to say:

it
The TK-47 cameras have

resulted in substantial cost and
manpower savings. We've cut
camera set-up time from an hour
to less than ten minutes. Our
studio lighting costs have drop-
ped $400 per month.

Camera maintenance is cut a
whopping 48 hours a week. We
were concerned initially about
the complexity of the TK-47, but
we worried needlessly. The
camera is extremely reliable.
When we experience an occa-
sional problem we find that the
microprocessor control makes
the TK-47 easier to troubleshoot
than any other camera. But best
of all, we're getting unmatched
picture quality, and that's helping
us build our audience and double
our commercial production.9,

Find out how the TK-47 can give
you a new "look" in cost -saving,
time -saving, and picture quality.
TK-47-- it's automatic, versatile and
now available in Triax. Call your
RCA Representative and ask for a
showing of a tape in which six top
engineering professionals tell how
they are using TK-47's in their
broadcast and teleproduction oper-
ations. You'll see why the TK-47 is
first choice for savings and perform-
ance. RCA Broadcast Systems,
Building 2-2, Camden, NJ 08102.



TM
New Computer Program

RECORDEZ
Improves any cassette VTR

Actual unretouched monitor images.

The picture quality of 3/4 " or 1/2 " VTRs can be improved by
RecordExTM, a revolutionary device from Faroudja
Laboratories. RecordEx pre-processes video prior to record-
ing to boost, and therefore preserves in play -back, picture
details normally lost in color -under formats.

Color -under pictures pre-processed through RecordEx look
natural, life -like and rich in all the nuances and detail that
previously only film and expensive tape formats could pre-
serve. Broadcasters like the elimination of the "cartoon"
effect or plastic appearance caused by loss of details.
Because large outlines are not modified by RecordEx, the
picture does not look enhanced. It looks as if it came from a
better VTR.

RecordEx is an add-on device available in a portable battery-
operated configuration. Connections are easy and no adjust-
ment is required in daily use. An AC adapter is available.

Send for detailed information on how RecordEx can work for
you.

FAROUDjALacoratories
Faroudja Laboratories Inc.
946 Benicia Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Telephone 408/245-1492

Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

PILm PROCkAm

FUN FLA CUT -IN CUT-OUT

TNE NE..i ESL! IS PART OF AN OPTICAL EFFECT
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THE NEXT EDIT IS PART OF AN OPTICAL EFFECT
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THE NEXT EDIT IS PART OF AN OPTICAL EFFECT
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.011222102. _CIEL

00010+07 CUT

..013 33-1 829 F19045712 +15 017045721 +14 00000+15 CUT

AZT 109 013046270 010 00007f41_ CUT:F01.32A-4 __022040269
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h016 348-2 030 F11%55104 +07 F11055270 +15 00094+07 CUT4
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.017 SLACK LEADER TOL 00000 f00 IL 00004 406 00004+07 DISSOLVE

The cut list. The list is frame accurate and provides sufficient data,
with factory key numbers or laboratory code numbers to permit
the negative cutter to move through his material quickly

tory key numbers, or both in those instances where dupe
material has been included in the negative reel. The print-
out can provide both key and lab code numbers because,
as Schneider points out, "some negative cutters prefer to
work one way and others prefer another way. "

Where unique optical special effects are employed the
list will show in and out points, but where conventional
effects are applied, the list will detail the effect with the
exact nomenclature of the optical house.

Where sound is concerned
The system is adaptable to conventional double system

post -production of the sound track. In the current stage of
development, the system can transfer the film without
sound and generate a parallel code list for use with the
1/2 -inch, 4 -track ATR. CFI 's sister company, Glen Glenn
Sound, can take the 4 -track which includes the same time
code set along with the log sheet and sweeten it. Currently
an interlock system is used but work continues to eventu-
ally integrate the audio track using a fully parallel system.

According to Schneider, there are two stages yet to be
completed in the development of this system. Schneider,
Dan Brewer, CFI director of engineering, and programmer
Don Kravits, who have collaborated closely on the devel-
opment of the project, continue to refine the system. In the
second stage, "which we have now solved essentially,"
the videotape process is skipped entirely if the producer
wishes to work only with the coded cut list for film and
audio. In a third stage, CFI anticipates being able to
transfer film to video at 24 fps and to work with the video
editing system at the film frame rate. Schneider notes,
however, that this will involve some substantial hardware
modifications to the video editing system.

The third stage is particulary attractive because it would
mean complete compatibility between the video and film
systems. Effects in video are achieved automatically,
while the film effects process is painstaking. Although
some motion pictures, especially science fiction films,
often generate effects in video and transfer them to film
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PRODUCTION PAY-OFF
"TX -47 cameras give us unparalleled
picture quality...A must for our
commercial producu'onsf, Wyatt McDaniel, Chief Engineer

WJAR-TV, Providence, Rhode Island

WJAR-TV, a 33rd market sta-
tion, is actively and successfully
competing for commercial pro-
duction work in the New York and
Boston markets. And, according
to Wyatt McDaniel, Chief Engineer,
the RCA TK-47 cameras that
were purchased in 1979, have
played a big role in the station's
growth in the production area.

In order to expand our pro-
duction capability, we had to have
the best studio cameras avail-
able. We chose the TK-47's for
their proven reliability and per-
formance. But the TK-47's have
exceeded our expectations!
They are outstanding, virtually
trouble -free. And the TK-47 cam-
eras give us unparalleled picture
quality...a must for our com-
mercial productions. We're mak-
ing our niche in quality production
and the TK-47 is helping us pro-
duce an outstanding product,'

Find out how the TK-47 can
give you a new "look" in cost sav-
ing, time -saving, and picture
quality. TK-47 -it's automatic,
versatile and now available in
Triax. Call your RCA Representa-
tive and ask for a showing of a
tape in which six top engineering
professionals tell how they are
using -K -47's in their broadcast
and teleproduction operations.
You'll see why the TK-47 is first
choice for savings and perform-
ance. RCA Broadcast Systems,
Building 2-2, Camden, NJ 08102.



New Computer Program
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SOUND, INC.

AAE "Concept One" AUTOMATION

AKG LEXICON

AMPEX SENNHEISER

BGW/TANNOY

HANNAY

EVENTIDE

IVIE

TECHNICS

VEGA

NEUTRIK

WIREWORKS

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

I t 7z,co
SOUND. INC

204 N. Midkiff, Midland, Texas 79701
Phone: (915) 684-0861
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VITC ENCODE -DECODE
PROVIDES THE BEST OF BOTH CODES

\
MODEL VIE -124 ENCODER

MODEL VID-125 DECODER

 Two separate modular instruments for
maximum flexibility and economy.

 Works in conjunction with your existing
SMPTE 'cue' code equipment.

 Freeze frame and slow motion code accuracy
to speed computer editing.

 Need only one unit to encode in the 'DUB' area.

 Automatically decode SMPTE 'cue' code
and/or VITC for each VTR in the edit bay to
provide clean output 'cue' code from freeze to
high speed search.

GRAY ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

504 W. Chapman Ave. Suite P
Orange, Ca. 92668 714-997-4151
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Computer Streamlines Audio
Post -Pro At New York's Sound Shop
Sound Shop, a New York City sound post -production com-
pany that is a division of Reeves Communications, is mak-
ing life easier for a lot of sound editors these days. AC-
CESS, its new computer audio post -production system, has
been fully installed for several months and is saving time
and broken pencils in great quantities.

ACCESS (an acronym for Automated Computer -
Controlled Editing Sound System), developed by Bill Diet-
rich of Mini -Micro Systems, Anaheim, Calif., is described as
a digital sound effects editing computer system. Over
40,000 sound effects, entered into ACCESS as digital in-
formation, can be reconverted into sound and played back
in any way an editor chooses. As if that weren't enough, all
of these effects can be modified by the ACCESS board,
which can change the pitch, equalize, loop, or stretch the
sound.

The system operates in a simple and straightforward
manner that must be refreshing to those used to standard
film and tape audio post -production methods. The effects
library is stored on computer disks, with a menu of
categories appearing on a display screen. The editor views
the tape on a video monitor, selects the appropriate cate-
gory of sound and the particular desired sound within that
category, and displays it with the keyboard. Any necessary
alterations are made to the sound, which is then syn-
chronized to the picture and stored in the computer's mem-
ory. This process continues until the entire effects track has
been created. Playback is instant-and always in sync with
the visual, thanks to a time code that is typed into the
computer along with the sound data.

The result is a synchronized sound track produced, ac-
cording to the Sound Shop, in just one -quarter of the time
usually required. The computer maintains a complete rec-
ord of each program, allowing it to be recalled at any time.
The system works with both film and videotape and has
already been used successfully by a number of clients.

for inclusion in the film print, there are still enough
subjective quality differences between the two media to
make this approach unacceptable in most other types of
programs. Many companies are working on this, includ-
ing Image Transform, Teletronics, and Gray Engineering.
It is a complicated problem involving not only synchroni-
zation but also the actual physics of imaging, and it is not
likely to be solved in the very near future.

As mentioned earlier, generation of film cut list can be
accomplished either at the time of transfer or after the
rough cut in video has been made. The relationship of the
electronically generated SMPTE time code to the original
edge numbers or code numbers is absolute. After the
electronic decision list has been cleansed by running it
through commercially available programs, like Trace or
409, the original numbers can be found and the offsets
established. No further hardware is required and no addi-
tional steps are introduced.

Schneider says experiments have shown that editing the
same material in video rather than in film can produce a
finished product in 30 to 50 percent less time than with the
conventional film post -production process. Now, with a
simple off-line process that will allow what occurs in the
video domain to be translated in a frame -accurate way to
the film editing process, producers, editors, and espe-
cially debtors can look forward to a significant reduction
in the cost of post -production. BM/E
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YOUR EMMY
We are proud to be the recipient of an
Emmy for the development of an automatic
color television camera - our TK-47.
We are grateful to The National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences for this
prestigious Engineering Award for "...the
development .of digital computer tech-
niques for the automatic alignment of color
television studio cameras"

But it is you, our TK-47 customers,
who are the weal Emmy Award Winners.
With over 300 TK-47 cameras in use
today around the world, it is you who are
producing news, documentaries, variety
shows, dramas, commercials and public
service programming with award -winning
camera performance. You know that
you have to start with the best camera in
order to deliver the best programs.

TK-47 cameras and TK-47 customers
are a winningcombination! We, at RCA, are
proud of the part our TK-47 has played
in advancing the technology of the televi-
sion industry and in helping our customers
produce picture -perfect programming.
RCA Broadcast, Building 2-2, Camden,
New Jersey 018102.

RCA



"OUR NEW SONY
ALL KNOWN

"Finally there's a 3/4 -inch
recorder that doesn't just inch
along," says Fred Rheinstein,
president of The Post Group.

A major post -production
facility in Hollywood, The Post
Group counts among its clients
all three networks, PBS, and
major cable TV and syndicated
production companies. It will
edit the new syndicated chil-
dren's show "We're Moving" en-
tirely on the BVU-800.

"The 800 is amazingly fast.
To be able to go backward
and forward at 40 times play
speed means you can search
for your edit points-and find
them-more than twice as
fast as ever before," continues
Rheinstein. "And this machine
goes from its highest speed to
a still frame. Instantly. Without
slewing or breaking up.

"It also has a direct -drive
system, which promises greater
reliability and accuracy.

"We have extremely critical
clients," says Rheinstein."They're
used to the best performance,
in terms of picture quality and
in terms of flexibility. This new
Sony can deliver it.

"It's the perfect combination
of U-matic economy and broad-
cast quality. It's a true master-
ing process; with the BVU-800,
there's no need to transfer to
one -inch and lose a generation
in order to edit your taper



U-MATIC BREAKS
SPEED RECORDS:'

Fred Rheinstein, THE POST GROUP
Other breakthroughs incor-

porated in the BVU-800 include
its ability to make machine -to -
machine cuts without a separate
controller; its adjustable, remov-
able edit control panel; and
its narrow, front -loading design,
which makes rack mounting
possible.

"We've always bought a lot
of Sony, because we can depend
on the company for reliability
and innovation;' says Rheinstein.
"Now, with the BVU-800, Sony
makes its competitors look like
they're operating in reverse"

Sony makes a full line of 1 -
inch and 3/4 -inch broadcast
equipment, including cameras,
recorders, editors and digital
time -base correctors.

For more information, write
Sony Broadcast, 9 West 57th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10019. Or call
us in New York/New Jersey at
(201) 368-5085; in Chicago at
(312) 860-7800; in Los Angeles
at (213) 537-4300; or in Atlanta
at (404) 451-7671.

SONY
Broadcast

Sony and U-matic are registered trademarks of Sony Corp.
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Title Keyer

Chroma Keyers RGB and Encoded

Master Mix & Auto Transitions

Key Module

CD -480 Model 4
(1 SFX. 4 buses)

CAP...Computer Assisted
Production System

SFX Amplifier
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CD -480 Model 10 (2 SFX, 10 buses)

CD -480 ...the most powerful and modular
production switcher available today.

The 480's proven superior performance,
reliability and flexibility has evolved from
these powerful video production modules.
That's why you can customize a 480 to your specific
production requirements...within your budget.
And because of the 480's modular design we can
deliver the largest model within 90-120 days.
Design your own switcher starting with any one of
9 basic models, and selectively equip it with a wide
range of powerful 480 modules and accessories.
No other manufacturer can offer you that flexibility
...and every 480 is equipped with the unbeatable
video power of the CD -480 SFX Processor System that
includes the SFX Amplifier, Key and Wipe Modules.

ICI

The 480 family includes switchers with 4 buses to 10
buses...even a model you can upgrade from 1 SFX
and 5 buses to a Model 8 or 9 with 2 SFX Amplifiers
and 8 or 9 buses. And the 480 continues to evolve
which means you can always add the latest 480
production accessories.
That's why over 300 users call the 480 the most
powerful and flexible new generation switcher
available today.
Start designing your new CD -480 now so you can
have the competitive advantage. Call or write for
literature or our complete CD -480 Design Kit.
Central Dynamics Corporation, 900 Corporate Drive,
Mahwah, NJ 07430. 201-529-1550.
Central Dynamics Ltd. Montreal, 514-697-0810.

CENTRAL DYNAMICS
CORPORATION
The U S Broadcast Company for COL  PHILIPS  American Data
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GETTING AHEAD IN
POST PRODUCTION

WQRC-FM:

MEDIUM -MARKET SUCCESS

BUILT ON TOP -GRADE

POST -PRODUCTION

Determination to have top technical
quality, plus complete production
facilities and strong localism, can lift an
FM station well above the competition.
This story tells how WQRC-FM's Donald
Moore, founder -president -chief
engineer, built an outstanding radio
operation.

TOP -GRADE PRODUCTION and post -production in radio
have become more important in recent years as increasing
competitive pressures and technical advances put more
pressure on stations. It is now accepted wisdom that radio
strength in a medium or small market depends on, for one
thing, strong identification with the community and ser-
vice to it.

The story of WQRC in Hyannis, Mass. , on Cape Cod,
enlarges this concept by showing the advantages, in this
community identification, of being able to produce impor-
tant local programs of outstanding technical quality and
programming skill. Clearly this kind of localism costs a
great deal more than a bare -bones local news operation -
but the more sophisticated and careful operation has the
potential for lifting the station out of the competitive
mass, giving the programs (and their sound) individuality.
This is one solid way to make the station seem "better"
than less carefully operated competitors, and WQRC is a
splendid example. The same attention to technical quality
and the same top -grade equipment also give the station an
enormous advantage in production of commercials -
another fundamental in its success.

Donald Moore had held executive engineering posi-
tions at several Boston radio and television stations before
he managed to launch his own station on Cape Cod. Those
stations included WHEH and WHDH (now WCVB , the

prize in the recent staggering multi -million sale). WHDH,
in particular, was long in the forefront in technical quality,
and this accorded well with Moore's own predilections.

As Moore put it to BM/E, he knew what he wanted
technically when he came to Cape Cod in 1970, but he had
to learn the business side of radio to make it a reality. He
started with a solid technical base for his Class B FM
station, and continues to actively refine it.

The erection of the station was his first technical
triumph. He managed to get on the air in just under 30
days, after getting his CP in July, 1970. The Boston office
of the FCC was convinced that he had jumped the gun on
his CP, and sent an inspector to look at all the receipts for
the equipment and construction. WQRC passed this test,
establishing a habit that has continued to the present.

Moore understood from the beginning that careful pro-
duction would be basic to a firm position among the
competitors in Hyannis. A look at his plant gives a good
idea of the strength of his commitment to production.

Control/production rooms
The operation is presently based on two nearly identical

control/on-air rooms that are also fully equipped produc-
tion rooms. Moore's production operation is expanding so
rapidly that he is now planning a third room for produc-
tion, a technical enlargement of the present interview/
newsroom, which will then have a double or triple func-
tion.

The main program format, during the day, is Beautiful
Music, which has been a success with WQRC's somewhat
older audience, with its many retirees. Even in this part of
the operation, though, technical quality has been basic, as
noted presently. The music comes from Chicago syn-
dicator FM 100, and is on the air basically from 9:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.

During that period, however, the basic music is ar-
ranged in segments to make room for WQRC's strong
local news and public service operation. Local and na-
tional news dominates from sign -on at 5:00 a.m. to 9:00
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WQRC-FM: Medium -Market Success

Operator in one of two identical on -air -and -production studios at
WQRC

a.m. After 10:00 p.m., the main fare is a jazz/Big Band
program with host, Richard Golden, who does much more
than simply put records on the air. His commentaries give
each program coherence and interest, and they have won a
strong following among the upper -educated, upper -
income retirees and summer residents in the area. Golden
adds live interviews with musical personalities whenever
possible. For example the singer Tony Bennett, appearing

in a program at the nearby Cape Cod "Melody Tent,"
gave Golden an interview after a performance which Gol-
den later edited into a program of Bennett recordings.

The Beautiful Music is put on the air by an SMC
automation system - bringing us back to the two
production/control rooms. They reflect Moore's fanatical
adherence to the very best audio quality. As Moore says,
at least one of the rooms is always free for production, and
the other is free for a good part of each hour when the
automation system is airing the program.

Each room has three reel-to-reel tape machines (Scully,
Otari, and Revox) in a number of cases with electronics
altered for very low noise and distortion. There is com-
plete equalization and noise reduction (a Burwen system).
Each has a complement of the new ITC Series 99 cart
machines, and Moore, like other users, is extremely
pleased with their quality - he was unhappy with earlier
cart machines.

A strong remote pickup operation is essential for active
community identification, and Moore has given his re-
mote equipment the same attention and care to assure top
quality. The console in the van, like those in the produc-
tion rooms, is a UREI 10 -channel model. Reporters can
go on the air from the van with a McMartin UHF radio. In
addition, they have Marti hand-held transmitters for in-
stant communication from outside the van, which then can
act automatically as a repeater.

This system, now a familiar general arrangement at
many radio stations, has- one novel and highly useful
addition by Moore. He uses his FM subcarrier (devoted to
SCA background music by so many FM stations) as an
auxiliary communications channel for remote operations.

DEEJAYS LOVE I
DeeJays love Auditronics' 200 Series on -air console because it has a slot to plug in their own
custom-tailored voice EQ module. They love the 200's variable -threshold compressor/voice-actuated noise
gate that allows hands-off processing of live announce or remote signals. DeeJays love the 200's
self-contained logic system that starts carts, reel
recorders and turntables and permits simple one -
button two-way communication between control
room and Studios A and B. To learn what else
DeeJays love about Auditronics' 200 Series on -air
consoles, circle reader service number or call

auditronicz inc.
3750 Old Getwell Rood
Memphis, TN 38118/(901) 362-1350
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The Marti hand-held "bricks" have small subcarrier re-
ceivers attached; the McMartin in the van has been mod-
ified to receive the subcarrier. Thus the moving reporter
has a full duplex communications link to the studio at all
times.

Personnel and time, also essential
For top -grade production, Moore notes, skilled

operators are just as necessary as top -grade equipment.
And they must have time to do each job right, to listen to
results carefully, to amend the material until it comes up to
the station's standards. This is the real essence of post -
production in radio. WQRC has proved that it works.

Among the characteristics that Moore demands of his
equipment are vanishing -level noise and distortion. He
finds low intermodulation distortion particularly impor-
tant, especially with women listeners. They are sensitive
to a low, "gritty" quality that often comes from IM
distortion, and without knowing intermodulation from
transubstantiation, will tune out the offending program.

Moore points out that producing a fine program is
pointless unless the equipment puts it on the air without
serious degradation. He finds his present equipment doing
an excellent job, with the only processing on the air an
Optimod 8100, feeding the new Broadcast Electronics
FM exciter. This last unit, says Moore, has solved a
number of problems for the transmission chain quality.

But Moore, like most other broadcasters interested in
top quality, is not standing still. He keeps his eyes open
for new approaches and new equipment that may improve
his operation. For example, the installation of a satellite
earth terminal to link WQRC to the United Press for

Overallview of studio, with turntables on right, tape machines left,
automation system visible through window at rear

national and international news, is a recent forward move
in the technical capability of the plant. It is the first
satellite earth terminal on Cape Cod, but Moore notes that
simply being "first" is not the main point: The real plus is
the tremendously better technical quality of the news-
casts. Moore told BMIE that the improvement exceeded
even his own expectations.

At the time of the BMIE interview (late August),
WQRC had suffered a serious accident, a crippling light-
ning strike on the antenna tower. Fast emergency work got
the station on the air promptly at reduced power, and
24 -hour effort restored full operation within a couple of
days. Moore told BMIE that this experience has led him to
plan a complete dual transmission chain: two STLs, two

111111'
VERSATILITY AND FEATURE

O O :===3
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I * *********
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5 3 5111.111610
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DISSOVD AN EFFECT
AUTOMATIC MIX AND WIPE
BLINK/KEY EFFECTS
LOOP THRU INPUTS
PATTERN MODULATOR

Model 6142
PRICE

KANKING PROCESSOF
B_ACK BURST OUTPUT
DOUBLE RE-ENTRY
B_ACK PORCH INPUT CLAMPS
24 HOUR TIMER

NTSC $499
PAL $5995.

The 6142 is an extremely stab e and versatile switcher. A very useful fea:ure is the pogran- and preview cross -fade.
This permits a convenient dissolve from one camera to a previewed elect between two other cameras and then
a dissolve to a previewed fourth camera.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

95 Progress Street  Union, N.J C7083  (201) 688-1510  Te ex 181160
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WQRC FM: Medium -Market Success

Close-up of equipment turret, with digital timer at top, automation
remote control, ITC cart recorder and playback units, Ramko
switching unit

transmitters, two antennas. With a hot standby for the
whole out -of -studio plant, WQRC would seem to be well
insulated against loss of air time from transmitter acci-
dents.

Results: business, business

What has happened to WQRC as a producer of com-
mercials is one big part of the payoff. Turning out good -
sounding commercials, both in the technical and content
sense, has been a constant ideal. Over the years, WQRC's
commercial production load has increased without letup,
both for the station's own use and for virtually every other
station in the area. WQRC has taught competitors that
haphazardly made commercials don't work any more, and
has taught listeners to expect commercials to sound good.
This last development was borne out in a recent listener
survey, when WQRC's listeners said one of the things
they liked about the station was that the commercials were
enjoyable. Moore has assembled a highly expert staff who
know how to make attractive commercials of top technical
quality.

The payoff on the main programming side is WQRC's
rating spot ahead of direct competitors in the area. The
payoff in the public service, community identification
area is also substantial, and it is complex and interesting.

WQRC, a power for the community

A typical special program that WQRC edited as a doc-
umentary went on to win an Armstrong Award in 1978. It
was the nearly full -day coverage of the 75th anniversary
celebration of Marconi's first transatlantic radio ex-
change. Marconi had set up his equipment for the Ameri-
can end of the historic long-distance communication at a
site near Wellfleet, on the outer Cape a few miles from

Hyannis. That site, now named for Marconi, is still serv-
ing as the American anchor for transatlantic radio, with
both government and commercial installations spread
over many acres.

The celebration included historical summaries, state-
ments by officials on both sides of the Atlantic, and a
recreation of the original messages - which had been
between the American president and the King of England
- by ham operators at both ends of the link. In the
recreation, President Carter greeted the Queen of England
and received greetings in reply.

WQRC stationed a remote pickup van at the site and
was able to put on the air directly all the important transat-
lantic exchanges, as well as many of the statements made
during the celebration. This material was all recorded at
WQRC and later edited into a documentary with comment
by the WQRC news staff. The interest of the material and
the skill of the WQRC staff in assembling the program
were noted in the Armstrong Award. WQRC's rear-
rangement of regular programming to allow large-scale
coverage of the Marconi celebration is one example show-
ing Moore's sense of what is important in his operation.
The skill and technical finish of the completed tape were
based, of course, on Moore's use of high quality in both
personnel and production equipment. BM/E

WQRC: A Public Service Operation
This summer a nurse's strike shut the hospital in Hyannis, a
very serious blow to medical service at the peak of the
summer season. WQRC altered its programming to keep
reporters and the remote van on the scene for frequent
up-to-the-minute reports.

The picket line was outside the hospital, the administra-
tion on the inside, and on the second day no talks were
underway, nor planned. The WQRC reporter, with a hand-
held transceiver, put the administration on the air with the
question: would the nurses consider opening the
emergency room? The reporter went out to the picket line
and was able to put the question directly to the head of the
union, who had heard the administration via WQRC through
constantly tuned in car radios. The nurses agreed that they
would be willing to talk about it.

The WQRC reporter, by moving back and forth and keep-
ing the two sides on the air so that each heard the other, was
able to lead to a crucial arbitration meeting that eventually
led to the reopening of the emergency room. The strike was
settled a few days later. WQRC's role in the breakthrough
was noted in local and Boston coverage of the event, and
obviously increased the station's community prestige - in
addition to giving the station management the tremendous
satisfaction of an excellent service.

The other public service operation to be noted here is part
of a continuing operation -a fleet of specially equipped
repair cars that cruise the main Cape Cod roads in the
summer to aid motorists in trouble, at no cost to the
motorists. The operation is spreading to other areas and is
underwritten in each area by some local or national busi-
ness.

With many repair cars spread over a large area, the
operation obviously has a dispatching problem. WQRC has
therefore supplied the operation with the use of the FM
subcarrier and all calls come into the station and are relayed
as needed. Thus WQRC has an essential role in getting the
"Cape Cod Samaritan" to people who need the service.
Moore's ideals, technical savvy, and energy are bringing
him a rare level of satisfaction.
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Field range, studio
quality ...2/3 -inch format never
looked so great. Starting now your '/3 -inch
format cameras have enhanced performance and flexbi ity.
Fujinon's 17x8.5 zoom delivers the sharpest, highest cortrast im-
age the format has ever known. From a wide angle 8.E.r. rrn, the
lens maintains its F/1.5 aperture out to 80mm. At the full :ele
144.5mm focal length, you still get F/2.0 speed.

When more range is needed, activate the built-in 2X extender.
When more control is required, use Fujinon's new optional
variable rate zoom and focus demands, or the microprocessor
controlled programmable shot boxes.

For maximum range, Fujinon's 30x11 EFP zoom leac s the
field. No other lens for 2/3 -inch format will get in as close. With
its built-in 2X range extender, choose any focal length from 11 out
660mm (equal to 1000mm on 11/4 -inch format). And when lighting
isn't everything you want, you still get the image brightness and
contrast you need-the F/1.6 maximum aperture remains flat out
to 20 times.

Production flexibility, creative freedom, outstanding performance.
and time proven dependability. All this plus the most complete
range of accessories are yours with Fujinon. Now, more than ever...
the world sees itself more clearly through the eyes of Fujinon.

FUJI10111
Fujinon Optical Inc.
672 White Plains Road
Scarsdale. New York 10583
Phone: 914-472-9800
Telex: 131-642

Fuji Optical Systems Inc.
118 Savarona Way
Carsor. California 90746
Phone 213-532-2861
Telex: 194-978

Come see us at our SMPTIE 1Booth No. 112.
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GETTING AHEAD IN
POST PRODUCTION

ARTIFICIAL REVERB
REACHES FOR THE
NATURAL SOUND
The new technology is bringing artificial reverberation closer to the
complexity of the real thing than it ever was before, and the best new
systems have outstandingly attractive sound. In this article experts in the
field tell how to judge the performance of artificial reverb systems, and
how to choose one that will give the radio signal the maximum lift and
excitement for listeners.

WITH SONIC COMPETITIVENESS dominating the radio mar-
ket more and more, broadcasters can no longer afford to
ignore any important influence on the technical quality of
their signals. The "sonic imperative" has lifted audio
processing to a major position in radio technology. Push-
ing modulation density to the utmost has become a near -
mania in many parts of the industry.

Artificial reverb, a particular part of audio processing,
is very old in radio and recording. But the new market
pressures, added to the great advances in reverb tech-
nology, have brought artificial reverb to the top bracket
among the radio broadcaster's technical concerns.

The fundamental fact is universally known: sound not
accompanied by reflections of itself is thin, static, and
lifeless. Reverb systems bring life, power and vibrancy by
adding delayed duplications of the sound, simulating the
situation in a closed space in which any sound is followed
by its reflections from the interior surfaces of the space.

The simulation can have excellent results, changing a
sound from lifeless to powerful and exciting. But it is
worth noting that "real " reverb, in an enclosed space of at
least moderate size, is far too complex for exact duplica-
tion by any technique now in sight. The number of reflec-
tions in the room after, say, 50 or 100 milliseconds is
enormous, and their timing, relative strengths, and di-
rections are enormously varied.

Luckily the ear -and -brain system, which is fantastically
discriminating in many respects, finds sonic power and
vibrancy in a simulation that reproduces some main fea-
tures of natural reverb. However, there are simulation
faults detailed later that the ear will not accept, or will find
definitely unpleasing.

There are three main parts of a complete reverb situa-
tion, as discussed in the first article of this series. First,
always, is the direct sound that travels straight from the
sound source to the ear or the microphone. Very close
behind the direct sound are the "early reflections," a
series of discrete "echoes" that come in separately from

various directions. The hearing system will not distin-
guish them separately if they come within a short enough
period after the direct sound. But they change the charac-
ter of the sound, giving it "largeness," a feeling of space,
and aiding in the formation of a stereo image.

After the early, discrete reflections, the reflections
rapidly become so numerous and so close together that the
sound energy is distributed diffusely throughout the
space. This energy gradually dies away; this is the "de-
cay" period. The duration of the decay is the "reverbera-
tion time," the characteristic so widely used as one of the
main definers of acoustic quality; it is defined as the time it
takes the diffused energy to fall 60 dB from its initial
power, or to one -millionth of that power.

The reverberation time, as everyone knows, leaves a
sound too "dry" if it is too short and muddies it up if it is
too long. The rate of the decay can also influence sensa-
tions of "smoothness" or "abruptness." The fre-
quency characteristic of the decay is vital in determining
the perceived frequency range of the sound. Thus, it is
highly advantageous to be able to control these aspects of
the simulated decay.

Reverb from stairwell

Reverb systems are old in radio. Perhaps the oldest
(paralleled by the underground chamber of the recording
industry) is the stairwell or back hallway into which the
signal is projected by a loudspeaker. The sound acquires a
body of reflections in the space, and the mix is picked up
by a microphone at the other end. This signal-plus-reverb
can then be mixed into the main audio channel in any
desired proportion.

This is, of course, "real ' ' reverb, and if the radio
station was lucky in the available space the system could
have a positive and very pleasing effect on the quality of
the signal. But the system is inflexible: changing the
quality of the reverb means changing the acoustic charac-
ter of the room, an expensive construction job. A lot could
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the XC-700 has given our sta-
tion a lot more for its money.

For $44,000, we didn't just
get a lot of camera. We got a
lot of cameras."
For more information, contact
your local dealer, or write
Sharp Electronics Corp.
Professional Products
Dept. BME-10

10 Keystone Place
Paramus, New Jersey 07652
Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $12,600, Less Lens.

SHARP

"WE DON'T SEE A $27,000
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SHARP'S XC-700

AND A $44,000 CAMERA:'

"My cameramen were
pretty skeptical when Sharp®
introduced the XC-700 last
year.

Like a lot of pros, they just
didn't believe that a $12,000*
camera could be any good.
But we were looking for an
economical way to go from
film to tape, so we decided to
give Sharp a shot.

We started using the
XC-700 at the Democratic
Convention last summer. And
by the time we were covering
the World Series, we were
believers.

In fact, we've got seven
XC-700's in our news depart-
ment right now, and we're
just one camera away from
being an all Sharp operation.

So we've made the transi-
tion to tape long before I ever
thought we could. And we've

LARRY HATTEBERG, CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER,
KAKE-TV (ABC's WICHITA AFFILIATE).

done it with a minimum of
compromise.

Of course, there will
always be differences
between an XC-700 and a
$44,000 camera. But reliabil-
ity isn't one of them.

For day -in, day -out report-
ing, the XC-700 has held up
as well as any camera we've
ever used, even the most
expensive ones.

It's also easy to handle.
With the controls up front
where a cameraman would
expect to find them. And
more features pound for
pound than all the cameras
I've seen in its class.

They say it was designed
by cameramen, not engi-
neers. But all I know is that



Artificial Reverb

be done with equalization or other processing of the
"wet" signal from the chamber, but to a large extent the
chamber's own quality was the quality the user had to live
with. A station would have to be very lucky in acoustics to
have stayed with a stairwell set up.

Plates serve up acoustics in two dimensions

The metal plate is nearly universal in the recording
industry, and for good reason: when well designed and
well adjusted, a plate can provide an extremely pleasing
"decay" effect, simulating well what happens in a fairly
large acoustic enclosure. The plate is suspended under
tension, with an electro-mechanical driver to feed the
signal in at one end and a reverse transducer at the other
end to pick up the vibration and turn out a corresponding
signal.

The energy spreads through the plate in all directions

Ursa Major "Space
Station" uses multi -tap
delay system to supply
multiple delays, for
well -simulated reverb
and many other effects

from the driver and bounces back from the edges in a great
multiplicity of reflections. This is a fairly close two -
dimension mechanical analog to the acoustic action in a
three-dimensional space. The plate has served the record-
ing industry (and many radio stations) extremely well.

But plates tend to be large - some of the most popular
are on the order of eight feet by four feet, in an enclosure
around six inches deep. Since the vibrational action is a
function of the tension on the plate, frequent careful
adjustment is essential. Ingenious methods have been
developed for controlling the duration of the decay, the
frequency response, and other parameters, but a plate is
quite inflexible. The action obviously depends, too, on
the character of the metal.

Springs, good and bad

The spring is another of the old reverb devices, and it
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Artificial Reverb

spans a quality range from rudimentary (and very inex-
pensive) to quite sophisticated (and quite expensive). The
rudimentary spring system can add a strong delayed sig-
nal, but it is likely to color the sound with its own reso-
nance effects, for "boing" or "twang" qualities.
Moreover, the delays that come out of a spring are limited
in number - they lack the density and the randomness
needed for natural -sounding reverb, and these two qual-
ities are the essence of the artificial reverb job.

Lately some excellent spring systems have appeared,
using multiple springs in one kind of matrix or another.
This arrangement can reduce the "one -note" resonant
effects of the single spring, and with state-of-the-art con-
trol systems may do a job fully meeting the needs of the
radio broadcaster, at a cost well below that of delay -line
systems. Broadcasters must learn to listen to pick a spring
system.

Delay -line reverb is the future

Analog and digital delay lines have become the front
edge of artificial reverb technology. The basic idea is
simplicity itself: store a multiplicity of duplicates of the
signal, and feed them back in one after the other to
simulate the reflections in an acoustic situation.

The idea is simple, but the realization is far from it
because of the enormous number and complexity of re-
flections that exists in a real situation. The delay line
systems, besides introducing a highly flexible and re-
sourceful technology, have advanced artificial reverb

mightily by focusing sharp attention, at last, on just how
the artificial effects differ from the real. In the past, reverb
systems produced something more or less like real reverb,
often with pleasing results. Delay line systems, however,
are forcing the designers to find out exactly what is
needed, what the ear actually finds pleasing in reverb.
Designers have discovered that what listeners most want
is the closest thing thay can get to the real.

Since the real, as already noted, is very complex, artifi-
cial reverb systems are now under pressure to perform at a
level that once was hardly imagined. A few systems on the
market have come closer than any in the past, and they are
correspondingly popular for the simple reason that they
sound so good. No one should hold back from artificial
reverb now because the ultimate has not been reached: by
learning to listen and choose, both in buying a unit and in
adjusting it, spectacular effects on a radio station's signal
can be secured.

The good and bad of reverb

Richard Factor of Eventide Clockworks, whose delay
systems are among the most used today in both recording
and radio, described forBM/E some of the most important
elements of the "natural," the ideal toward which artifi-
cial systems must strive. In the "early reflection" period,
there must be enough repeats so that the ear does not get
any sense of separate sounds: with only a few separated
repeats in this period the effect may be rough and will tend
to muddy the sound. Moreover, the repeats must be "ran-
dom," not closely related harmonically, for a pleasing
smoothness.

In the decay period, the number of repeats must in -

Scotch' is a registered trademar



crease sharply, and they should come closer and closer
together for a great "density" and diffuseness. This is the
basis for a smoothly powerful sound. The decay period
must last long enough, but not too long.

These requirements put a heavy load on the computa-
tional capability of the system. As Factor notes, digital
technology is just coming to grips with the problem. Some
computer algorithms are helping, and as designers con-
tinue to narrow the gap between the artificial and the real,
the artificial systems become more and more pleasing.

The system should avoid great fluctuations in fre-
quency content during the decay period. Factor em-
phasizes that the future belongs to the delay line systems
in part because of the extraordinary flexibility of control
they allow, in a single box no bigger than a 100 W audio
amplifier.

Stephen St. Croix of Marshall Electronics, whose units
also show up in hundreds of recording studios and radio
stations, is involved in careful study of the aural effects of
good and bad reverb. He reinforces Factor's emphasis on
the desirability, and complexity, of the "natural." St.
Croix says that a reverb system that lacks high frequency

Harmonizer," Eventide
Clockworks, has multiple
delay feedback for reverb
and wide variety of
special effects

transmission, cutting at 6-7 kHz, will lack real "life" and
"sizzle. " Poor systems, that supply repeats too few, not
random enough, may produce a reverb effect but will tend
to "muddy " the sound, as though it has a cloudy screen in
front of it.

A good test for this, says St. Croix, is a vocal recording;
if strong reverb added by the system makes the words a
little harder to understand., the system is not "transpar-
ent" enough. A good reverb "lifts" the voice, making it
more understandable and impressive. A good test for the
density and randomness of the early reflections is a sharp
hand clap or a drumbeat. Poor performance on the early
reflections will produce something like a machine gun, or
like an acoustic flutter - the results will not please the
ear.

A clever test for the randomness of the reflections, says
St. Croix, is a strong male vocal, listened to with the
"straight" sound cut off so that just the reverb added by
the system is heard. If the vocal is clearly understandable
in the reverb, the system will simply muddy the sound: the
reverb should be random enough not to carry the intelli-
gence to compete with the straight sound. BM/E
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Introducing the only 3/4 time code editing system that
performs 20 automatic edits from multiple sources.
The Panasonic 700 B-2 Series Time Code Editing System.

Now Panasonic
B -2i adds a new di -

SERIES mension to the
speed and accuracy of
time code editing with our
new 700 B-2 Series Time
Code Editing System. The
AU -700 editing recorder,
the AU -A70 programmable
editing controller, and the
AU -J10 multiple source
adapter. Together they let
you do what other time
code editing systems don't:
Perform up to 20 automatic,
multiple -source insert and
assembly edits. And the
700 B-2 Series is packed

with outstanding perform-
ance features.

The precision of
direct drive.

Check out the
excellent
stability and

precision of the AU -700's
direct -drive video head
cylinder and capstan servo
motor. The superb perform-
ance and durability of our
crystal -oriented HPF TM
heads. All combine to pro-
duce an outstanding picture
with horizontal resolution
of 260 lines color, 330 lines

monochrome and S/N ratio
of 46 dB color, 50 dB
monochrome. You'll also
get an edit with less video
noise because video head
switching has been moved
to the vertical interval so it
never shows up in the pic-
ture. At the same time, we
incorporated DUB IN and
DUB OUT connectors with
separate Y/C signals and
a flying erase head. And to
keep that good - looking
picture looking good, all
circuitry is mounted in a
durable annealed aluminum
die-cast chassis.

The speed of
microprocessors.

Another toucl
of ingenuity i;
the AU -700's

microprocessor controls.
Designed to work perfectly
with the AU -A70 editing
controller, they give you the
speed, accuracy and ver-
satility of full -logic, mode -
to -mode switching. The
AU -700 will accept SMPTE
time code on a separate
track or on audio track one
as well as standard CTL
pulses. And its electronic



digital tape counter dis-
plays LED readouts of CTL
pulses in minutes and
seconds-even in fast for-
ward and rewind.

Multiple source versatility.

With our
AU -A70
editing
controller

not only can you generate
and read time code pulses,
microprocessors let it per-
form up to 20 time code edits
automatically. Add an AU -J10
multiple source adapter
and it will accept inputs

from two source decks and
one live line plus perform
A/B rolls. Microprocessors
also let you automatically
go to specific tape loca-
tions. You can also search
both ways at speeds of
1/20X, 1/5X, lx, 2X, 5X plus
pause with picture. Other
features include program
check, program exchange,
insert programming and
overflow indication. For
editing convenience, sep-
arate address time and lap
time indicators are included.
The AU-A70's error codes
pinpoint any procedural

Shown from left AU -700 editing recorder, AU -A70 programmable editing controller,

errors to avoid incorrectly
programmed edits. The
AU -A70 can also be used
with any Panasonic sole-
noid -operated 3/4" and 1/2"
VHS" decks. For world-
wide versatility, there is a
built-in voltage selector that
is compatible with 100V /
120V / 220V / 240V AC, at
either 60 Hz or 50 Hz.

Total service capability.

When it comes
to servicing and
maintaining the

700 B-2 Series, Panasonic
backs you with a full net -

O
O

O

work of B-2 dealers, equip-
ped with total service capa-
bility. Each has the parts
and technical expertise that
professionals require. For
further information, call your
nearest Panasonic office:
Northeast-(201) 348-7620
Southeast-(404) 923-9700
Midwest-(312) 364-7936
Southwest-(214) 258-6400
West Coast-(213) 655-1111
The new 700 B-2 Series
Time Code Editing System.
Only from Panasonic.

Panasonic®
VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION
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EYE-OPENERS

Just when everyone had their eyes wide open to the
outstanding line of Ikegami broadcast and production
color cameras, Ikegami introduced its color and B&W
monitor line, engineered with the same innovative
technology as its cameras. A great tradition of eye-
opening continues with precision, quality and beauti-
ful images.

The lkegami color monitor line con-
sists of the High Resolution Series RH
Color Monitors and the High Perform-
ance Series 8 Color Monitors. The High
Resolution Series RH Color Monitors
are available in the 14" TM 14-2RHA and
the 20" TM 20-8RH. Both
provide precision color re-
production at 600 plus
lines for professional stU-
dios, control rooms, re-
mote vans, etc., and fea-
ture a high resolution CRT
with High Density Dot Ma-
trix, a switchable comb fil-
ter in the decoder, and the
AFPC (Automatic Fre-
quency Phase Control)
system to maintain excep-
tional color reproduction.
Both models are rack -
mountable, with the TM Ikegami

Video Products built to Ideal Standards

14-2RHA featuring plug-in circuit boards for easy
maintenance.

The High Performance Series 8 Color Monitors are
available in the 14" TM14-8RC, 20" TM20-8R and 25"
TM25-8. The Series 8 monitors offer high quality color
reproduction, a Shadow Mask Dot Matrix CRT,Pulse
Cross Circuit. Active Convergence Circuit, low power
consumption, and more.

The B&W Monitors are engineered to the same
exacting Ikegami stan-
dards and are available in
Triple 5", Dual 9". 5", 9",
12", 17" and 20" sizes.

Ikegami's Eye -Openers
are available at most
dealers. For details and
additional information,
contact: lkegami Elec-
tronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook
Ave., Maywood, NJ 07607,
(201) 368-9171; West Coast:
19164 Van Ness Ave., Tor-
rance, CA 90501, (213)
328-2814; Southwest: 330
North Belt East, Suite 228,
Houston, TX 77060, (713)
445-0100; Southeast: 522
So. Lee St., Americus, GA
31709, (912) 924-0061.
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DUAL VS. COMPOSITE:
HOW TO CHOOSE
AN STL, PART II
By James L. Tonne

In the first part of this two-part series,
the author compared the dual STL with
the composite STL with respect to
signal-to-noise ratio, crosstalk,
distortion, separation, redundancy,
audio response, and fade margin. In this
concluding part he continues with
subcarrier considerations, maintenance,
retrofitting, modulation control,
monitors, and frequency allocation.

IN MANY CASES one or more FM subcarriers are applied to
an STL to "ride piggyback" on normal modulation, for
control and/or secondary -programming purposes. In the
case of control subcarriers, the subcarrier generator is
usually an integral part of the remote -control equipment.
Subcarrier generators used for programming purposes are
usually "outboard." Sometimes two subcarriers are
applied to the system.

In the case of the dual system, it is common to apply one
subcarrier (control, at 26 kHz) to one link and the other
subcarrier (programming, at 67 kHz) to the other link to
reduce the possibility of crosstalk between subcarriers. In
the dual system, the total modulation is lowpass filtered
(to obtain the program signal) and it is highpass filtered (to
obtain the subcarrier signals). The program signal appears
at a screw -terminal connector on the rear of the receiver,
while the subcarrier signals appear at a Type BNC connec-
tor, also on the rear of the receiver.

The composite STL can pass a subcarrier at 67 kHz.
Such a subcarrier will appear along with the stereo signal
at the "composite" output port on the STL and will be
directly rebroadcast. The composite STL can also handle
subcarriers in the region from 110-152 kHz (185 kHz in
some cases). These subcarriers are separated from the
remainder of the modulation by highpass filtering in the
receiver and appear at the subcarrier output connector on
the rear of the receiver.

It is appropriate to mention that a subcarrier is not a very
high fidelity medium. It is inherently noise prone, because
it is located in a relatively poor portion of the baseband
(total) spectrum. Distortions in the interconnecting link,

James L. Tonne was associated with Moseley As-
sociates, Goleta, Calif. , when this article was prepared.

including the STL, the exciter, transmitting antenna, and
SCA receiver, can cause crosstalk between the main
channel modulating that RF carrier and the subcarrier.
The crosstalk on a modem STL is satisfactory for back-
ground music, speech, and data applications.

It is not recommended that a subcarrier be used as a
primary feed for an affiliated AM broadcast station be-
cause of both noise and crosstalk. In addition, to get the
performance that is currently achievable from a subcarrier
requires the use of audio frequency pre- and de -emphasis.
This complicates things for the AM broadcaster, who has
to comply with rules that assume a flat -amplitude -
capability interconnecting link (i.e., free of de -emphasis
in the receiver). Finally, the frequency response and espe-
cially distortion (both harmonic and intermodulation) of
the program carried on a subcarrier are not truly of AM
broadcast quality, in practice.

Since the modulation -controlling limiter for that AM
station will be located at the AM transmitter, it will
increase the background (residual) noise and crosstalk and
so degrade the transmitted SNR of the station. The SNR of
a subcarrier is typically about 45 dB in practice. This will
be reduced to 40 dB by the application of only 5 dB of
limiting, which degree of limiting is not at all uncommon
in AM transmission; 10 dB of limiting will reduce the
broadcast SNR to a mere 35 dB, which will be found to be
clearly unacceptable.

Retrofitting

If an older STL is in service it may be simplest, when
replacement time finally arrives, to use the same general
type of system. If the old system was a dual, then the new
system would be a dual. The antennas and transmission
lines are installed and may be in satisfactory order. Re-
placing an older system with a new system of the same
generic type involves little more than disconnecting the
old system and reconnecting the new system.

An older dual system (which offers a form of redun-
dancy in stereo) can be replaced by a single composite
system providing there is sufficient signal strength and
spectrum availability. If the older dual system is retained,
or at least one of the halves of that system is retained, then
that could be used as a monaural backup. This will proba-
bly involve consideration of where to locate the audio
processing and stereo generator, which items are covered
in the section on modulation control. Or, to restore the
original redundancy in stereo, another new composite
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ASACA/SHIBASOKU
TV Test Signal Generator

to fit your individual needs .

INTERCHANGEABLE MODULES-CUSTOMIZE YOUR SYSTEM
-up to 38 different signals.

MUM t.Nle`e IMMO

o"- o

o

U701
LINEARITY

UNIT

a

U702
SIN2
UNIT

U703
COLOR BAR

UNIT

as, a rant /mot

..D =Or

;in r

U704
SINE WAVE

UNIT

ASA CA/SH I BASO K U TG -7 TV test signal venerator is a
main frame which accommodates interchangeable modules,
and by using it together with these modules, it generates TV
test signals which are used for the adjustment, testing and
measurement of video equipment.

Features
 The sync signal generator contained in the main frame

allows color lock and gen-lock with the VBS or sync with
color burst.

The model contains a built-in dual axis balanced modulatgy
and this allows the chroma phase to be varied from 0-360u.

 The subcarrier oscillator is incorporated into an oven and
its frequency stability is within ±5Hz.

U705
SQUARE WAVE

UNIT

U706
NOISE TEST

UNIT

I[U,1 4t.12 VOsama

U707/1 VITS GENERATOR

 Independent output terminals provide video component,
sync signal, color burst level signals to be connected to an
external programmable attenuator, each output level can
control with external signals independently.

 The main frame and plug-in modules are coupled with DC
circuit and so there is no bounce from the signal selection.

 Switches provided on the front panel enable selection
horizontal or vertical drive for a trigger pulse output.

 The maximum variety of test signals can be generated
with the minimum number of modules.

 Optional IEEE -488 Bus unit provides automated program
control

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CORP. OF AMERICA

1277 RAND ROAD, DES PLAINES, IL 60016
Phone (312) 298-4380  Telex 726351

Sales/Service 800-323-2498
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Dual Vs. Composite

system can be added when budgetary considerations al-
low .

Maintenance

The dual system offers a seldom considered mainte-
nance advantage: Should one link be defective, it can be
compared with the operating link. In this manner, the
operating link can be used as a "standard" for compari-
son. Voltage readings, oscilloscope observations, signal
levels, and component temperatures can be compared

When a composite link is defective, there is no "com-
parison" system to assist in maintenance (unless the sys-
tem is a "hot standby" type). A way around this situation,
logically, is to record in the manual received with the
equipment as much information as possible for future use.
This is routinely done on audio and similar equipment; it is
to be encouraged on all equipment including any kind of
STL. Since modern STLs have a low post -infant mortality
failure rate, they are seldom encountered routinely until
electrical old age. It is best to be prepared by being
familiar with the equipment from the start.

Stereo generator location

The dual system requires that the audio limiters and the
stereo generator be located at the transmitter site; in gen-
eral the existing stereo generator is left at the transmitter
site. By having the audio limiters and stereo generator at
the transmitting site, minor transmission error corrections
are more difficult to make from the studio (and so are
unauthorized corrections).

The use of the composite STL requires that the audio
limiters and stereo generator be located at the studio to
directly excite the composite STL transmitter. If an older
system is being changed to allow the use of a composite
STL, then a stereo generator will have to be placed at the
studio. When this is done, minor corrections to modula-
tion level, pilot phase, and so on, can be made with little
effort. The studio location commonly has minimal RF
interference with which to contend; such a calm environ-
ment makes signal observation and measurement easier.

Modulation control

There are two aspects to modulation control: The first is
control of the modulation of the STL itself, and the second
is the control of the modulation of the actual broadcast
carrier. Modulation of the STL should be controlled to
keep distortion in limits and to prevent interference to
spectral neighbors. Modulation of the broadcast carrier
should be controlled to remain audibly competitive in that
market but within legal or ethical guidelines.

In a dual system, it is highly recommended that an
audio gain rider, preferably one which is frequency -
conscious, be placed prior to each of the STL transmitters.
This will protect the STLs from inadvertent overload,
which will result in distortion as well as offending a
spectral neighbor. (By "frequency -conscious" is meant a
device which takes into account the pre -emphasis curve
used in FM broadcasting. Those which use clipping for
high -frequency control should be avoided.) The use of a
modern gain -rider also allows a higher average level to be
applied to the STL without fear of overload. The compo-
site system is driven by a stereo generator which presuma-
bly is preceded by a pair of audio limiters. These limiters

f
0
0,
C
e

STL. TWAN141.1-1911

r.

Mose ey's model PCL 606 and aural STL transmitter (top)
and receiver

will prevent overdrive of the stereo generator and hence of
the STL. The use of an audio gain rider ahead of those
limiters is recommended in order that the limiters may be
used for modulation protection only.

If a dual system is used, the limiters for radiated camer
modulation control are located at the transmitting site,
after the receiving end of the STL but prior to the stereo
generator. Under these conditions the limiters at the
transmitter can precisely control the radiated modulation
provided there is no audio lowpass filtering past the lim-
iter, i.e. , any audio filtering is prior to or included within
the limiter. If the stereo generator has audio lowpass
filtering internal to it, that filtering may ring (over -shoot)
on steep -sided transients or square waves and the limiter
may be unable to control the modulation with precision.
But the characteristics of the STL, that is, whether that
link has audio lowpass filtering or not (and so whether it
.can overshoot or not), are rather immaterial as regards
modulation control of the radiated signal.

If a composite STL is used, then the limiters are located
at the studio, just prior to the stereo generator. (These
limiters may be preceded by audio gain -riders as a desir-
able option.) In a composite system the limiters serve a
dual function: They control the upper limit of modulation
and so the spectrum of that composite STL, and, for all
practical purposes, they control the modulation of the
radiated (FM -band) carrier. The addition of the composite
STL between the stereo generator output and the wide -
band input to the exciter will not significantly alter the
performance of the overall system.

If the composite STL is tested with a square -wave test
signal, the signal appearing at the composite STL receiver
output may show signs of ringing. This ringing can result
in overmodulation at high signal levels. Such a situation is
a possibility ifand only if the test signal would not comply
with the rules as regards crosstalk from the main channel
into the subchannel. If the composite STL is tested with a
10 -kHz square wave, for example, over -shoot on that
square wave may be seen at the STL receiver output.

But the transmission of a 10 -kHz square wave in the
stereo mode is clearly outside the legal limits - the
amplitude of its third and fifth harmonics would grossly
exceed the -40 dB regulatory limit set by the FCC rules.
Such a test signal, of possible use in maintenance or other
procedures, is contrived and meaningless in the real world
of stereophonic transmission.

The use of the composite STL does not significantly
alter the control of modulation by a good limiter, provided
the limiter does not use significant amounts of clipping in
its operation. Audio limiters which use considerable clip-
ping, particularly on signals in the upper audio region, are
prone to reveal the presence of overshoot on the composite
STL. But such limiters are to be frowned upon not only
because of their poor sound (they efficiently convert sibil-
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Dual Vs. Composite

ant sounds to "lisping" sounds) but because of the large
amount of unwanted energy which they produce in the
sub -channel region. To prevent such energy from falling
in the subchannel (which will result in poor audio quality
upon stereo demodulation), an audio lowpass filter should
be used after any limiter which uses significant clipping.
But such a filter will ring and so allow the possibility of
overmodulation, just as the composite STL can do. As can
be seen, clipping is not a very good way to control the
modulation level. The use of a composite -waveform clip-
per, sometimes euphemistically called a "controller", is
to be discouraged except for transient control at the output
of the composite STL receiver.

Monitors

The monitors must be located at the transmitting site for
best accuracy. It is unfortunate that locating the monitors
at the transmitter site can result in less convenient
monitoring on a routine (day-to-day) basis in a split -site
operation. A monitor located at the studio always has
ahead of it or integral to it an RF amplifier to allow
operation far removed from the transmitter. These RF
amplifiers require selectivity to eliminate interference
from local (FM -band) spectral neighbors. That selectivity
always causes some degradation of the measured separa-
tion and crosstalk readings. The noise figure of the RF
amplifier generally determines the degradation of the
signal-to-noise ratio as measured at the studio. "Synthe-
sized" monitors always contain an RF amplifier.

AT LAST!
A SINGLE INSTRUMENT

TO MONITOR BOTH
WAVEFORM AND VECTORS

ELECTRONIC VISUALS
EV4060 COLOR

SIGNAL MONITOR

 Switchable between waveform and vector display
Full broadcast specifications

 A -B inputs with buffered video output
Half rack width, 51/4" high

 Mounts beside all popular half rack pix monitors
Sharp, high brightness trace
Ideal for mobile and studio applications

broadcast video systems ltd.
1050 McNicoll Avenue, Agincourt, Ontario M1W 2L8

Telephone: 1416) 497-1020 Telex: 065-25329

Circle lib on Reader Service Card

When it is time to make a precision measurement, use a
monitor which has no RF amplifier and operate it, tem-
porarily if need be, at the transmitter site. Locating the
monitors at the studio is generally satisfactory for routine
monitoring, and expedites the occasional readjustment of
the modulation level or other transmission characteristics.
If a dual STL is used, then the audio limiters and stereo
generator are located at the transmitter site. When this is
the case, it is more convenient when corrections are ac-
complished to have the monitors at that transmitting site.
To experience a duplicate set of monitors (one at the
studio and one at the transmitter) is to experience joy!

When an adjustment of modulation level or the like is
required, the monitors should be located at the site where
the adjustment is to be accomplished. But the monitors
should always be located at the transmitter site when a
precision measurement is required (i.e., for an actual
proof of performance).

Frequency allocations

It is customary for the dual -mono system to share a
single 500 -kHz channel, with one link operating at 125
kHz below the channel center and the other link operating
at 125 kHz above the center. The composite STL normally
operates at the center of the 500 -kHz channel. A compos-
ite STL of the hot -standby type also operates at the chan-
nel center - only one transmitter at a time operates.

Ask the manufacturer

If you are encountering an aural STL for the first time,
feel free to ask the manufacturer for help. The older
companies have been through both new installations and
retrofits many times, and probably have the answer to
what may be a difficult problem for you. They have the
forms, and information on how to fill them out. They can
offer comments on a path study. If a particular aspect of
operation or a particular specification seems unusually
important to your operation, then have that item con-
firmed by the manufacturer you select. If you deal directly
with the factory, lean on them. If you deal with a rep, lean
on him (her). It is not that uncommon for a rep, being
familiar with the individual operation, to be able to work
with a customer better than the factory, unless an unusu-
ally high technological question has arisen.

There is no single kind of STL which will be best for all
applications, as can be seen. A station with a long path
would probably choose the dual system because of its
superior noise performance under those lower signal
strength conditions. A station demanding the very highest
quality including freedom from distortion caused by
stereo crosstalk would probably go the dual route since
that type of installation typically has slightly better per-
formance in that area. A station whose transmitter uses an
easily -removed self-contained stereo generator is in a
good position to use the composite STL, since that system
requires that the stereo generator must be relocated to the
studio. If cost is the primary criterion then the composite
system is the obvious choice. There is a philosophy that
the general population makes the correct choice most of
the time. Using this idea, be informed that about 80
percent of aural STL users choose the composite system.
Finally, it is highly advisable to avoid mixing brands of
remote -control and STL equipment in a radio -remote -
control system. The reason for this is that some brands of
equipment are compatible with other brands only after
redesign by one of the manufacturers involved. BM/E
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THE ENGINEER:
WHY "THE CHIEF"
IS NOT ALWAYS IN
MANAGEMENT'S
STARTING LINEUP
By John Cummuta

After a hard look at the image engineers
project, and with a sympathetic eye
towards what management is looking
for, engineers may understand why they
don't play as important a role in
management decisions as they should.
While very good management may seek
out its engineering talent, very good
engineers may have to make their own
case.

A SLEEK BLACK MERCEDES limousine pulls up at the en-
trance to the station and the servile chauffer draws wide
the rear door. Emerging from the tufts of rich Corinthian
leather stands the perfect man. His hair is styled in a
fashion impervious to the breezes, and every line of his
three-piece matches up. The perennial tan accents his
Robert Redford smile, as he fondly acknowledges the
driver - using his first name. From the three hundred
dollar attache case to the handcrafted Italian shoes, you
can tell - this a Broadcast Manager.

Meanwhile, struggling around to the back door, grinds
a '63 Chevy wagon that burns more oil than a two-cycle
engine. Sliding over to use the more functional passenger
door, exits a bespectacled graduate of the Sha Na Na
school of fashion. The flannel shirt and pinstriped pants
wouldn't clash nearly so much if they weren't seized
together with a paisley belt. The finest assortment of
miniature screwdrivers, burnishing tools, and penlights

John Cummuta is operations manager and chief engineer
at KNEI, Wankon, Iowa. Prior to joining KNEI, Cum-
muta was quality assurance engineer for the Collins Tele-
communications Group of Rockwell International.

available from Radio Shack adorn his shirt pocket, and his
genuine imitation jogging shoes will protect him from
serious electric shock - this is a Broadcast Engineer.

Are either of these descriptions accurate? Before you
decide, let's look at what these two gentlemen do for a
living.

After checking his desk for dust, the Broadcast Man-
ager dictates a letter to a national advertising agency with
such semantic fluidity as to confidently double the size of
the account. He then scans the previous day's logs, noting
any errors, and prepares for a brief staff meeting. On his
way to the conference room, his sensitive hearing detects
two percent harmonic distortion on the left side of the FM
monitor, and he pauses to add the fact to his notes. At the
assembly of department heads, our hero deftly heads off a
confrontation between the news director and program
director, discreetly informs the chief engineer of the left
channel problem (and that plaid, pinstripe, and paisley
don't go well together), and makes two minor corrections
to the accountant's monthly report. Before you know it,
it's time for a quick coffee with the Wall Street Journal,
and it's off for the meeting with the mayor.

On his way back to the shop, the chief engineer side-
tracks to the men's room to ponder the manager's review
of his attire. After several minutes in front of the mirror,
he's convinced the man must have confused him with
someone else. Back in his domain, our electronics wizard
surrounds himself with wiring diagrams, schematics, and
maintenance manuals to gleefully chase the elusive two
percent. Somewhere in the system lurks the hideous non -
linearity monster, and the chief knows that no one in five
states is more capable of uncovering the fiend than he.
Pulling a half -eaten bag of peanuts from behind the minia-
ture screwdrivers in his pocket, he sets it on the only clear
spot on his desk, blows out his coffee cup, and heads for
the pot - this '11 be a long day - and he loves it. Filling
his cup to the brim (his doctor never told him why he gets
edgy), he's confronted again by that fanatic new engineer,
still inquiring about some kind of maintenance plan or
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The Engineer

schedule. He's quickly dispatched to blow out the filters
on the auxiliary transmitter.

What do you think now? Exaggerating a little? Maybe
not so much? Could it be a case of how we see ourselves as
opposed to how others envision us? Well, I'm going to ask
you to hold that answer again for just a minute. The
purpose of this article is to examine management, and in
particular, the engineer's part in that process.

Webster's defines management as the act, art, or man-
ner of managing, or handling, controlling, directing, et
cetera. If we listen in on this conversation near the water
cooler, we may find that there are slight differences of
opinion over who contributes the most towards managing,
handling, controlling, or directing the manifest destiny of
a broadcast enterprise.

"I'd like to see where this joint'd be if it wasn't for the
great numbers my programming is bringing in," perks the
program director.

"Yeah . . . well, all your numbers would add up to
zero, including the ones on your paycheck, if it wasn't for
the dollars my sales force brings through the door,"
counters the incensed sales manager.

"I'd just like to know how your artistic programming,
or your invaluable commercials would get out of the
building without the rooms full of equipment that I keep
running?" answers the chief engineer with the smugness
of conclusion on his face.

It's not a great leap in logic to agree that there's truth in
all their positions, but the problem is that none of those
positions get us anywhere. We need to unfold Webster's
definition one more layer. What are we managing? Why
are we handling it? Just what is the purpose of our efforts
to control and direct?

The answer may seem trite and obvious, but we are
managing a broadcast operation to accomplish its goals.
Those goals differ, of course, depending on the size of the
market, the target audience, whether or not the station is
operated for profit (debatable even in some commercial
stations), or whether or not the management has even
bothered to set goals. I include the last category because
setting no goals is the same as setting the goal of drifting
like debris on the economic sea.

If we can assume that realistically ambitious goals have
been set, then management's job is to coordinate re-
sources and materials towards the accomplishment of
those goals and, again risking triteness, that takes team-
work. We heard the various players on the broadcasting
team arguing about their relative value. The fact is they
are like a team which needs balance and a variety of skills.
Take one of them off the field and your competition will
run right through your weak spot.

Management's task, again, is to manage, handle, con-
trol, and direct the talents of each player. The critical point
here is that "team strength" does indeed emanate from
various departments. Adroit management of an obedient
team whose every thought is squelched because it didn't
come from top management will quickly be in the cellar.

Did you catch the contradiction in terms in the last
paragraph - "adroit" management and "squelched"
thoughts? You see, without the willing acceptance and
consideration of the counsel of his department leaders, a
manager can hardly be described as adroit. Here is where
the chasm between engineering and everyone else begins.
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"My CADO/Chase Media System
gives me total control ofmy station..."

says Jay Asher, President, WJDA, Quincy, Mass.

"I looked at eight different computers. For the
money, no one came close to CADO. It's
exactly what I would have designed for the
station myself.
"The system flows. It does everything: music
format control, traffic and billing, accounts
receivable, payroll, general ledger, manage-
ment reports, spot sales ... everything.
"What sold me is the software. No matter how
you run your station, the CADO System fits
you. Not the other way around.
"We bought it from Northern Data Systems,
CADO's distributor in Boston. Great people.
Great service. And they care.
"As long as you're paying all that money for a
traffic/billing system, you might as well go
with the best. I did:'

The CADO/Chase Media Traffic and Billing
System is available from $21, 995 * complete.

L

CADOSYM
CADO Systems Corporation
2771 Toledo Street, Torrance, CA 90503
(2131320-9660

Please send me a free 12 -page brochure on the CADO/
Chase Media Broadcasting Station System.

NAME

TITLE

STATION

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

BMELO

'Prices may vary slightly in some areas.
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The Engineer

Two sides

There are two sides to every story, and the reasons why
engineering is often not a full partner in the exercising of
broadcast management are no exception.

First of all, engineers tend to feel secure in their
schematics and "Technicalese", considering everyone
else's bewilderment a compliment to their professional
stature. It's comfortable to hover over the test equipment,
and, when required, to work with management - the
common attitude is to either "dazzle them with your
brilliance, or baffle them with . . . "

Managers, on the other hand, are usually descendants
of the sales department, and can easily fall into regarding
engineers as electronic grease monkeys. This perception,
however, is often as much the result of the engineer's
behavior as it is of managerial delusions.

The question is: If engineering participation is essential
to the comprehensive and effective management of the
broadcast operation, then, "How can lead or chief en-
gineers gain real management status?"

What the engineer needs to know

We took the first steps in answering that question in our
hyperbolized descriptions of managers and engineers. Let
us assume that you are a competent, imaginative, and
talented chief engineer, but you've never been given co-
equal status with the operations manager, or the sales
manager, or even the program director. They seem to
make the decisions and you're called in to execute those
aspects of the new course that involve equipment.

If you haven't been totally corrupted by the "instant
satisfaction" generation, you may have heard it said that
you get the respect you earn. Managers, contrary to popu-
lar belief, don't always rely on nepotism to fill key
middle -management positions. They desperately need
and welcome talent manifested in their organization, and
generally reward ability with responsibility. How can you
earn the respect you believe your middle -management
position deserves? Well, for starters, though we're ad-
monished not to judge a book by its cover, we do -
constantly - and so does everyone else. Much of the
time, however, the cover does tell a lot about what's
inside, or at least, we think it does. And, so does the
general manager seeking competent men or women to
help sculpt a successful enterprise.

Prepare to gain management
status as if you're

applying for a new job.

Am I suggesting that you look the part? Yes. But it's
more than just appearances. Perhaps the simplest ap-
proach to gaining management status would be to consider
it a new position. Prepare as if you're applying for a new
job.

For applicants the idea is to be everything the boss
could possibly envision as the perfect manager. You can
see that this goes considerably deeper than simple accout-
erments; we're talking about the embodiment of a total
concept. Let's look at the job applicant analogy.
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BROADCASTERS AND PRODUCTION
COMPANIES DEPEND ON
AMPEX TAPE.

From videotape equipment to the video
tape itself, broadcasters and production
ccmpanies throughout the world
depend on Ampex. High quality,
durability, reliabil ty, and prompt service
are just some of the reasons.

Ampex 175 Highband Quadruplex
Video Tape has p -oven itself under
every conceivable type of operating
ccndition within every video standard.
Excellent color performance, low drop-
outs, and a tough durable formulation
with low headwear are features which
have contributed to this dependability.

And now Ampex 196 High Energy
Broadcast Helica Video Tape has been
specifically engineered to fill the
increasing needs of a particularly
demanding group of video profes-
sionals-those who have chosen one of
the new broadcast helical VTRs.

No matter what your video tape
needs are, there's an Ampex video tape
fo- you. And, once you've tried Ampex
tape, you'll see why broadcasters and
production companies have grown to
depend on Ampex.

AMPEX
REFLECTIONS OF REALITY.
AND BEYOND.
Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division,
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063415/367-L463
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lexicon

Model 1200 Audio Time Compressor automat cally reduces or expands the
play time of recorded material ... gives you "time -tailored" programming
at the push of a button .. preserves original pitch and voice quality.

 With the remarkable new Lexicon Mode11200, you can now eliminate time-consuming
retakes to fit commercials or other material into available time slots. For the first time,
you can speed up tapesor slow them down - and get broadcast -quality sound free of
distortion.  You simply connect the 1200 with virtually any variable -speed tape ve-
corder, set the timer for the on -air or play time you require, and you're in business.
Material that runs too long can be compressed up to25%. You can time edit to add tag
lines or heighten the energy of the message. In TV applications, the Model 1200 can be
teamed with a variable -speed film projector and/or a videotape recorder.  The Model
1200 -a product of Lexicon's eight years of leadership in digital audio processing -
marks a breakthrough in bringing time -processed audio to the level of quality neces-
sary for radio and TV use. Based on sophisticated computer technology and proprie-
tary intelligent digital processing techniques, the 1200 has been thoroughly field-
tested in the production of national y broadcast commercials by 19 of the top 20 ad-
vertising agencies. Write for detailed information and application notes.

60 Turner Street, Waltham MA 02154 USA (617) 891-6790 TELEX 923468
Export Gotham Export Corporation, New York, NY 10614
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The Engineer

The key word in what follows is, perspective. You may
be the sharpest engineer in your market. You might be the
finest paper pusher outside of Washington. You could be
the best organizer in the free world. You might be so
engaging that people save their money to go to Fantasy
Island just to meet you. You might be all of the above.
But, if you don't appear so from the boss's perspective,
your cruise toward management status will never leave the
dock.

There is another critical side to the perspective issue.
Not only is it important how you appear to the boss, but
also how the business appears from the big office. The
reason is simple. How the boss perceives the proper opera-
tion of the broadcast enterprise determines how he or she
perceives the perfect manager to operate a facet of that
enterprise. The boss sees needs in the functioning of the
station and that leaves you the opportunity to follow one
axiom for success: "Find a need and fill it."

Do you agree then, that the perception from the boss's
perspective is the one that really counts? Good. Because
from my perspective, that shows excellent judgment.

Now, if you were our job applicant, the first rule would
say: "Get to the interview on time". This is critically
important when endeavoring to impress a senior executive
with your middle -management potential as well. It's true
you're not scheduled for an employment interview, but
you'll be given ample opportunities to show up on time for
various meetings and other station functions.

The next step in your successful acquisition of the
position would be to be properly dressed. We've covered
the why's of this question, but just a word on the what's. If
your boss dresses better than you, dress up to his level. If
he or she dresses more casually than you, or just plain
sloppily - do not descend. You might play down the
three-piece suits and solid gold cufflinks, but maintain a
shirt and tie or whatever seems suitable to appear every bit
the professional.

Know the company's goals
A real sharp job applicant researches the company he's

applying to. He wants to know what the company's goals
are, how it's performing fiscally, what it requires of its
employees, and what's expected of the job in question. If
possible, he'd also like to get a brief rundown on the man
or woman who will be judging him. You have a definite
advantage over the job hunter, because you have im-
mediate access to all that information. In fact, it should be
common knowledge for a person in your position -
excuse me - in the position you're attempting to attain.
And this brings us to a salient point.

I distinctly heard several of you moan, "Oh, I don't
care about that financial stuff." My friend, if you don't
care about that financial stuff, then you don't care about
getting a raise. You don't care about being able to replace
worn out equipment. And you're obviously not concerned
with whether or not the company will be around to help
you make the mortgage payments three or four years from
now. If you haven't gotten the picture yet, I'll give you
one more tidbit to chew on. From his perspective, the boss
is really concerned about that financial stuff, and if you
ever want to impress him with your potential to help him
run the station, you'd better share his concerns.

The bottom line, as it's so fondly dubbed, is how your

boss is judged if he's working for the licensee, and it's
how he lives if he is the licensee. The bottom line also
determines whether or not he can afford to pay you what
we both know you're worth; or in leaner situations,
whether he can afford to keep you on at all.

Now I believe there's one more lesson we can learn
from our job applicant. A common pitfall that consumes
many job seekers is the failure to listen during the inter-
view. If you don't take the time to hear what you're being
asked, your chances of arriving at an entertaining answer
are severely limited. This corresponds directly to any
encounter situation with the brass at your station. Listen!
No matter what you've got on your mind, from the boss'
perspective, what's on his or her mind is more important.
After you've understood and properly reacted to that in-
formation, you can offer up your own thoughts. But
first-listen.

Organize. Another critical attribute of the up and com-
ing manager is the ability to transform his responsibilities
into a coherent system. Does your position have a position
or job description? If not, write one yourself. If there is
one, review it, and make sure that nothing you do is left
off. This is another area where humility and a pocket full
of change will get you a cup of coffee. Don't just say "I
take care of the equipment." List the functions and re-
sponsibilities seperately-that's how you perform them.

As broadcasting becomes
more technical, the

management team contributions
of engineers are critical.

Draw up an organization chart, and see if the boss will
accept it as an official document of the station. If such a
chart already exists, assure your position on the same level
as the other department (programming, sales, administra-
tion, etc.) leaders reporting to the same management
position. I advise against making this the first thing you do
on your new campaign to management status, but after the
first few acknowledgements of your organizational ac-
complishments, the boss should be in a better mood to
receive the idea of documenting your value. When he sees
you right up there with the program director and the sales
manager, he'll likely begin to respond to you as the
important resource that you are.

You may be assuming that you have to be managing
people in your job to exert executive influence. But hav-
ing people under you is not a prerequisite to being a
valuable component of the management team. Executive
influence is exercised both up and down the chain of
command, and it is the results of both directions that will
earn you recognition. The name of the game is to seek out
problems, propose solutions, then deliver. After you de-
liver - make sure everyone knows it. Communicate your
activities; demonstrate your competence as a manager.

The memo

We've all heard how the pen is mightier than the sword.
Well, the memo is mightier than anything short of marry-
ing the boss's daughter. It can be used for correspondence
inside and outside the organization, distributing the min-
utes of meetings, confirming a verbal order or directive,
confirming phone conversations, giving recognition or
compliments, making general communications to
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The Engineer

everyone in the organization, and when you can't get
through to someone any other way.

The main ingredients in a successful memo are: Who
it's to, who it's from, why it's been written, when it was
written, and the main thoughts of the correspondence
clearly and concisely delineated as briefly as possible
without sacrificing the meaning. The wonderful thing
about memos is that you can send a copy to the boss of just
about all of them, under the guise of keeping him or her
informed. What you're doing, or course, is bragging in
black and white. In truth, however, you are demonstrating
your organizational and communicative abilities. Both are
critically important to you as a manager, and to the or-
ganization. One caution, keep copies. They may help
protect an occasionally vulnerable area of the anatomy.

Which brings us back to the main point. We often tend
to huddle in the safety of our main interest and disregard
all the other facets of station operation, but this is counter-
productive. We fail to see that the simplest way to meet all
of our personal needs (as related to employment), be they
more money, a good track record in preparation for a
move to a bigger market, better relations at work, ac-
ceptance and respect from superiors, or recognition as a
valuable member of the management team, is to be con-
cerned about and contribute to the total success of the
operation.

When the top people in your organization are looking
for members of the team to help them achieve the busi-
ness's stated goals, they're looking for people who can
identify and solve problems. They're looking for men and
women who can supply them with ideas, facts, and
judgments about how to approach the future-both short
and long term. They want people who can speak expertly
of activity within their own sphere, sensitive to its impact
on other areas of station operation.

As broadcasting becomes more and more technical, the
management team contributions of engineers are critical.
Perhaps if some chief engineers had been thinking as
members of the management team when the "Loudness
War" began, they would have foretold of the distortion
and degradation of their audio quality. But more than
that-if they had considered the situation as managers,
rather than simply seeing it as an opportunity to play
"electronics genius" and fight a "Star Wars" compres-
sion battle with the guy across town, they might have
weighed the listener -related consequences and advised
against it. Yes, such an engineer would likely have had to
do combat with the program director, but such a duel
could have thrust the properly prepared chief into parity as
a trusted contributor to the station's welfare, and as a
member of the management team.

With the elimination of the First Class license, the
engineer is going to have to offer something more than a
ticket. And with the changes in business tax laws and
depreciation schedules, management may be more in-
clined to invest in gadgets. For these reasons, and for the
sound future of a medium that was born in the hands of the
tinkerers and electronic grease monkeys, a challenge
exists for lead and chief engineers to take their places on
the management team of their station-to man their posi-
tions on the bridge of the Starship "Broadcasting, "
boldly warping into the eighties-where no man or
woman has gone before. BM/E
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versatility,__our

triax
camera

interfaces with
'TV -81

multicoreat the flip ofa
switch.

Field testan 1 -1K
-357A to see

why
Ikegami is the

cioice ofso
many

networks,
major

market sta-

tions, and
independent

producers.
41r-?-fli

Ikegami
Electronics

(USA) Inc., 37
Brook

Avenue

Maywood,NJ
07607,

(201)
368-9171

Northeast:
(201)

368-9171 LiWest
Coast:

(213)
534-0050

Southwest:
(713)

443-0100_I
Southeast:

(912)
W4-0061

Canada: (201)
368-9179
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The VPR-2B Edge.
Creative Editing
Made Simple.
The intelligent design of the VPR series
recorders continues. When it comes
to editing capabilities made simple, the
VPR-2B exces.

Editing is frame accurate, and it's as
easy and convenient as pushing one of five
fingertip controls. The internal editor can be
programmed for easy entrance and exit
points by use of the tape -timer system.

Ampex design innovation makes oper-
ational simplicity a reality. Even if complex
time code isn't used, our patented tape -
timer control track update system plus tape
speed override assure accurate editing.

And once an edit is selected, the VPR-
2B will search to the pre -roll point with the
push of a button.

Film -Like Editing the Ampex Way.
Ampex technology has made possible
frame -by -frame viewing including stop
motion for film -like frame selection. Using
our TBC-2B digital time base corrector, you'll
get high-speed viewing in both forward and
reverse.

And don't forget rehearsal. With the
VPR-2B, entrance and exit points can be
rehearsed. We've included full video
confidence during edit record so you can
see what's being recorded while actually
recording.

Timed Edits. And More.
The VPR-2B gives you more. Edit points
selected at any tape speed while using the
tape timer or the time code reader/generator
are frame accurate.

In addition,itheVPR-2B offers standup
editing using our multi -VTR 4 wire
interconnect system. And when you add our
family of editors, RES-1 and HPE-1 , you'll
have proven performance.

The Ampex Edge. It's experience. It's
design excellence. Its performance when
and where you need it.

And there's only one place to get it. Call
your Ampex representative today.

Get the Ampex Edge.

AMAX
Ampex Corporation, Audio -Video Systems Division
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063
415/367-2011
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We started with a
concept. An abstrac-
tion. The pure science.
To theoretically synchro-
nize multiple machines
for video and audio production. To
translate the SMPTE Code, which
we helped develop, into a practi-
cal application. To make theory
a reality, a tool engineers could
actually use. Simply put, to revolu-
tionize the television production
and post production industries.

What we did was become the
first to make a micro -processor
based synchronizer system, the
first to make the SMPTE Time
and Control Code really work.
That's why when we say we're
The Innovators, it's more than
a slogan. It's a fact.

The MQS-100A Series. We
started with an evolutionary
micro -computer based syn-
chronizer that cues and syn-
chronizes any three audio/video
transports simultaneously. And
went on from there, adding en-
hancemelts like three "scratch
pad" memories accessible from
the keyboard.

The MTG-550 Series Time
Code Generators, for precision
electronic indexing of video and
audio tapes. CMOS/LS TTL logic
gives you reduced size, weight
and power requirements.

And, slave an
input options
standard.

The TCR-6
Series Edit T

Code Readers, for reading
tronically indexed video and
tapes from any source. this
computer based system also
you TACH pulse input operati

It's one thing earning a rep
tion. It's another maintaining i
And that's why EECO is conti
ally innovating. And our com-
petitors continually imitating.
For complete information, write
or call us today.
EECO Incorporated,
1601 East Chestnut Avenue,

Santa Ana, California 92701,
Phone: (714) 835-6000.

AMPEX] Ampex is a worldwide distributor for EECO Broadcast Products
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TUNING AUDIO
TO WIN THE '805
LISTENER
PART
In many recent articles BM/E has urged
radio broadcasters to commit
themselves to long-range audio
improvement as an essential to survival
in the competitive '80s. In this first of
two parts the authors supply some more
how -to -do -it suggestions for cleaning
up and handling audio in an AM station.
Part 2 will cover improvements in FM
audio practice.

WHEN RATING TIME COMES once again everyone in your
station is an audio expert. For a few weeks paranoia runs
rampant. Will the sound stand up to the competition?

Well, you have already changed last year's phono styli
and popped a new tube in the transmitter. What else can
possibly be done?

If the diaries are cruel this year (and maybe even if they
aren't) the broadcaster will need to give serious thought to
perking up tired audio. Great audio requires acomprehen-
sive, long-term commitment. The reward is a pleasing
sound that will be increasingly necessary to grab and hold
listeners in radio's competitive future.

A considerable number of previous articles in this mag-
azine, particularly those of Harvey Rees, Richard
Sequerra, Charles Atwood, and the series by Mark
Durenberger, have supplied valuable tips and directions
on how to use today's audio technology to the best effect.
We want to add our own comments and suggestions to the
same end.

Proper audio levels are critical if you want really great
performance. Standard test records and tapes are essential
to do the job right. Cartridge and reel-to-reel tape equip -

John E. Shepler is a technical consultant, formerly chief
engineer for WROK/WZOK, Rockford, Ill. Neal R.
Nussbaum is general manager of WFRL/WXXQ, Free-
port, Ill.

By John E. Shepler and Neal R. Nussbaum

ment should be adjusted to approximately 0 dBm output at
the standard NAB level. Some cart machines will perform
best when their operating levels are set to approximately
-5 dBm.

Phono preamps are usually optimum at 0 dBm for 100
percent or 0 VU at the console. In other words, various
pieces of equipment have different operating levels for
best performance. You must match these levels to your
console input using audio "pads" if necessary. Once
levels are set, they should be checked at least once a week
to make sure everything is still adjusted properly.

Stereo presents some special problems. To get really
great separation (40 dB or better), the two levels will have
to be exactly balanced. On boards with step attenuators,
mark a spot at about the one o'clock position (for rotary)
and make sure the left and right channels are exactly the
same and equal to 0 VU at the NAB standard reference
level.

Somewhere along the line, the complete channels will
have to be precisely balanced or nulled against each other.
Some audio processors such as the Optimod 8000 have a
meter position for doing this. In this case, the final ad-
justment may be made at the limiter inputs. Otherwise,
use an external level meter connected between the chan-
nels or perhaps the L -R position on the modulation
monitor.

Tape machinery - trouble area

The biggest audio trouble area in most stations is the
tape equipment. In the '80s, we're still going to be stuck
with a largely mechanical system that requires constant
attention. Once again, use reference tapes to set the levels.
Pay extremely close attention to the head azimuth adjust-
ment and frequency response. The only way to get a
consistent sound from carts and tapes is to make sure that
every machine is aligned to the same standard and kept
that way. Even a couple of dB difference in response will
be noticeable when sources are played back-to-back. For
stereo tape equipment, you will need to azimuth the record
and play heads for best phase response using an oscillo-
scope.

Phono system

Whether the station is airing music directly from disk or
recording to cartridge, the phono system will determine
the maximum audio quality. Electronic direct drive turn-
tables, such as those made by Panasonic, are a must for
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AUDIO
RESPONSE

LEVEL

10(111Z 000 HZ

Figure 1. Response of typical small AM receiver, shown against
studio response curve, shows areas that audio processing and
adjustment must recover, at least in part

precise speed control and acceptable noise characteristics.
The traditional "broadcast "-style phono cartridges and
high -mass tone arms currently in use at many stations are
totally inadequate. The only cartridge to consider is a
top -of -the -line laboratory reference standard such as the
Stanton 681. This type of cartridge, with a spherical
diamond stylus, will give excellent frequency response
and stereo separa.tion at low tracking weights (two grams
or less). Do not use elliptical or other shaped styli as they
will damage records when back -cueing is used in the
studio.

It is also essential to have a high quality phono pre-
amplifier that is matched to the cartridge. Preamps that are
built into control boards often require long input leads and
give poor results. Be sure that the preamps will mount
close to the turntables and will drive the 600 ohm load
presented by the control board. For stereo applications,
the preamplifiers must have individual output adjustments
to balance the left and right audio channels.

Production needs TLC

The production studio should get the same tender lov-
ing care as the main studio. It is especially important to
use only one type of high -quality recording tape and
broadcast cart. Consistency is extremely important. Don't
get the idea of using old airchecks or church tapes for
production. Even the best processing scheme can't cope
with this type of abuse.

A proper processing scheme, moreover, is impossible
unless the audio chain is brought to a high level of perfor-
mance on its own. Besides, you will notice that the
equipment will be much more reliable and easier to live
with when it is set up properly. Of course, to keep it
running that well takes constant checking of the perfor-
mance of each unit to make sure it is not "sneaking" out
of adjustment.

With the station fine-tuned, you are ready to take ad-
vantage of high-performance audio processing tech-
niques, discussed in the next section.

It has often been pointed out that processing on AM
radio is tough for a number of reasons. AM is noisy,
competing with dc motors, electric fences, thunder-
storms, hair driers, air conditioning, and atmospheric

MICS THAT
DON'T JUST MEET

INDUSTRY
STANDARDS BUT

SET THEM.
The two mics shown here are obviously as different as a transistor is to

a transformer. One is the smallest type we make, the other the largest. One
goes on camera, the other off. Yet the Sony ECM-50PS lavalier mic and the
Sony C-76 shotgun (both with conventional battery and phantom power
source operation) have one thing in common. Sound engineers throughout
the world consider them the standard of excellence.

So before you buy your next lavalier or shotgun mic, we ask you:
"Would you rather have the microphones made by a follow- SONYer, or the microphones made by a leader?" Professional Audio

1981 Sony Corporation of /kWh.. 9 West 57th Street. New York. NY 10019. Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation.

ECM- z
SOPS

C-76

Own Your Own
Low Power TV Station

Investors view low -
power TV as the new
broadcast frontier. The
investment can be less
than $50,000.00. We
can prepare your complete
application. Two week
delivery. Call for more
information.

Full application,
We find tower site,
computer available
now for your area.

A

Edward M. Johnson
& Associates, Inc.

Suite 702, Hamilton Bldg..
Knoxville, TN 37902
PH 615/521-6464
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whistles from thousands of miles away. The band is
tightly packed with its 10 kHz spacing, making really high
fidelity difficult or impossible in many situations.
Further, receiver manufacturers have been, at least until
very recently, adverse to putting money into good receiver
performance, preferring to dazzle customers with better
FM stereo and cassette mechanisms.

But AM is far from hopeless. It is still the main bread-
winner in a lot of markets. So we want to insure profita-
bility by enhancing the AM sound to the fullest extent
possible. Whether it is AM or FM, the objective is the
same - to sound as good as possible on the radio people
are listening to, or will soon listen to.

We do have a few items in our favor on AM:
 Sound is competitive. AM listeners will tend to judge
the sound against the other AM stations as much as in
comparison to FM and records.
 Nearly all AM listening is done in automobiles and on
small radios that don't offer a lot of fidelity on either the
AM or FM sections. We will be able to enhance the sound
on these radios so that the differences between AM and
FM will appear a lot less noticeable.
 A lot of new technology has become available to the
AM broadcaster. We can use high -quality studio tech-
niques developed for FM and the recording industry. We
also have available new complex AM processors (such as
the DAP and AM Optimod) along with high performance
AM tramsmitters.

Whatever techniques are used to process audio, it is
imperative that the audio chain be as good as you can
make it. No matter how fancy the processing scheme, the
basic sound will be limited by the audio produced at the

studio. The severity of AM audio processing requires a
studio signal that is as clean as or cleaner than the signal
for high performance FM stereo. The two primary limita-
tions to AM audio are the noise and interference on the
band and the close spacing of the stations, limiting the
amount of high frequency response we can have.

AM receivers generally shoot for the best compromise
between reasonable fidelity and large amounts of irritating
noise. As a result, the average auto or portable receiver
rolls off the high frequency portion of the audio sharply.

Another fault in many AM receivers is that their inex-
pensive diode detectors add as much as five percent or
more of distortion to the signal. This is a principal compo-
nent of the well-known "listener fatigue" that compels
tuneouts. The distortion is also important because in order
to process the audio we will need to add certain amounts of
distortion to gain loudness and signal coverage.

Transmitters

Not all problems with AM are on the receiving end.
Many older style "plate modulated" transmitters have
inherent characteristics that prevent full use of processed
audio. The massive iron components tend to introduce
discrepencies such as "ringing" and low frequency phase
shift into the audio signal.

The newer generation of transmitters, such as the Harris
MW I and a number of others, employ recently developed
technology that helps to maintain the integrity of highly
processed audio. With tighter control of signal levels, we
can modulate much nearer to the maximum limit of 100
percent (125 percent positive peaks) with a corresponding
increase in loudness on the dial.

Headroom
Meter

A better idea in program moni-
toring that meets the UK/EBU
standard for response to pro-
gram peaks while maintaining
an artistically desirable "syllabic"
response to music and speech.
$122.00 complete or $69.00
VU -conversion option.

Inovonics, Inc.
503-6 Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008
Telephone
(408) 374-8300

A complete new line of cartridges
built to the exacting standards
of professional requirements...

The famous Stanton 881S set a new
standard of performance for world
professionals and audiophiles alike.
Now built to the same careful stan-
dards, Stanton introduces three new
cartridges -881E, 880S and 880E. The
881E includes the calibrated perfec-
tion of the 881S but with an elliptical
stylus. The 880S and 880E maintain
the same high standards of perfor-
mance, in applications where calibra-
tion is not of prime importance.

The "Professionals" a series of four
cartridges featuring all the famous
Stanton performance features at dif-
ferent price levels, designed for every
budget requirement.

For further information write to Stanton
Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plain-
view, N.Y. 11803

4,744C
WI"

11r
I.IN II

gramlon
THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS
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If you are stuck with one of the old "iron monsters,"
you can greatly improve your modulation by use of a
transmitter equalizer or compensator such as the one in-
corporated in the Orban Optimod-AM or Gregg Labs
processor. These devices allow you to tune out low fre-
quency phase shift and high frequency ringing, which are
the two most common difficulties with plate -modulated
transmitters.

We cannot compensate for the higher distortion charac-
teristic of the old transmitters, however. This is usually
not a tremendous problem but does inhibit ability to get
maximum performance from audio processing.

The three main goals of AM audio processing schemes
are:
 Restore, as much as possible, the fidelity that is lost
because of receiver roll -off.
 Produce a loud, consistent signal that will be easily
identified.
 Increase transmission range as much as possible.

Here is a summary of how the standard processing
techniques move the signal toward these goals:

AGC or automatic gain control has exactly one purpose
- to keep the overall audio levels constant, just as a really
conscientious board operator would. This is usually the
first device in the processing chain and should add no
"coloring" of its own to the sound.

Equalization can put back much of the lost treble,
using the high frequency boost. Flat audio from the AGC
will be boosted in the range of 1000 to 10,000 Hz to offset

the receiver dropoff (shown in Fig. 3). We will need a
boost of 6 to 10 dB at 10 kHz to give a clear, balanced
sound.

Frequencies below 100 Hz and above 10 kHz are of no
use because they will not come through in any case. Since
there is no point in wasting transmitter power on these
signals, we will use the equalizer to filter them out.
Another good reason for filtering out the high frequencies
above 10 kHz is to avoid the "splatter" or adjacent
channel interference that high energy processing would
tend to cause.

The situation is really a little more complicated than
this. While the response of an AM radio may be very
similar to what we've shown in Fig. 1, in real radios the
small speakers will more noticeably roll off the low and
high frequencies, giving an upper mid -band or "tinny"
sound. As a result, a lot of our processing efforts will be
lost, although there will still be a noticeable improvement
compared with other stations not using equalization.

We can do some additional doctoring of the sound by
adding more boost to the upper mid -range of frequencies
(3 to 6 kHz). This will make the voices crisper and more
defined and will put some of the sharpness back in the
music.

Correspondingly boosting the low frequencies may
produce a better balanced sound. Be careful here, though!
While many AM receivers have similar high frequency
rolloffs, the bass response is likely to vary quite a bit
between a small portable and a big, boomy car radio.
Boosting a low mid -range value of 300 to 400 Hz may
improve the sound of the small portables, but will make

EXTERNAL CAVITY
KLYSTRON
TRANSMITTERS
... they fight
power costs
In 1963, Townsend introduced the first exter-
nal cavity klystron transmitters. Almost 20
years later, with escalating power costs, their
high efficiency is more vital than ever.

A recent Townsend innovation is a fully solid-
state pulser utilizing fibre optics for high volt-
age isolation. With the external cavity klys-
tron, the result is a transmitter unexcelled in
performance at significantly lower opera-
tional cost.

Write for our new 12 -page brochure with de-
tails about the industry's most complete line
of high efficiency, high power klystron trans-
mitters.

.N11111111W

High power. High efficiency.

UHF TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS

TOWNSEND
INNOVATORS IN TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS.

Townsend Associates, Inc.  P.O. Box 1122  Mainline Drive Industrial Park
Westfield, MA 01086  Tel. 413-562-5055  TWX #710-356-1521

$1111111111

Field Service
Engineers
The Grass Valley Group, Inc., a lead-
ing manufacturer of television broad-
cast equipment, is looking for people
who want challenging professional
positions. Openings exist in Califor-
nia, Indiana and New Jersey.

These challenging positions combine
chances for U.S. travel plus market-
ing and engineering career opportu-
nities. Individuals with experience
designing and/or maintaining televi-
sion broadcast systems are required
to provide after -sales support for our
wide variety of complex systems.

Interested and qualified candidates
are invited to send a resume in con-
fidence to Sylvia Smith, The Grass
Valley Group, Inc., P.O. Box 1114,
Grass Valley, CA 95945. An Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

The Grass Valley Group, Inc.
A Tektronix Company

111111111 I I
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the sound "mushy" in the car. A good compromise is a
slight boost (2 dB or so) around 100 Hz. This will add
some punch to the larger receivers but will not hurt on the
smaller sets.

Compression

Up to this point, we've been concentrating on improv-
ing frequency response or tonal qualities. Equalization

can make the station sound much better, but it won't
improve the loudness or station coverage. A denser signal
will sound more powerful and will also use transmitter
power more efficiently by raising the average modulation.

This technique can be carried too far, however. Exces-
sive compression will create a very harsh, blasting sound
that will rapidly wear on the listener's nerves. The split -
band compressor is better on this score . It allows the use of

. 125% LIMIT

100% LIMIT

A) GAIN CONTROL LIMITER TURNS DOWN AUDIO SIGNAL UNTIL IT IS BELOW SET LIMITS

. 125% LIMIT

100% LIMIT

BI CLIPPER LIMITER CHOPS OFF ANY EXCURSIONS OF THE SIGNAL BEYOND SET LIMITS

ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIANS

(VIDEO MAINTENANCE)

Major dealer of television
equipment seeks several
bench technicians for ex-
panding technical services
department. Needed are tech-
nicians experienced with
broadcast and industrial
cameras including, HL -79;
TK-76; BVP-300; XC-700;
ITC -350; editing systems,
TBC's; digitial effects sys-
tems; 1/2", 3/4", and 1" VTR's; TV B

receivers and monitors. Lib-
eral salary and benefits, fac-
tory training and we pay for

Y

.
relocation. Reply with resume
and salary requirements in
confidence. Dept. K, P.O. Box P
462, Radio City Station, New S

York, NY 10101. a

Figure 2. The two principal
ways of preventing
overmodulation by peaks in
the signal are diagrammed
at the left

roadcast Intercoms limited only by
our creativity, Imagine:
Live Remote P.L. and Cue Systems
Battery Operated ENG/EFP Systems
4 Channel Studio and Post Production P.L. Systems
Mobile Van P.L. Systems
Cameraman's Headsets

ill NEW from Clear-Com
end for our catalog on more ideas
nd technical information.

,Clear -Corn
intercom systems

759 Harrison Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

1415) 989-1130
TWX: 910-372-1087
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Tuning Audio
Multiband compression will also have an "automatic

equalizer" effect. Each of the bands will attempt to main-
tain a constant output despite the different content of

much greater compression but keeps the irritating effects various sources. Thus, the overall sound will be more
of each audio band from affecting the others. Generally, consistent.
the more compressor bands available ,the denser the audio. In some cases, as in the Dorrough 310, the balance

AGC

AUDIO
FROM STUDIO

EQUALIZER

-41 LOW COMP.

01 MID COMP.

HI COMP.

LIMITER

COMPLETE PROCESSING CHAIN

TRANS EQ

AUDIO TO
TRANSMITTER

Figure 3. An audio control and processing chain for maximizing signal quality is shown in block
diagram above. All the functions indicated may be in a single assembly, or some may be in
separate units. With the functions shown, signal quality as delivered by typical AM receivers can
be greatly improved

No Problem!
That's what we at Videotek say to your needs. Our color monitors are

available in 35 different models, nine different sizes, rackmount or desk
top, and attractively priced with options to satisfy your various require-
ments. Our series of test equipment includes our popular TSM-5 wave-
form monitor and new VSM-5 vectorscope. All of our products carry a
one year warranty and we get them to you when you want them.

IT'S NO PROBLEM.

QUALITY ENDURES AT

Videotek, Inc.
125 North York Street. Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464 / (215) 327-2292 TWX 710-653-0125

9625 North 21st. Drive. Phoenix, Arizona 85021 / (602) 997-7523 TWX 910-951-0621

ASSISTANT
CHIEF

ENGINEER

Major dealer of broadcast
and industrial television
equipment and systems
seeks an engineer experi-
enced with TV and B'cast-
ing equipment, systems,
maintenance and applica-
tions. Top salary and bene-
fits, factory training, liberal
benefits. We pay reloca-
tion. Reply in confidence.
Send resume with salary
req. to: Dept. K, P.O. Box
462, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10101.
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between the outputs of each compressor may be adjusted
much like the individual adjustments on an equalizer. One
final advantage of a multiband compressor is that it pre-
vents one frequency range from pushing out the others.
This helps to prevent pumping caused by bass notes and
high frequency losses when strong mid -band signals (like
vocals) are present.

The next stage of the processing scheme will be a peak
limiter to prevent occasional peaks in the audio from
holding the modulation level down. As we know, peaks
that don't show on the VU meter can overmodulate the
transmitter unless the entire audio level is reduced. Com-
pression pulls them down, but the peaks can still be
troublesome.

We want our peak limiter to level out these peaks
without destroying the dynamics of the program material.
We also want to take advantage of the fact that we are
allowed an extra 25 percent modulation on the positive
peaks.

A valuable device to incorporate into the processing
scheme is a phase sensing and reversal circuit. This device
will adjust the phase of processed audio so that the peaks
will be predominantly in the positive direction. This al-
lows us to use much less limiting to control the peak
excursions.

There are two kinds of peak limiters. The first is a "gain
controlled amplifier" that actually turns down the level of
the audio during the duration of the peak. This is a low
distortion technique but causes us to lose loudness.

The second is a "clipper" circuit that simply chops off
any peaks above a given level. While this may seem like a
harsh way to treat the audio, remember that the peaks from

the compression circuit will have already been reduced
considerably. Also, the human ear will tolerate consid-
erably more clipping -type distortion than the mushy IM
(intermodulation) distortion that faulty amplifiers and
overloaded transmitters produce. Fig. 2 shows how the
two types of limiters operate.

The most irritating side effect of too much clipping is
the raspy "essy" sound particularly noticeable on voices.
As with other processing techniques, though, the cleaner
the signal is to begin with, the less offensive will be the
aural results of clipping.

Fig. 3 shows a complete processing chain. The dotted
lines indicate that all these circuits may be incorporated
into a single, complex processing box such as the Orban
Optimod-AM. Also note that the transmitter equalizer is a
separate unit from the program equalizer and usually
contains a sharp high frequency filter to prevent splatter.
Following this stage, the audio is ready for transmission.

Any broadcaster undertaking to "tune" the station and
set up audio processing will notice very quickly that the
effects are subjective and often hard to control. The sensi-
ble approach is to set up a plan for achieving the sound you
want. It's best to use a variety of radios for comparison
and most importantly reference your adjustments to the
stations on the dial that you consider your toughest compe-
tition.

Again, the results will depend on the quality of the
audio from the studio, the quality of its processing equip-
ment, and the quality of the transmitter. Generally, any
effort put into improving any of these will allow stiffer
processing and thus louder sound without losing overall
fidelity. BMX

WNW V IINIF T V

Processing you can count on!

The New Multiband OPTIMOD-FM Modei 8100A
Compressor, Limiter, Stereo Generator

The evolutionary, versatile audio processing system for today's music.. .

and tomorrow's

Orban Associates Inc., 545 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
Toll Free (800) 227-4498, In California (415) 957-1067
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"Incredible opportunities are coming for the local programmer!"
Steve Currie, 1981 President of the National Associ-
ation of Television Program Executives, is Manager
of Broadcast Operations, KOIN-TV, Portland,
Oregon.

"NATPE does quite a bit to help improve
local programming. Sponsoring the IRIS
Awards, for example. They're only for local pro-
gramming, and there's no question that they've
become a major award in the TV industry.
NATPE-sponsored workshops and general ses-
sions deal with the problems of local stations
and those of the local programmer. The
exchange of ideas and information from
around the country helps us all.

"The role of Program Director is difficult
even for NATPE to define, because responsibili-
ties vary from station to station. It started out, in
many cases, that the Program Director was
merely an operations clerk who shuffled paper,
took the network schedule, and filled in the half-
hour hole on Saturday or Sunday. Most of the
actual program decisions were made by the
General Manager, Sales Manager, or a combina-
tion thereof. As Program Director here, I have
responsibility for the on -air look of the
station. I don't control the journalistic aspect
of the news, but I am involved in how the
product looks on the air. Attitudes toward the
Program Director are changing, too. There is

a great realization that if you have a good pro-
grammer who is doing a good job, you're going
to get your ratings.

"I think that as our industry develops, the
local station with local studio, talent, and exper-
tise is going to become a major supplier to
other groups, whether they be a low -powered
station in our own market, a cable channel, the
video market, whatever.

"Right now it's easier to go out and buy a
syndicated series than it is to create your own lo-
cal programs, but it's not necessarily better. We
have a program here called Northwest Illustrated,
which precedes 60 Minutes on our station.
It's a magazine half-hour similar to 60 Minutes
-on a local level-and has won a number
of awards, including a DuPont Columbia award.
This show is, to a great extent, produced on
film. We shoot on Kodak film, because we want
a clean, finished look-one that sets it apart
from some other news programming you see
on the air. It's our showpiece and has to, have
the right look. Kodak film gives that to us. I'm
very proud of the show, because the station is
not only providing a service-we're doing some-
thing of quality.

"If I see any coming trend, it's that of more
news and informational shows done on a local
basis. This will help local stations maintain their
local affinity. And it's a great opportunity for us.
Look, it's seldom that a local station can go out

and do a dramatic presentation, a sitcom, or a
movie. It's just not in the cards. But here is the
chance to have something truly unique for our
market. It's where we have our expertise. It's
where we have the ability to really excel. There's
a lot of opportunity coming for the local
station, and I think that's something we all
need to keep in mind."

If ou would like to receive our quarterly publica-
tion about motion picture production for television,
TELEK. write Eastman Kodak Company, Dept.
640, 343 State Street, Rochester, New York 14650.

© Eastman Kodak Company, 1981

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE AND AUDIOVISUAL MARKETS DIVISION
ATLANTA: 404/351-6510
CHICAGO: 312/654-5300
DALLAS: 214/351-3221 ,
HOLLYWOOD 213/464-6131
NEW YORK: 212/930-7500
ROCHESTER 716/254-1300
SAN FRANCISCO: 415/928-1300
WASH.. D.C.: 703/558-9220

America's
Storyteller
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There are plain vanilla TBC's.
And one super TBC.

The Quantel DFS 1550 may very
well be the finest digital time base
correcter ever made.

It's a heterodyneTBC.

It's a direct colorTBC.

It's a digital synchronizer.

All in one compact package.

And it has a long list of advanced
features. Such as hot switch
capability. An infinite window of
correction. Look -ahead velocity
compensator. Sync pulse generator.
Drop -out compensator with both
RF and TTL input. Switch -selec-
table blanking of VITS and VIRS.
Virtually transparent wrong field
edit handling.

MCl/Quantel is a trademark of
Micro Consultants, Inc.

And the unique Quantel auto
phased/non-phased detector that
detects whether an incoming signal
is phased or non -phased and auto-
matically adjusts operation.
Without any operator intervention.

We've even built in a store analyzer
for simple detection of faulty cards.

All standard. In fact, the only avail-
able option is remote control-if
you need it.

Besides its sophisticated TBC
capabilities, the DFS 1550 lets you
synchronize any non -synchronous
NTSC signal.

You might get the impression that
the DFS 1550 is an expensive unit.
Not at all. You can buy our super
TBC for about the same price as a
plain vanillaTBC.

Call your nearest MCl/Quantel
representative for more details. Or
get in touch with us directly at
415/856-6226. Micro Consultants,
Inc., P.O. Box 50810, Palo Alto,
California 94303.

MCl/QUANTEL
The digital video people
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MAINTAINING

MODULATION FOR

TOP TV PICTURES
By Dane E. Ericksen

Undermodulation of the visual
transmitter may not only make you a
violator of FCC rules, but may also give
your audience a poor picture, a prelude
to tune -out. Dane Ericksen of the FCC
explains how modulation in television is
measured and how to judge when it is
set correctly.

ON DECEMBER 19, 1979 the FCC amended its operator
rules to allow persons holding any grade of commercial
radiotelephone operator license or permit to act as the
operator on duty at television broadcast stations. The
influx of new operators which this deregulation is bring-
ing suggests that it is time to review the basics of measur-
ing visual depth of modulation, and also to give a method
for checking the accuracy of the demodulator used to
observe visual modulation.

FCC rules' require that the blanking level be main-
tained at 75 percent of peak carrier level and the reference
white level of the luminance signal be maintained at 12.5
percent. The allowable tolerance for both parameters is
2.5 percent. The setup level must also be maintained at
7.5 IRE units plus or minus 2.5 IRE units.

Before we proceed further, let's make sure we under-
stand the scales and units. The percentage scale has a
range of 0 percent to 100 percent.

The IRE units scale, on the other hand, ranges from 0 to
+120 and 0 to -40. The 0 IRE level is referenced, or
clamped, to the blanking level. If everything is adjusted
properly, 0 IRE will correspond to 75 percent of peak

'Title 47, CFR, Sections 73.682(a) (12, 13 and 17).

carrier level and 100 IRE will correspond to 12.5 percent
of peak carrier level. Also note that the blanking and white
levels are defined in terms of percentage of peak carrier
level rather than IRE units.

Finally, let's clarify the difference between percentage
of peak carrier level and modulation percentage: 100
percent of peak carrier level corresponds to zero percent
modulation; 75 percent of peak carrier level corresponds
to 25 percent modulation; 12.5 percent of peak carrier
level corresponds to 87.5 percent modulation; and zero
percent of peak carrier level corresponds to 100 percent
negative modulation. It's OK to talk in terms of either
percentage of peak carrier level or modulation percentage,
as long as you are careful to differentiate between the two.
Since the FCC rules talk in terms of percentage of peak
carrier level, that frame of reference will be used in this
article.

The zero carrier reference

In order to properly adjust the gain and vertical position
of the waveform monitor, a zero reference signal, or
chopper pulse, is required. Most demodulators generate a
zero carrier reference signal electronically by momentar-
ily biasing the IF amplifier to a hard cutoff, simulating
where carrier cutoff would occur if 100 percent negative
modulation were allowed to exist. Early diode demod-
ulators used a vibrating mechanical switch to momentarily
interrupt, or "chop," the video signal to generate a zero
carrier reference - hence the term "chopper. "

The zero carrier reference signal is mandatory if accu-
rate depth -of -modulation measurements are to be made.
The waveform monitor vertical position and vertical gain
controls must be adjusted so that the zero carrier reference

Dane Erickson is an FM/TV specialist with the FCC
Field Operations Bureau in San Francisco. The views
expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the FCC Commission.
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Production Studio. WRBR-F PA South Bend. Indiana

Electro-Voice's Greg Silsby
talks about the Sentry100 studio monitor
When I first described to Electro-Voice
engineers what I knew the Sentry 100 had
to be, I felt like a"kid in a candy store:' I
told them that size was critical. Because
broadcast environment working space
is often limited, the Sentry 100 had to fit in
a standard 19" rack, and it had to fit from
the front, not the back. But the mounting
hardware had to be optional so that
broadcasters who didn't want it wouldn't
have to pay for it.

The Sentry 100 also had to be both effi-
cient and accurate. It had to be able to be
driven to sound pressure levels a rock'n
roll D.J. could be happy with by the low
output available from a console's internal
monitor amplifier.
The Sentry 100 also had to have a
tweeter that wouldn't go up in smoke the
first time someone accidentally shifted

Ey

into fast forward with the tape heads en-
gaged and the monitor amp on. This
meant high -frequency power handling
capability on the order of five times that
of conventional high -frequency drivers.

Plus it had to have a 3 -dB -down point
of 45 Hz, and response that extended to
18,000 Hz with no more than a 3 -dB
variation.

Since it's just not practical for the en-
gineer to always be directly on -axis of
the tweeter, :he Sentry 100 must have
a uniform pclar response.The engineer
has to be able to hear exactly the same
sound 30 off -axis as he does directly
in front of the system.

I wanted the Sentry 100 equipped with
a high -frequency control that offered
boost as well as cut, and it had to be
mounted on the front of the loudspeaker
where it not only could be seen but was
accessible with the grille on or off.

ElectroVoice
a guitar) company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49-07
In Canada
Electro -Voice. Div. of Gulton Industries (Canada) Ltd_
345 Herbert St . Gananoque, Ontario K7G 2V1

I a so didn't feel broadcasters should
hale to pay for form at the expense
of unction.The Sentry 100 had to be
att-active, but another furniture -styled
ca 3inet with a fancy polyester or die -
cu foam grille wasn't the answer to the
brc adcast industry's real needs.

And for a close I told E -V's engineers
thEt a studio had to be able to purchase
the Sentry 100 for essentially the same
money as the current best-selling
mcnitor system.

I'm happy to report that we've achieved
all our objectives.

Market Development Manager,
Pro essional Markets
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Maintaining Modulation

An improperly adjusted waveform
monitor. Although the zero carrier
reference is still properly set at
+ 120 IRE, sync tips are no longer
at -40 IRE. Blanking level is not
really 0 IRE (75 percent) as a
casual glance would first suggest

is at precisely 0 percent (+120 IRE units), while the
synchronizing pulse tips are at 100 percent ( -40 IRE
units).

Because most waveform monitors have dc restorers that
clamp to the blanking level, operators sometimes adjust
the monitor with the zero carrier reference at +120 IRE,
the blanking level at 0 IRE, and the synchronizing tips at
whatever level results from the first two adjustments. This
is incorrect. This method will result in an accurate reading
only if the video/sync ratio is precisely correct. An exam-
ple of an improperly adjusted monitor is shown in the
photograph. Note that the sync tips are no longer at -40
IRE units.

Wideband versus IRE response

Although the blanking level may be measured with the
monitor's response in either wideband or IRE rolloff,
measurements of white level and setup must be made with
the monitor in the IRE rolloff mode. This is because these
signals are defined in terms of the luminance signal only;
therefore, the chrominance, or color signal, must first be
filtered out. If attempts are made to read the white level or
the setup level in the flat response mode, it will be impos-
sible to differentiate between the luminance and chromi-
nance signals. Whereas chrominance components may
exceed reference white or go below blanking, and in fact
will do so on strongly saturated color signals, the lumi-
nance signal should never exceed the reference white level
or go below the setup level.

Visual transmitter undermodulation will be likely to
exist if one attempts to adjust visual depth of modulation
in the flat response mode. Why? By limiting the total
video signal (which includes the high frequency chromi-
nance components) to a 7.5 to 100 IRE window, the
luminance signal will always vary over a lesser range (for
example, 20 to 80 IRE). This will result in poor contrast
and loss of dynamic range between an all -white picture
and an all -black picture. With proper adjustment, video
components will go below setup and blanking in the flat
response mode, but not in the IRE rolloff mode. The
second photograph shows an undermodulated signal.

Note that both program video and the white flag vertical
interval test signal indicate undermodulation.

Parallax errors

Parallax error often occurs with waveform monitors
with graticule overlays rather than internally etched

Nady Lo -Noise :,ircuttry is covered by U.S. Patent 4.15,431

SYSTEMS

NADY SYSTEMS

he word is out!
After only a few years on

the market. Nady wireless
mic's are already the only
choice of the top pop and

rock entertainers. Now
the expanded Nady line
is rapidly becoming the

choice in wireless in video
and film production.

What's the secret?
Nady Systems' U.S.

Patent #4,215,431- the
biggest breakthrough in

wireless mic performance
ever. Sure, others claim
to be the best, but only

Nady Systems delivers the
proof so obviously in any

A -B comparison. Discover
for yourself Nady Sys-

tems' full line of superior
wireless mic's and wireless
intercom systems. Discover

r yourself matchless performance
that is surprisingly affordable.

1.

N. DY SYSTEMS, INC.  7145 65th ST.  OAKLAND, CA 94608
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Maintaining Modulation

A properly modulated television
signal in the IRE rolloff mode. Only
the luminance signal is passed -
chrominance has been filtered
out. Note that video ranges from
7.5 to 100 IRE, but does not
exceed 100 IRE or go below 7.5
IRE

graticules. If the monitor is not viewed perpendicular to its
face, the graticule lines can appear shifted with respect to
the trace. On some monitors this can easily cause a six
percent (or 10 IRE unit) error. This is especially true if the
monitor is mounted off -axis to the operator's line of sight.
Stations with waveform monitors mounted at awkward

heights or Angles for the operator on auty are asking for
problems.

Net versus local

A problem in maintaining proper depth of modulation
occurs when stations switch from network to local or vice

.vtC)C"'

)4%.4 Gad'°c)then you need . . .

Model H14
ON -BOARD*

premium
Nicad batteries!

bt" Model H14 mounts directly on the TK 86 "snap-on',t
battery mounting bracket and provides:

Full 4AH for long operating time per charge
Sturdy aluminum case for better heat transfer
FAST charge in 50 minutes

Introductory Offer!
Send in this ad with your order and receive a 20% discount on
your initial purchase of the (?_....1;!? premium "Best Buy"
replacement camera batteries.

'trademark of Frezzolini Electronics. Inc. ttrademark of Anton/Bauer

Order from:
PEP / EAST
25 West 54th St.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 246-2490

PEP 1 WEST

213 North Cedar
Inglewood, CA 90301
(213) 419-0309

NOW SHIPPING FROM STOCK BETTER BATTERIES AT LOWER COST........
Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

Senior Design
Engineers

We are seeking Senior Design Engi-
neers interested in growth opportunity
in the exploding world of Digital Video
technology.

MICROTIME is a leading manufacturer
of digital processing equipment used in
broadcast, cable, industrial and educa-
tional video facilities.

Qualified applicants are encouraged to
send resume in confidence to MICRO -
TIME. Inc. Attention: Gene Sarra, Chief
Engineer, 1280 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloom-
field, CT 06002.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

 MICROTIME
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Cost
effective!

Can you afford not to consider cost-effectiveness
when purchasing a video editing system?

F4CT: Price/performance.
The Datatron Vanguard"
delivers more editing
power, for fewer dollars
tian any other system.

FACT: Speed of operation.
The Vanguard edits faster,
with fewer keystrokes, and
automates more functions
than competitive systems. The
Vanguard is simple to operate
and easy to understand.

FACT: Reliability. The
Vanguard works "out of the
box" and keeps on working.
Datatron has been building
reliable editing systems
since 1967.

FACT: the Vanguard has
standard features that
others charge extra for -
i.e., Memory, List Manage-
ment, Time Code Readers,
and more ..

Visit our
Booths 518-520
& 534-536 at
th2 SMPTE Show

FACT: The Smart
ScanTM allows

manipulation
of time -

one thing
- mcney can't

replace. Capable of edit
compression, expansion and
n-_ctios effects.

FACT: The Vanguard can be
pirchLsed for significantly
under $50,300.

FACT: Cost effectiveness
may an extra to others,
bu: it's standard in...

datatron, inc.
VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION

2942 COW AVENUE  TUSTIN, CA 92680
?1,4/544-9970  TWX 910-595-1589
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Maintaining Modulation

versa. There has been a disturbing rise in the number of
stations tolerating long-term visual undermodulation
while in network programming - FCC rules require
you, the operator on duty, to maintain proper visual depth
of modulation; this may necessitate checking and adjust-
ing video gain when entering or leaving the network (or
after any other change in video source).

Video from different sources should be normalized for
0.714 V, making readjustment of depth of modulation (or
"video gain" or "white clip") unnecessary; if it is neces-
sary, however, the operator on duty must be alert to the
reference white level, setup level, and blanking level, and
make necessary adjustments. Observing the waveform
monitor at the start of a shift and once every three hours
during meter reading won't keep the station in compliance
if the incoming video levels are changing with program
source. Also remember that any adjustment in overall
video gain will probably also require readjusting the
blanking (sync) level.

The automatic video corrector trap

Another danger area is over -reliance on automatic
video correctors. AVCs are great when they are working
correctly and when the Vertical Interval Reference (VIR)
signal accompanying the program is an accurate certifica-
tion of the program's video levels. If you become too
reliant on the AVC, you may fall into the trap of not
checking white level, setup level, and blanking level (and
with reasonable care - simply glancing at the waveform

monitor from across the room and noting that it's glowing
green doesn't suffice). If the AVC is accidentally left in
bypass mode, or the VIR certification is flawed, you may
find yourself transmitting out -of -tolerance visual modula-
tion for substantial periods. Besides violating FCC rules,
this degrades your picture quality and robs your viewers of
the dynamic range they are entitled to see.

Low whites and high setup - the "maybe's"
Excessive white levels or insufficient setup levels are

always violations of FCC rules, and enforcement action
will be taken if these conditions are observed for extended
periods. FCC inspectors will allow an operator on duty
reasonable time to observe and correct a problem; what
will trigger enforcement action is a visual modulation
problem observed over an entire 30- or 60 -minute pro-
gram.

The inverse conditions, low luminance or high setup
levels, are ambiguous errors and judgment must be exer-
cised. There is no requirement that a signal contain refer-
ence whites or saturated blacks; perhaps the producer
liked mild whites or nice grays. If a VIR signal is present
and has proper luminance and setup levels (50 IRE units
and 7.5 IRE units), this goes a long way in suggesting that
visual depth of modulation is properly adjusted and the
reason for the "low whites" and "high setup" is simply
that the program does not contain reference whites or
saturated blacks. On the other hand, if an hour and a half
of monitoring shows no luminance excursions above 80
IRE (25 percent carrier level), even during commercials
with white lettering or during soap opera scenes showing a
nurse's white uniform in a brightly lit hospital room, then

,43.0 oq q
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I 1\3 sN1) VvZ.sO°0 V) then you need .

Model V90
premium

VTR battery!
The V90 is a direct replacement for the BP90 battery and provides:

 Longer operating time (greater capacity)
Sturdy plastic case, easily replaceable fuse
*Tailored design for high charge/discharge rates

Introductory Offer!
Send in this ad with your order and receive a 20% discount on
your initial purchase of the premium "Best Buy"
replacement VTR batteries.

Order from:
PEP I EAST PEP / WEST
25 West 54th St. 213 North Cedar
New York, NY 10019 Inglewood, CA 90301
(212) 246-2490 (213) 419-0309

NOW SHIPPING FROM STOCK BETTER BATTERIES AT LOWER COST

No - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - oni -
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The Zeppelin Wind Screen insures
rumble -free sound recording un-
der windy conditions. Your video
recorded sound will be virtually
studio -clean despite noisy air
movement. The Zeppelin's aerody-
namic design screens the micro-
phone, filtering the wind, allowing
the sound in. Although extremely
lightweight, the Zeppelin is nearly
indestructable and can be boom
mounted or hand held with the
Independent Suspension Shock
Mount. There are Zeppelins avail-
able to house Sennheiser 816
and 416, AKG CK-8 and CK-9 and
other similar microphones.

Man gordon enterprises inc.
1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028

Telephone: (213) 466-3561  (213) 985-5500
TWO: 910.321.4526  Cable: GORDENT
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KCBQ/COUNTRY
SOUNDS GREAT

ON THEIR NEW CONTINENTAL
50 KW TRANSMITTER

New 317C-2 transmitter
gets high "EPM" rating
from KCBQ.

When Charter Broad-
casting went shopping for
KCBQ's new 50,000 watt
AM transmitter, they looked
for cost-effective perform-
ance and reliability.

Working with their Broad-
cast Audio Specialist, they evaluated several transmit-
ters before choosing Continental's new 317C-2.

KCBQ is the first AM station to go on -the -air with the
new 317C-2 50 kW transmitter. With the Spring Sweeps
behind them, Engineering, Programming and Manage-
ment give Continental's 317C-2 very high marks.

Byron Bray, Chief Engineer at KCBQ, comments on
the 317C-2: "Our station is country music, so I pump a lot
of bass. We get very good audio. I would say our station
has a superior sound; superior listening. The modulation
is outstanding; reliability is excellent.

"Our engineering staff is very impressed with the con-
struction of the 317C-2: and it is certainly state-of-the-art
in audio performance.

"We have a critical antenna array with lots of traps. The
3170-2 works into the system beautifully. We sound great
on the air. Our signal is superb. The transmitter is easy to
tune; easy to maintain. And the Continental engineering

service support is just
outstanding."

Bob McKay is Program
Director at KCBQ. He also
gives the 317C-2 high
marks:

"I'm very impressed with
the sound we get from the
317C-2. I've had experi-
ence with several other

brands, and, the 3170-2 is way way above and beyond
the others in performance. We have a somewhat unique
day/night pattern, and the 317C-2 performs very well. We
get superb fidelity in all areas of the sound spectrum.

"We do a lot of audio processing, and the transmitter
handles the processing very well. In my opinion, it does a
superior job of covering the mammoth San Diego Coun-
ty. I think the 3170-2 is an outstanding performer for us.
It's excellent equipment.'

Continental's 317C is designed to give you faithful
program reproduction: "AM Transparency". For com-
plete information or to arrange a demonstration, call
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Box 270879
Dallas, Texas 75227
(214) 381-7161.

1981 Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
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Maintaining Modulation

even a "proper" level VIR signal will not hide the fact
that the transmitter has been undermodulated.

One check of whether a visual undermodulation prob-
lem exists is observation of the signal when a station
switches from network/afternoon movie/syndicated pro-
gram to local news. A dramatic increase in luminance
levels from nothing over 70 or 80 IRE (even on commer-
cials) to 100 IRE leaves little doubt that the problem was
one of transmitter undermodulation rather than low
dynamic range video. It also produces a rather dramatic
improvement in contrast.

Demodulator accuracy

Let's assume that you have taken all the preceding to
heart: You've designated a chief operator as required for
TV stations employing lesser -grade operators; your chief
operator has carefully instructed those operators in their
duties, and has posted upper and lower limits for white
level, setup level and blanking level; all of your operators
are dedicated types who constantly and accurately read
and adjust modulation. Your worries are over, right?
Wrong! There's one more area that needs to be covered to
insure that you are operating in compliance with FCC
rules - demodulator accuracy. The most dedicated
operator won't be able to assure proper visual modulation
if your demodulator is not accurate.

Although all television broadcast stations are required to
have some form of visual modulation indication, there are
no FCC standards for demodulators. The decision as to the

adequacy of a demodulator/waveform monitor combina-
tion is left to the judgment of each licensee. Most stations
now use a professional quality television demodulator and
a television waveform monitor to observe their visual
depth of modulation. Two critical requirements for the
television demodulator are good linearity and a highly
accurate zero carrier reference ( "chopper" pulse). The
demodulator must have good linearity to avoid sync com-
pression errors or white level errors. This is especially true
for excessive whites where the signal is approaching car-
rier cutoff, and diode non-linearities near cutoff can cause
significant errors.

The spectrum analyzer as a tuned receiver
One method of cross checking demodulator accuracy is

to view the visual carrier directly at rf using a spectrum
analyzer in the "zero scan" mode - that is, as a tuned
receiver. This will then allow comparison of depth of
modulation between the analyzer and the conventional
demodulator/waveform monitor combination. If the two
measurement techniques do not agree within 2 percent
(and preferably within 1 percent), investigations should
be made as to the cause of the disagreement.

Necessary conditions

Using the spectrum analyzer as a secondary instrument
to check depth of modulation is easy, but several condi-
tions must be met for the measurement to be valid. The
step by step conditions which are given apply specifically
to the Tektronix 7L 13/7L 12 spectrum analyzers, but the
principles behind the steps can be applied with equal
validity to any laboratory grade spectrum analyzer.

OTARI GIVES YOU MORE
AND WE'LL PROVE IT:

Factory service
for warranty and repair

EVERYTHING AUDIO offers
signal processors, microphones, monitors,
-everything in professional audio, plus
Acoustic design and consultation services
for your control room or production facility.

MTR 10/2 Va" Two -track Recorder
STANDARD FEATURES

Return to zero
Reverse play feature
Controlled tension for smooth pack
Digital speed readout
Interface for SMPTE interlock
Switchable bias
Roll -around cabinet
Headphone monitor
Three speed
and many more features

$6,450. LIST

Options:
Ten position tape locator- $700.
Overhead meter bridge (available
exclusively from Everything Audio).

Call for more information

ENE YTITIING
IOo

16055 Ventura BI., Suite 1001
Los Angeles, CA 91436
Phone (213) 995-4175  Telex 651485

ELECTRONICS

Excellent
opportunity in

Corporate Communications
for a person with at least

5 years experience in setting -up
cameras, switchers, recorders, as
well as maintenance and repair of
broadcast quality video equipment.
Candidates should have 5 years
experience in digital technology,
and knowledge of EFP/ENG
technology. Manufacturer training
and work experience with Ikegami
cameras, CVS TISCs, ISI switcher,
Sony 3/4" recorders, Video Media
Z6 Editor and Quantafont Q7A
preferred. Electronics degree and
familiarity with Tektronix test
equipment preferred.
Liberal starting salary/benefits
package. Please write outlining
training and experience to:
Andrea Southall,
SMITHKLINE CORPORATION
1532 Spring Garden Street,
Phila, PA 19101

Equal Opportunity
Employer
M/F/H/V
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The steps are as follows:
1. Perform the manufacturer's operational calibra-

tion.
2. Tune the analyzer to the visual carrier. Set scan

width to 1 MHz/div; vertical gain to 10 dB/div;
bandwidth (resolution) to 3 MHz; CRT to non -
store mode.

3. Insure that the visual carrier is centered.
4. Uncouple the scan width/resolution knob. While

leaving resolution at 3 MHz, decrease scan width
to zero (that is, go from frequency domain to time
domain).

5. Change vertical gain to linear mode.
6. Turn the base line clipper to zero (full CCW).
7. Momentarily remove the input signal; confirm that

the resulting baseline is exactly at the bottom
graticule; adjust the vertical position control if
necessary; re -apply the signal.

8. Adjust the variable gain control so sync tips are
exactly at the top of the screen.

9. Set trigger source to internal.
10. Adjust the trigger control for a stable waveform;

set sweep rate to 2 ms/div for a field rate display;
set sweep rate to 10 ps/div for a line rate display.

Interpretation of the display

At this point you should be seeing a display similar to
the photograph if you have selected a line rate (10 its/div).
There are several serendipitous factors which combine to
tailor the display to FCC standards. First, due to the 3
MHz bandwidth selected, no chrominance components
are displayed. This is fortunate, since the reference white
level is defined in terms of the luminance signal only.

Second, there are eight major divisions and 40 minor
divisions vertically; each major division then corresponds
to 12.5 percent modulation intervals and each minor divi-
sion corresponds to 2.5 percent modulation intervals.
These intervals are very convenient considering the refer-
ence white level specification of 12.5 percent ±2.5 per-
cent and the blanking level specification of 75 percent
±2.5 percent. Third, the white flag portion of the vertical
interval test signal (VITS) is definitely observable.
Fourth, field rate distortions (for example, hum or vertical
interval clamping problems) can clearly be observed and
therefore serve as a cross check to verify that field rate
distortions seen on the waveform monitor (that is, demod-
ulated video domain) are really present and not due to a
field rate response problem in the demodulator or wave-
form monitor.

The last photograph shows a television signal viewed
on a spectrum analyzer in zero scan mode. Note that the
white flag is two minor divisions below the first major
division from the bottom (that is, the 1/8 or 12.5 percent
line); this corresponds to 7.5 percent white level.

If the visual depth of modulation observed using your
analyzer and your demodulator agree within 2 percent,
you can be assured that your demodulator is giving a
truthful indication of your depth of modulation. If a dis-
crepancy of more than 2 percent is observed, check your
demodulator's zero carrier reference pulse to insure that it
really represents 100 percent negative modulation. Also
check to insure that you are not overdriving the demod-
ulator with too much signal. Insert attenuating pads in 10
dB steps (through at least 30 dB, or until obvious noise is
seen in the demodulated signal), and check to see that no
changes in the video/sync ratio occur. BM/E

BROADCAST
SALES

ENGINEER

Highly skilled in contacting
broadcast and cable
facilities - promoting
sales of Ikegami, Sony,
Panasonic, VTR and edit-
ing systems. We're looking
for a self-starter ready to
move into a position with
the largest and fastest
growing sales and equip-
ment rental organization
on the East Coast. Excel-
lent benefits and salary
commensurate with expe-
rience. Reply in confidence
to: Dept. K, P.O. Box 462,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10101.

HE SYSTEM 20

SYSTEM 20 is the latest addition to our family of innovative broad-
cast mixers. Although larger in size and scope, it still retains the elegant low
profile appearance of our other desk top audio consoles.
Affordable options include 7 -frequency graphic equalizers, pan pots and a
studio monitor output which can be selected from the studio. Technical
features include P. & G slide faders, custom wound wide band output
transformers and voltage regulators on each mixer.
This all new design has spectacular performance at a surprisingly low cost.
Delivery? Four weeks or Iess. Why wail?

11355 PYRITES WAY
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670

(916) 635-1048
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CORPORATION
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QUALITY STANDS OUT

In UHF TV tetrodes, there's just cne name: THOMSON-CSF.
 for high gain, exceptional linearity and matched coaxial -cavity circuits,
 for optimum performance in combined video -and -sound -carrier
amplification,
 and for proven reliability and long operating life, it's THOMSON-CSF.
Typical of this exceptional product line, the TH 347, an ideal choice
for 1 kW UHF -TV transmitters/translators.
In its TH 18363 circuit, it operates all the way up to 860 MHz in A/4,
with sufficient gain to allow a single -tube design.
One more excellent reason we say "THOMSON-CSF.
a name to rely on!".

011111'

11111111 'THOMSON -CSF
.011111iiii. CON ?OH Rfl `TS

THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTS CORPORATION ELECTRON TUBES DIVISION
750 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE - CLIFTON NJ 07015 - TEL.: (1.201) 77 910 04 TWX. 710 989.7149

BRAZIL GERMANY ITALY SWEDEN
SAO PAULO MUNCHEN ROMA STOCKHOLM
THOMSON-CSF THOMSON-CSF THOMSON-CSF THOMSON-CSF
COMPONENTES DO BAUELEMENTE COMPONENTI KOMPONENTER
BRASIL Ltda. TEL.: (89) 75.10.84 TEL.: (6) 638.14.58 8. ELEKTRONROR A8
TEL, (11) 542.4722 TEL, (8) 225815

FRANCE UNITED KINGDOM SPAIN JAPAN
BOULOGNE -BILLANCOURT BASINGSTOKE MADRID TOKYO
THOMSON .CSF THOMSON-CSF THOMSON-CSF T HOMSON {SF
DIVISION TUBES COMPONENTS AND COMPONENTES JAPAN K.K.
ELECTRONIQUES MATERIALS Ltd. Y TUBOS S.A. TEL, (3) 264.63.46
TEL.: (1) 604.8175 TEL.: (2561 29.155 "EL.: (1) 419.88.42
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Abolishment Of First Phone License Could Hurt
Small Market Radio
MOST ENGINEERS regard the latest FCC
deregulation move - the elimination
of the Radiotelephone First Class
Operators License - variously as a
slap in the face, a knife in the back, or if
not a personal affront, a stupid move
sure to deteriorate the quality of Ameri-
can broadcasting. Those attending the
first Annual WOSU Broadcast En-
gineering Conference, July 15-16,
spent the better part of an afternoon
decrying the latest FCC decision which
became effective August 7, 1981, 30
days after the notice was published in
the Federal Register.

Bearing the brunt of the criticism at
the Columbus, Ohio, meeting was John
E. Reiser of the Policy and Rules Divi-
sion of the FCC's Broadcast Bureau,
who appeared on an FCC and industry
panel discussion. Reiser acknowledged
that he has been receiving as many as 50
to 60 wrathful calls a day from en-
gineers upset with the ruling.

Reiser said the Commission found
insufficient evidence indicating that is-
suance of the first class ticket per se
contributed to a station's meeting FCC
technical standards. On the other hand,
there was plenty of testimony indicat-
ing that the holder of a first class ticket
is not necessarily qualified to work on
transmitters since the test ascertains
only knowledge of theory and has no
component to test "hands on" compe-
tence. The FCC concluded that too little
is gained by the process. Further they
concluded, based on the comments of
many broadcasters, that market forces
will guarantee that stations put out a
high quality signal.

Hereafter, only General Radiotele-
phone Licenses will be granted. The
exam will be that now used for Second
Class Radiotelephone Operators.
Under the new ruling, any person hold-
ing any class of commercial license,
including the Restricted Radiotele-
phone Operator Permit, can install,
maintain, or repair radio or TV broad-
casting equipment. The only exception
is a Marine Radio Operators Permit.

Rule change calls for chief operator

In abolishing the first class license
requirement, several part 73 rules were
changed including the addition of a new
part, 73.1870, calling for licensees to
designate a station chief operator who
will be responsible for some of the
duties heretofore given to the first
phone operator. A new inspection
schedule was issued (73.1580) and re-
quirements for maintenance logs
(73.1830) were revised.

Although the FCC found insufficient
evidence to support continuing the
present first class licensing procedure,
it does feel that industry groups such as
the NAB and the SBE might devise a
means of screening and identifying who
is qualified to do technical work. At the
WOSU meeting, an active SBE
member and consultant from Pitts-
burgh, Hank Kaiser, said qualified en-
gineers would take up the challenge to
prove how they can help managers save
money and not spend it. Kaiser sup-
ported NAB-SBE action. The prepon-
derance of opinion at the WOSU meet-
ing, however, was that technical stan-
dards of most small market radio sta-
tions would deteriorate because man-
agement will no longer have to listen to
a first phone operator's advice.

Dan Case, an FM engineer from
WQLN, Erie, Penn., went so far as to
predict the disappearance of small mar-
ket radio as we know it today. Without
some kind of mandatory requirements
imposed by the FCC, station managers
will run the station into the ground, he
said. Without qualified technical
people on the job keeping an alert eye
open for such things as frayed or broken
antenna guy wires, towers will literally
fall to the ground, he predicted.

Under the new rules, there is no need
to have technical personnel around to
take transmitter measurements or to
sign the maintenance log. This,
coupled with the FCC budget restric-
tions which have cut field inspections to
less than 10 percent of the total in any

given year (a fact verified by Irby Tal-
lent, Jr., FCC inspector, Detroit),
means managers can shrug off observ-
ing the rules that do exist if they wish.

Engineer after engineer at the WOSU
conference marched to the microphone
to "tell it like it is." Without the threat
of an FCC citation, too many managers
will not invest in adequate monitors or
test equipment, they said. In the past,
this possible citation was the only clout
engineers had. With their services no
longer mandatory, many wondered
aloud if they should not seek employ-
ment in other fields.

The engineers present were skeptical
about market forces properly regulating
the industry. Managers will permit
overmodulation or at least serious clip-
ping just to get the loudest signal to the
detriment of the public, they reported,
and without inspections and enforce-
ment one station can interfere with
another with impunity.

Speaking from the panel, Wallace
Johnson, retired Broadcast Bureau
chief and now executive director of the
Association for Broadcast Engineering
Standards, said he was alarmed over the
Commission's obvious loss of interest
in technical matters. The FCC is so
intent to "shoe horn in" more stations
that they disregard interference that
may be set up, he said. In the past,
broadcasters had some sort of assurance
that they could provide quality service
because they would be protected from
interference from other services. But
the Commission no longer shows a
concern for this quality, Johnson said,
and the trend to lower standards is ob-
vious as a result of relaxed operator
standards, short form renewals, and re-
duced field inspections. With such an
attitude at the FCC level, "manage-
ment won't want to spend a buck on
equipment," he said.

In response to questions from the
floor, Reiser said it was true that the
station janitor could make transmitter
adjustments or log entries so long as he
held as little as a restricted license. But
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he stressed that the license was respon-
sible for the outcome, and must desig-
nate a "Chief Operator" who must
hold a commercial radio operator
license of some class (other than a
Marine Radio Operator Permit). The
hours that a chief operator must be on
duty can pretty much be designated by
the licensee. If the station is a non -

directional AM operating below 10 kW
or an FM station, this function can be
performed on a contract basis.

The designation of the chief operator
for a station must be in writing, Reiser
said. Among this person's duties are
conducting weekly inspections (month-
ly for ATS plants), calibrating systems,
and making repairs or adjustments as
necessary. The chief operator must also
make or supervise periodic AM field
monitoring point measurements or

Video equipment re -repairs ruining your
reputation? Let MPCS improve your image.

When your "just repaired" piece of video equipment breaks
down and winds up back in the shop, you blame the shop,
but your client and/or employer blames you. It can ruin a
person's reputation. Why not let MPCS improve your image.

MPCS has the kind of repair facility that optimizes
equipment performance while making you look good. Our
professionally trained service technicians, hand picked
from among the finest in the country, are continually
schooled by the major manufacturers (Ikegami, Sony,
JVC, Panasonic, etc.) on the latest technology, to provide
our customers with the quickest, most thorough, and most
reliable service available.

Our newly implemented computerized parts inven-

tory, the very latest diagnostic test equipment, and our
fifteen years in the video repair business are your assur-
ance of the highest quality repairs. And to avoid down time,
immediate replacement equipment is available, at a spe-
cial discount, from our rental department.

It your present video repair service is spending more
time with your equipment than you are, the problem isn:t
the equipment, Ws the service. Improve your image - next
time take ft to MPCS. For further information, call in New
York State 212-586-3690. Out of state, call Toll Free
800-223-0622. Ask for Service Dept.

MPCS is olso Broadcast Video, Industrial Video. Rental, IPC, our video produc-
tion focally. and Videomort, the largest home video and TV showroom in N Y

MPCS VIDEO INDUSTRIES, INC.
MPCS Video Center Building 514 West 57 Street New York, NY 10019
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other tests as required and review the
station operating logs at least once a
week. This person must make or super-
vise entries in the maintenance log, too.

Reiser pointed out that those di-
rectional AM stations now exempt from
antenna field strength measurement or
proofs of performance as a result of
having first class license holders on
duty at all times are still exempt from
such measurements until such time as a
rule modification covering this situa-
tion is made.

Although it did not come out at the
WOSU meeting, the FCC does feel it
has investigated all of the presumed
benefits of the first class licensing pro-
cedure, and it analyzes them in the dis-
cussion section of the 15 pages appear-
ing in the Federal Register. The points
considered were: (1) The promotion
of a greater awareness of the FCC's
rules and standards; (2) the transmit-
tal to operators of some electronic
theory; (3) the installation of a sense
of pride in one's work; (4) a
heightened concern for adherence to
rules when operators find equipment
running outside of the parameters
set; (5) the value of the test as a
screening device, particularly for small
market stations.

The FCC dismissed the first two ar-
guments on the grounds that competi-
tion for jobs in the larger markets meant
operators would learn about the rules
and theory on their own. In smaller
markets, stations have come to rely on
consultants and will continue to do so.
Regarding the pride an operator felt in
holding first class license, the FCC said
it could not measure that feeling. The
FCC said it thought the prospect of an
"unscrupulous licensee" operating
outside of the bounds of the rules, were
it not for a first class operator, blowing
the whistle, "a most improbable sce-
nario." There is too much to risk, the
FCC said (despite anecdotal submis-
sions to the contrary) for a station to
disregard the rules.

The FCC said the benefits of the test
as a screening device was one of the
most often cited in comments made.
But because the test is so limited and
does not measure practical abilities,
this benefit "contributes very little."
The FCC concluded that the broadcast
environment included enough other
factors that facilitated or encouraged
operation within the rules thus provid-
ing protection for both the station
owner and public. These are, in addi-
tion to increasingly automated and ac-
curate equipment, type acceptance of
transmitters and type approval of
monitoring equipment, the mainte-
nance of logs and records, and manda-
tory periodic monitoring. Thus the first
class licensing procedure was basically
redundant, the commission ruled, and
not needed. BM/E
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Most manufacturers meet industry standards; we exceed them. Our
TOMCAT cartridge recorders/reproducers and BMX series of broadcast
consoles deliver trendsetting on-line performance 'n broadcasting systems
worldwide, from Boston to L.A., Australia t..) Great Britain.

TOMCAT: simply the world's finest. Innovative design
assures superb sound quality, -eliab:lity, and low noise

theoperation. Our Maxtrax TM wide -track fixed azimuth Heads
yield more signal, lowest phase error.

tmindsetters BMX, Series II: the ultimate in
hijh performance mixing conso:es.
Tnese compact units feature

Unquestionably the industry's standard of excellence prove.) RF immunity and

in broadcast equipment CMOS remote control dexibil4y,
plus a choice of 10, 14, 22,

and 26 input mainframe configurations. A new mix module is
now available to offer two mix -minus busses for telephone
talk shows. All this in a no-nonsense panel layout!
See why TOMCAT and BMX series have made us the industry
trademark. Call or write today for free information on our
complete line of equipment.

-0---pacific recorders S.
engineering
corporation
11100 roselle street
san ciego,california 92121
telephone 714 453-3255



Now
Available

from
CHILES
Power Belts
Power Packs

Power
to Perform

Professional quality,
professional performance. . .a
proven trademark of CHILES
custom designed high capacity
power packs and belts.
Whatever your camera power
needs are, CHILES power
systems can make you self-
contained.

CHILES long -life nickel
cadmium power supply
systems have been especially
customed to serve most major
film, broadcast and non -
broadcast video cameras,
including the Ikegami HL -77
and HL -79, and the RCA
TK-76. Also available in 30
volt for portable lights. Get
the most out of your ENG
and EFP equipment with the
finest power systems available
today: CHILES!

Overnight and
Quick Charge Units

Available.
For information call or write:

John Chiles, Inc.
7622 N. Main Street

Jacksonville, FL 32208
(904) 764-5281

CHILES
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The 123rd SMPTE
Technical Conference To Be Held
In Los Angeles
SMPTE'S FALL CONFERENCE, filling Los
Angeles's Century Plaza Hotel October
25 through 30 (with additional func-
tions to be held at the Beverly Hilton),
is expected to be the largest in SMPTE

history. The exhibitors' area, which has
been sold out for weeks will feature
equipment from more than 120 com-
panies. It will be open daily from 10:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. beginning Tuesday,

EXHIBITORS - 123rd SMPTE CONFERENCE
BOOTH EXHIBITOR BOOTH EXHIBITOR BOOTH EXHIBITOR

101 Marconi 436-437 F & B/Ceco Systems
102-103 Dolby 438 Comprehensive 548-549 Harris/Farinon
104-105 Canon Serv. NV 550 Arvin/Echo
106-109 Orrox/CMX 439-440 Hazeltine 551 Chyron

110 L/W International 441-444 KEM Editing 552 Comprehensive
111-113 Fujinon Optical 445-447 Belden Video

114, Magnasync/Moviola Communications 553-554 Gray Engineering
425-428 448-449 Soremec-Eclair 555 OSRAM

116 RCA 450 Angenieux 556-558 Merlin
124 Microwave 451-452 Anton Bauer 559-561 Vital

125-126 Westrex 453-454 Sylvania/GTE 562-564 Electronic Appl.
127-128 Grass Valley 455-456 O'Connor 565 Cinecare

129 Oxberry 457-460 Mole -Richardson 566-567 Century Precision
130-131 Matthews 461-462 Hollywood Film 568 Teledyne
201-204 JVC 465 Nagra 569-570 Cinemills
205-211 CDL/Philips, ADC 466-469 Multi -Track 571-573 Microtime
212-213, Ampex Magnetics 574-575 Listec

219, 473-475 Lipsner-Smith 576 Cetec Vega
228-229 476-477 Nurad 577 Bolex

214 Aaton 478-479 Toshiba 601-602 Historical Display
215-216 Agfa-Gevaert 480-481 MCl/Quantel 603-604 Bogen

217 Eastman Kodak 482-483 Carter Equipment 605-609 Alan Gordon
225-227 Compact Video 484 LaVezzi 610-618 Arriflex
230-237 Panasonic 485-488 KLM/Oldelft 619-623 Cinema Products

238 Kliegl Bros. 489-494 3M 625 Skotel
239-240 Fuji Photo 495-496 Lowel-Light 626 Pioneer
241-244 Fernseh 497-499 PRC Marketing
301-307, Sony 501-503 TV Equip. Assoc. 628 Christy's Editorial

316 504-505 Coherent Comm. Film
308-314 Hitachi Denshi 506-507 Bims & Sawyer 629 Clear-Com
324-325 Berkey Colortran 508-510 NEC America Intercoms
326-327 Animation Video 511-512 Peterson 630-632 Videomedia
328-331 Convergence 513 Mitchell 633 Sennheiser
400-404 Ikegami 514-515 Lab Methods 634 Miller Prof. Equip.
405-406 Goldberg Bros. 516-517 Houston Fearless 635-636 Union Connector
407-409 Rank Precision 518-520, Datatron 637 Hudson
410-414 Steenbeck 534-536 Photographic
415-416 Cine 60 521-522 Tele-Cine 638 On Location

417 EEV 523-524 Thomson-CSF 639-640 Rosco
418 Pace Int'l 525-529 ADDA 641 Snook
419 Wide Range 530-531 Rohde & Schwarz 642 Videotek

420-421 Bell & Howell 532-533 System Concepts 643 Control Video
422-424, L.T.M. 537-538 Lenco 644 Edutron/Fortel
470-472 539 Eigen 645 Brumac

429 Frezzolini 540 Telescript 646 Q -TV
430-431, Strand Century 541-543 ASACA 647 Cool Light
463-464 544-545 Commercial 648 R -Columbia
432-434 Magna -Tech Electronics Products

435 Allen Products 546-547 Harris Video 649 Unidek
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October 27, and running through
Thursday, October 29.

Technical papers covering SMPTE's
usual broad range of topics will be read
at the sessions, starting Monday after-
noon, October 26. That session will
highlight Lighting and Projection Prac-
tices. The Monday afternoon session
deals with Laboratory Practices. The
Tuesday morning sessions will look at
the International Scene and delve
further into Laboratory Practices.
Tuesday afternoon sessions will focus
on Film Technology: Production and
Post -Production and Health, Safety,
and Environmental Practices. The two
Wednesday morning sessions will dis-
cuss Laboratory Quality Control and
Sound. Micro -Electronics in Motion
Picture Use and the second session on
sound, will take place on Wednesday
afternoon.

Thursday will see a morning -and-
afternoon session on Advances in Tele-
vision Camera Technology. Also that
morning is a session on Digital Video-
tape Recording Technology. The sec-
ond afternoon topic will be Film and
Tape Interface. Friday will feature the
second International Scene session in
the morning, paired with Computer
Graphics. The single afternoon session
will be on Digital Signal Processing.

As this is being written, the list of
papers to be read has not been finalized.
Among the expected topics are the
single -piece camera/recorders (Sony
and RCA have submitted papers on
their Betacom and Hawkeye systems
respectively), the latest on CCD color
cameras, current developments in
pickup tubes, high definition televi-
sion, electronic opticals for film and
television, and the latest on approaches
for digital videotape recording.

The annual awards luncheon will fea-
ture Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences president Fay Kanin as
guest speaker. Kanin is well known for
scripts of such notable projects as the
Emmy-award winning TV movies
Friendly Fire, Hustling, and Tell Me
Where it Hurts.

For history buffs, there will be a dis-
play of early television equipment. It
can be seen in the exhibition hall during
the same hours as the exhibits can be
viewed. BM/E

MASTER CONTROL

maPumeuk

MODEL MPG -2
REMOTE CONTPOL

MRC-2
MICROPROCESSOR BASE!

DESIGN

 CLEAR ENGLISH DISPLAYS
 MULTI -CONTROL POINT

CAPABILITY

The 1R( -.2 Microprocessor
Remote Control delivers pre-emi-
nent performance in remote con-
trol, telemetry and status acquisition.
Automatically interfacing multiple
remote sites to one or more control
terminals in a pre -established con-
trol hierarchy, the gives
the user remarkable versatility and
fail-safe integrity.

System setup is very simple, with
plain -English prompting and stand-
ardized parameter "menus" for
command, telemetry, and status
functions. The features
multiple upper and lower level
telemetry tolerance indications,

 UP TO 99 REMOTE SITES
CAPABILITY

 EACH SITE EXPANDABLE TO:
255 COMMAND LINES

255 STATUS CHANNELS

255 TELEMETRY CHANNELS

automatic muting, full fail-safe
capabilities, status input indications
on both rising and falling waveforms,
and six ways to calibrate remote site
telemetry inputs.

A full line of options gives the
user almost unlimited flexi-

bility. The Automatic Control option
adds both time -oriented and feed-
back -oriented command functions
to the system, capable of multiple
steps with logic branching at many
levels, permitting full automatic
transmitter operation. The Automat-
ic Logging option prints out a log of
all telemetry and status channels
from multiple sites, including any
events and alarms. Adding the

CRT option provides plain -
English capabilities and allows dis-
play of all system functions in user -
selected blocks. Multiple CRTs
and/or Loggers may be used at
either control or remote sites.

]MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
A Flow General Company . Santa Barbara Research Park

11111 contact our Marketing Department.
I I 1

For furtlher information please

111 Castilian Drive . . . Goleta, California 93117
(805) 968-%21 . Telex: 685-4148 . Cable: MOSELEY
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The new, advanced
Philips LDK14S

new performance...new features
Automatics... more than any
other EFP camera.

The best EFP camera design for
studio and triax conversions.

The LDK14S will outperform any
EFP camera on the market today with
features and performance that have
Evolved from the world famous LDK 5,
ABC's Olympics camera.
Compare it with any EFP camera
you are using or considering.

See why it excels in...
 picture quality,
 operating features,
 flexibility,

and value.
Call or write today.

Philips Broadcast Group
Central Dynamics Corporation

900 Corporate Drive
Mahwah, NJ 07430

201-529-1550
Central Dynamics Ltd.,

Montreal, 514-697-0810.

LDK14S in studio and field mode. Digital techniques
In the camera and base station (RCM require only an
adapter for triax conversion... another LDK14S cost
advartage from the originator of triax ...Philips.

CD CENTRAL DYNAMICS/
The U.S. Broadcast Company for
COL  PHILIPS  American Data
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RPC IV: Winds of Change
RADIO BROADCASTERS attending this
years' fourth annual NAB Radio Pro-
gramming Conference in Chicago
(Aug. 16-19) luxuriated in the warmth
of deregulation and looked skyward not
only to thank heaven for relief from the
paperwork but also to catch a glimpse
of their future in satellite communica-
tions.

Broadcasters were told in sessions
and workshops how satellites would
bring them new program services, en-
hance their on -air image, provide
higher quality audio, and reduce their
operating expenses. They were also
told that satellites might well bring
them new competition from cable radio
and were advised on how to work with
these new forces to their best interest.

ABC Radio Network personality,
Paul Harvey, managed to touch on all
these subjects in his keynote address.
Harvey enthusiastically praised the
Reagan administrations' deregulatory
fervor and belief in "supply-side eco-
nomics", but warned that if broadcas-
ters lost sight of their public interest
obligations, "As Washington loosens
the leash, we will behave or we will be
damned . . . ."

FCC chairman Mark Fowler also re-
flected the Reagan economic and polit-
ical policy in his address to the conven-
tion as he stated his intention to con-
tinue the deregulatory trend. Fowler,
time and again, mentioned his belief
that "the market is the way people
speak." Fowler noted that a deregula-
tion working group has been estab-
lished to study all FCC rules and regula-
tions in an attempt to broaden the scope
of deregulation.

On matters of the First Amendment,
Fowler promised to make a major
statement in September but hinted that
his position would be more favorable to
the electronic media than that of past
commissions. Fowler accused the
commission of encroaching on freedom
of speech in the past.

The commissions' abandonment of
the 9 kHz spacing plan was cited by
Fowler as an example of current com-
mission policy which relies on the mar-
ketplace to spur growth rather than
government edict.

Nevertheless, throughout the confer-
ence, caution was advised on deregula-
tion. Commissioners, consultants, and
lawyers, told broadcasters time and
again, that without legislation, the cur-
rent deregulation policy is nothing

Mark Fowler, FCC chairman, gave the
closing address at the recent NAB Radio
Programming Conference

more than a relaxation of rules which
can be tightened by yet another shift in
the political winds. Michael Bader of
Haley, Bader & Potts (Washington,
D.C.) noted ten rules of self-discipline
that broadcasters should follow. Each
of the rules really reflected the need for

broadcasters to continue following
existing FCC guidelines on program-
ming, ascertainment, and public ser-
vice which, while no longer manda-
tory, will be prudent.

Satellites on their minds
While broadcasters seemed relieved

by the relaxation of rules, there was a
discernable excitement in the air
whenever satellite technology was
mentioned. Clearly, radio broadcasters
see the appearance of satellites as a
powerful new tool for their industry.

Larry Patrick, senior vice president,
research, of the NAB, told broadcasters
that "In the next two years, we will see
more changes in the technology of radio
than ever before." Patrick said that
satellite use holds important potential
for radio broadcasters and that this po-
tential has triggered "a mad scramble
for space." In fact, at one session on
satellites, a show of hands revealed that
of the six hundred or so in attendance,
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NEWS FEATURE
nearly 100 radio broadcasters already
had WO dishes and that about one -
quarter to one-third were interested.

Most broadcasters at the conference
wanted to know what programming
was available from the birds, or were
concerned by the advent of cable radio
and wanted to know how to compete
against it. The best advice seemed to be
not to compete directly against it, but to
emphasize and build the station's local
identity while taking advantage of satel-
lite programming to bring better and
more diverse programming to the local

A record number of
exhibitors -78 in all
- filled the 70,000
sq. ft. exhibit hall

The Wireless Intercom
by HME.

Now You can
COMMUNIC4TE
CONTINUOUSLY - Up to five stations

in hands -free, continuous full -duplex mode
CONVENIENTLY - Ultra -compact,

10 ounce all metal belt -pack transceivers
CLEARLY - HME Dynamic xpansion

gives full 80dB dynamic range
COMPLETELY - Built-in i erface

and controls for hard -wired systems
CONFIDENTLY - Loop -around

sidetone verifies completion of the
communications
link

0

150E Series
Wireless
Intercom
System

HM Electronics, Inc. 6151 Fairmount Ave., San Diego, CA 92120 (714)280-6050 TELEX:697-122
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audience. Cable radio would lead to
many more opportunities for simulcast-
ing and some broadcasters could find
themselves supplying this new
medium. By and large, however, dis-
cussion left many questions regarding
cable radio unanswered.

Localism was cited repeatedly as a
component of the new mix. Satellite
feeds will not be something that a sta-
tion has to do all day. Representatives
of satellite programming services, Rick
Sklar of ABC Radio , Dwight Case of
Transtar, Craig Hodgson of Continen-
tal Radio, Kent Burkhart of Warner
Amex's Satellite Music Network, and
Marlin Taylor, of Bonneville Broadcast
Consultants, each, in his own way,
pointed out the need for local identity
for client stations.

With the plethora of programs be-
coming available on satellite, many
broadcasters were concerned about get-
ting "married" to single bird or ser-
vice. The best strategy offered to
broadcasters seemed to recommend
building at least two receive only earth
stations rather than the possibly more
expensive construction of fully tunable
earth stations.

Engineering sessions
The good news is that the NAB RPC

gathered together an impressive panel
of engineering talent to discuss two
major topics important to radio man-
agement. In the first session, engineers
attempted to tell management how to
get the most out of the engineering tal-
ent in a manner useful to management.
Clearly, engineers put themselves at
blame for their lack of involvement in
station management. Too often, it was
noted, engineers retreat to "technica-
lese" or disappear into the equipment
racks when management issues are
brought up. Nevertheless, management
is guilty of not placing enough value on
what engineers can do to help a station
achieve its goals. Harrison Klein, chief
engineer for WIND, Chicago, put the
ball onto the engineers' court and
suggested that engineers must make
themselves more visible and become
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The Doloy- Ca-. No. 155 or 255
modu e allows you to plug the
benef is of a Dolby A -type noise
reduction directly into your Sony
BVH--'000/1100 or Ampex-
VPR-2 1" VTR* Operation is fully
automatic. And at long last the
audio performance of your VTR
will rival that of professional audio
tape re,c>orders.

Dolby A -type noise reduction has
been accepted for years through-
out the work_ fcr high -quality tape
recording and other audio trans-
missicn and stcrage media. It
provides 10 dB of noise reduction
from 30 Hz upwards, increasing
to 15 dB at 9 kHz and above.
without -he audible side effects
(such as noise modulation and
overshot distcrtion) associated

with more conventional tech-
niques. Doti noise reduction can
also lead to lower distortion. as it
permits more conservative
recording levels to reduce the risk
of tape saturation.

To -Jay w de audio bandwidth and
low noise are becoming common-
place in many parts of the tele-
vision origination/transmission
chain. Conta:t us to find out how
Doloy noise -eduction can pre-
vent the VTR audio track from
being one of the weak links.

*Outooarc Dolby noise reduction
unit are available for use with
virtually any other video or audio
recorder.
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NEWS FEATURE
more vocal.

The bad news was that when the en-
gineering discussion turned to proper
audio processing a traditional battle-
ground between engineers and mana-
gers, managers left the session in
droves. This discussion, more than any
other, according to participant Duren-
berger, pointed up the importance of
the relationship between manager and
engineer. The frustration of engineers
was clear from the floor as time and
again engineers told of how they were
forced to drive audience away with

NAB Radio Board chairman, Cullie Tarleton (left) chatted with vice chairman William Stakelin
(right) and ABC news commentator Paul Harvey

GLUAD-EIG SYSTEM 5
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The Only 14 Hz Digital
Reverb Under $10,000!

Less than half the price of an
EMT 251. About the same as the
Lexicon 224. Compare System 5
with either of them. You'll see it's
the most advanced digital elec-
tronic reverb system available,
with a dynamic range of 103 dB;
a signal-to-noise of 83 dB; total
THD of less than
0.02%; and a real
frequency re-
sponse in excess
of 14 kHz.

System 5 has
four individual re -
verb programs, four pre-
sets, 16 equalization settings
and the microprocessor control
which combine to give you infi-
nitely more settings than you'll

ever need. The compact remote
control can be patched up to 200
feet through a normal audio
trunk line. System 5 is the only
one that gives you the option of
automated reverb addressable
from a tape or disk for reverb
changes on cue.

And, if System 5 is too much sys-
tem for your needs, Quad -Eight,

the pioneer in digital reverb,
has other reverb
systems to meet
your needs and
budget, with
prices as low as
$1000. Call us di-

rect, now, to audi-
tion System 5 or any

Quad -Eight reverb
(213) 764-1516

Quad -Eight Electronics
IM 11929 Vose Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605

© 1981 Quad -Eight Electronics
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audio processing techniques that they
knew were inappropriate. Said Duren-
berger, "If managers had stayed for the
second session, they would have
learned what they were supposed to
learn in the first session".

For programmers, variable results
Program syndicators, for whom the

show has the inherent promise of spe-
cial relevance, varied in their experi-
ences. One of the best -established syn-
dicators told BM/E that the show was
"dreary." Another, with very much
the same format as the first, told BM/E
of doing more business at the show than
at any previous convention, which led
to a decision to concentrate on the NAB
RPC in the future in preference to other

. meetings with the radio industry.
A third successful syndicator com-

plained that traffic seemed light, but
also reported good business among
those who did come, making the show a
"plus" for the exhibitor. Other syn-
dicator exhibitors were also quite vari-
able in their reports, but the cumulative
result was consistent with the day-to-
day business climate in radio syndica-
tion over the last two years - strongly
upgrade.

A number of programmers praised
the "new product syndicator break-
fast, " held on Monday morning, as giv-
ing them a good chance to talk things
over with a number of radio executives
at once. A few new programs were an-
nounced, but this new event did not
seem to have taken over as "the" place
to announce program innovations.
Perhaps it needs a couple of years to
establish such a character.

Moreover, with less than 20 of the
leading syndicators on hand, the show
has quite a way to go before winning the
central role in bringing syndicators face
to face with potential customers. Of
those who came, nearly all praised the
organization of the show and the quality
of the talk sessions and panel discus-
sions. From that angle, the show was a
splendid success. Whether or not that
can be translated into a general gath-
ering -in of program syndicators in future
shows, is still an open question. BM/E
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Great announcer mics
should be heard and not seen.

You won't see the MCE 5, but you
will hear the rich full frequency sound
that tells you it's a Beyer. Now the top
quality and reliability for which Beyer
is famous has been packaged into
the world's smallest broadcast
microphone - the MCE 5 - the an-
nouncer's mic.

The MCE 5 is an omni-directional
electret condenser microphone with
20Hz-20kHz ± 3dB frequency re-
sponse, 62dB signal-to-noise ratio
and a maximum rated SPL at 1kHz of

116dB. Its matte black finish will not
reflect light, so it goes unnoticed on
camera. And Beyer's unique floating
element eliminates pick-up of clothes
rustle and body movement. Wind and
air noises are reduced by up to 20dB,
with the (removable) windscreen. You
get only the announcer's voice.

Unlike conventional mini mics that
are subject to breakdown from tem-
perature and humidity, the MCE 5 is
specally designed to withstand the
elements.

The Beyer MCE 5 is avalable in a
variety of configurations and connec-
tors including: balanced, unbal-
anced, XLR, 1/4 -inch and open end;
as well as ohantom and self -powered
with its own battery.

You may not find the
Beyer MCE 5 on our
announcer, out you'll
fine it at your local
Beyer dealer, today.

Beyer)))
Dynamic

ACTUAL
SIZE.

BEYER DYNAMIC, INC.
5-05 Burns Avenge, Hicksville, NY I I SO I

(5 6. 935 8000 In Canada, H. Roy Gray, Ltd.



INTERPRETING THE'FCCRULES &
REGULATIONS

Commission Changes Filing
Procedures
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett; Lovett, Ford, Hennessey,

Stambler & Siebert, P.C., Washington, D.C.

THERE ARE MORE CHANGES in FCC regulations to discuss:
This time, changes in application processing regulations.
In articles in the last few months, we have discussed major
initiatives by the Commission to deregulate the broadcast-
ing and cable television industries. For the most part, the
changes have been significant structural shifts affecting
the whole nature of the regulation of communications.
However, there also have been major procedural changes.
These might not have the same glamour as efforts to
deregulate FM, TV, cable TV, and the like, but they are of
more day-to-day importance to individual broadcasters.

More than two years ago, the Commission drastically
revised its many regulations governing the processing of
broadcast applications. The Commission did this in order
to standardize its broadcast procedures and to speed the
lengthy process of applying for a new station, or a modifi-
cation, renewal, transfer, or assignment of an existing
license.' The FCC has now decided to modify these regu-
lations further. Specifically of interest to broadcasters, in
a decision this June, the Commission changed its "cut-off
list" and local notice rules and engineering screening
procedures.2 This article will briefly review these three
changes below.

Application cut-off lists

Periodically, the Commission publishes lists of applica-
tions that in Commission parlance are "ready and avail-
able for processing. " These lists are the "cut-off' lists. In
the case of an "A" list, they contain the list of new and
major modification applicants, their file numbers, and a
'Report and Order, Revised Processing Broadcast Applications. General Docket
No. 79-137, 72 FCC 2d 202, 45 RR 2d 1220 (1979).
?Second Report and Order. Revised Processing of Broadcast Applications, Gen-
eral Docket No. 79-137, FCC 81-276, 49 RR 2d 1219, Adopted: June 19, 1981;
Released: June 30, 1981.
31d., 49 RR 2d at 1220.
447 CFR 573.3580.

date by which all competing applications or petitions to
deny must be filed.

Sections 73.3571-3573 of the rules provide fora cut-off
date at least 30 days after publication of the cut-off list in
the Federal Register, the U.S. government's compen-
dium of official, public notices. The Commission has now
decided to abandon its reliance on Federal Register publi-
cation of the cut-off list.

In order to publish in the Federal Register, the FCC had
to allow for a time lag of some 15 days beyond the date the
agency released the list and the specified cut-off date,
resulting in a period of 45-50 days rather than the regula-
tions' 30 -day period. Thus, from now on the Commission
will rely solely on release of the cut-off list in an FCC
Public Notice. In the future, the running time for the filing
of competing applicants extends from the date of the
release of the public notice until 30 days thereafter.

The Commission acknowledged the importance of the
cut-off lists in the past to those parties that might be
interested in filing competing applications but felt there
were enough other sources for them to learn of the cut-off
dates:

"It is our experience that an interested party is alerted by a
combination of an applicants 's local publication of notice
and filing (Section 73.3580 of the rules) and the Commis-
sion public notice of the cut-off list and not for publication
in the Federal Register." 3

Local notice of filing

In order for any broadcast application to be accepted for
filing (and, therefore, be placed on a cut-off list), the rules
require that an applicant must furnish proof that it has
published a notice of filings application in a newspaper of
general circulation in the proposed community of
license.4 At present, the applicant must furnish proof to
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Superior
reproduction.
And it shows.

Maxell 3/4" U-Matic videocas-
settes have certain advantages that have
made them the choice of professional
users everywhere. Our specs will sup-
port our claims to superiority, but one
picture is worth a thousand specs, so
we invite you to see for yourself the
superior chroma response, high reso-
lution, exceptional picture clarity, image
stability and low chroma noise that our
tapes provide, even in slow motion or
still -frame modes.

Maxell brings you as close to
original picture clarity as you can get.
Every time. And to make sure you also
get the full advantage of our tape, we
house it in our own high -precision
cassette shells that will stand up to the
roughest treatment and repeated play-
back. The internal mechanism is care-
fully designed to make tape travel in
both directions smooth and dependable
at any speed. And there's another dis-
tinct advantage you get with every Maxell
U-Matic videocassette-quality control.
There are no stricter standards in the
industry, so you are assured of the same
high -quality performance from one
videocassette to another, without
exception.

To discover more about Maxell's
professional advantages, call one of our
Regional Sales Offices: Eastern Office,
Moonachie, NJ (201) 440-8020  Mid-
western Office, Glenellyn, IL (312) 469-
3615  Western Office, Los Gatos, CA
:408) 395-1998

maxell
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INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS A

The Professional Advantage
Maxell Corporation of America

60 Ozford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074
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Share our pride in the latest in
Television Switching, Digital
Effects, and Station Automation
at the SMPTE Conference, Oct.
25-30, at the Century Plaza
Hotel in Los Angeles.
Visit us in Booth 560 and
experience...
The latest in Digital Effects,
SqueeZoom
The Saturn Series Production
Switcher...
The compact yet powerful 250.
and SAM, Vital's new Station
Automation Management
System.

For your convenience, we now
have three showrooms where
you can see and try out all the
latest Vital systems...
Our Florida showroom, in
Gainesville, Florida.
Our West Coast showroom, in
Hollywood. California...

And our new European
Showroom, in Geneva,
Switzerland.
Call for an appointment today!

WORLD HEADQUARTERS:
3700 N.E. 53rd Avenue
Gainesville, Florida
Phone (904) 378-1581
TWX: 810-825-2370
TLX: 80 -8572 -Vital -A -Gain
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FCC Rules & Regulations

the Commission after it files its application. This process
requires an amendment to the application.

Section 73.3580 of the rules presently requires that
proof be filed within 30 days of filing the application.
However, the Commission has found that in practice,
applicants furnish proof of filing their notices long after
the expiration of the 30 days. Tardy publication and, in
turn, tardy filings with the Commission, delay the pro-
cessing of all applications.

The Commission determined that the way to expedite
matters would be to require in the future that an applicant
file its public notice immediately prior to the filing of the
application and include the proof of publication with the
application. Thus, the Commission modified the local
notice requirement so that henceforth, an applicant must
provide proof of publication of local notice when the
original broadcast application is tendered. Since the trig-
ger period for cut-off lists will be somewhat shortened,
this will also have the effect of alerting interested parties
sooner than might otherwise have been the case.

Pre -engineering review

The Commission's rules and regulations require that an
applicant submit at least a "substantially complete" ap-
plication when filing for a broadcast facility. This re-
quirement holds no less for engineering information re-
quired by FCC application forms than any kind of corpo-
rate or financial disclosures. Seriously defective applica-
tions are supposed to be returned to the applicant.

Up until now, the Commission's staff has conducted
thorough engineering reviews of all applications tendered
for filing. These reviews could consume anywhere from
two to 80 hours of staff time before an application is even
accepted for filing. Whenever the staff might find defects
that would not warrant return of an application, it would
send deficiency letters requiring an amendment of the
application within a certain specified period of time. In the
case where an application was mutually exclusive with
one or more applications, rather than send deficiency
letters, the defects would be specified as engineering
issuues in the Hearing Designation Order.

The Commission found that the present procedure
. . has contributed to a less than optimal quality of

engineering by effectively shifting the burden of thorough
technical analysis from the applicant and his hired consul-
tant to the Commission's expert staff. "5

Furthermore, the deficiency letters and requisite amend-
ments to correct defects resulted in significant processing
delays.

Therefore, the Commission has determined to stream-
line its pre -acceptance engineering reviews. The Com-
mission warned that clearly deficient applications will be
returned. Please note that in a mutally exclusive situation,
return of the application will result in effective dismissal
because more likely than not, cut-off dates would long
since have passed before the application is returned. The
Commission believes that this warning to applicants will
encourage an optimum qualilty of engineering. However,
the Commission reserves its rights under section 73.3564
of the rules to return an application even after acceptance
for filing if major engineering defects are subsequently

detected. Some examples of these major deficiencies
would include substantial prohibited overlap, insufficient
information to determine an antenna pattern, and a short -
space proposal not accompanied by a proper waiver re-
quest.

In part, these changes in the engineering procedures are
necessitated by executive -level decisions that the Com-
mission allocate engineering resources to those areas
where they might be used more effectively to speed the
processing of the many applications the Commission re-
ceives. In particular, pre -acceptance of FM and TV appli-
cations will be simplified, since the Commission has
found fewer problems with FM and TV applications. The
FCC speculated that this results from the existence of the
FM and TV Tables of Assignment for allocation purposes.
Unlike the AM broadcast service, these Tables of As-
signment provide more clearly defined perimeters for
applicants' engineering proposals. By abbreviating the
amount of staff time spent on these pre -acceptance mat-
ters, the Commission will free engineers' time for more
complex matters confronting the staff, including AM ap-
plications and newer services like low -power TV.

Conclusion

We have outlined above the most recent in what would
appear to be a deluge of changes in FCC rules and proce-
dures. If you plan to file any application in the near future,
please be sure that you comply with these regulatory
changes. We will keep you abreast of further changes as
they are reported. In the meanhime, please consult with
your communications counsel if you have any questions
on these matters. BMX

Are You Performance Minded?
or Economy Minded?

SIGMA SYSTEM 500
Lets You Be Both!
10 DA's per fram.: -.vith plug-in
power supply

 On -card voltage regulator for
maximum reliability

 Plug-in back panel modules
 SigmaBus back plane eliminates

need for cabling between module'.

SIGMA ELECTRONICS INC.
'830 STATE STREET, EAST PETERSBURG, PA 17520

(71') e69-2681

`Second Report and Order, op. (-it 49 RR 2d at 1221.
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LET US WATCH YOUR VIDEO!
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THE VIDEO SQUELCH
The VS -1 Video Squelch will tirelessly monitor your video from sign -on to sign -off for signal
quality. If your main video source disappears or becomes noisier than your preselected level, the
VS -1 provides audible alarm and switch -over to alternate video source (such as "please stand by"
message, color bars, or better signal link).
Ten amp relay contacts are also provided to switch off translators or other equipment when video
source noise becomes unacceptable.

GREAT FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT INSTALLATIONS
WITH MORE PROGRAM OUTPUTS THAN PERSONNEL.

Call collect for the number of
your local dealer: (303) 443-4950

VIDEO AIDS OF COLORADO
1930 Central Avenue  Boulder, Colo -ado 80301
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GREAT

InEA
CONTEST

Just two months remain in the 1981 Great Idea
Contest. ENTER NOW. You may have the idea that
every broadcaster has been waiting for - and if you
do, you could win your own programmable
calculator.

Editor's Note: Before attempting to implement any Great Idea involving
the modification of equipment, station personnel should check with the
equipment manufacturer to insure that no violation of warranty will occur.

If the Great Idea involves any technical standards governed by the
FCC, stations should make sure that the idea will in no way cause a
violation of FCC rules.

22. Cart Auto Synchronizer
Bill Croghan, Chief Engineer
KCEY/KMIX-FM Turlock, Calif.

Problem: To provide consistent cue lengths on carted
music and improve "tightness" when recording to cart.

Solution: This circuit automatically starts a cart deck at
a preset time after a turntable starts, making consistent
tight cues possible when carting music. Although some of
the functions would have been performed with solid state
electronics, this circuit can be built and maintained by
novices.

The heart of the circuit is relay K2, which closes only

after C2 charges through RI. Values selected provide
ample time for the turntable to make speed. If your turn-
table does not require a continuous closure, the self -latching
function of K 1 can be eliminated, but the start button must
be held down until the cart starts. The function of KI
could be performed with a DPDT switch, either momen-
tary or latching, depending on the TT's need. If your

VOTE NOW!
Ballot On Reader Service Card
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Diagram of Croghan's cart
auto synchronizer
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HOW THE FS -16 GETS
THE SIGNALS STRAIGHT ON
71 SPORTS & NEWS FEEDS

WKBD has consistently been one of the top 10
Independents over the years. Not by accident.
They combine quality production and high -appeal
programming to maintain their healthy audience
share.

"We carry 70 sporting events that come in
on the long lines," relates WKBD Director of
Engineering Al Martin. "We can't gen-lock our
studio to those remote sources. Instead we syn-
chronize the incoming signal through one of our
two NEC FS -16's."

Al uses the second compact frame synchro-
nizer from NEC on a roll -around rack to synchro-
nize WKBD's Independent Network News feed
nightly. "We pick it up from the Western Union
satellite to our earth station eight miles out. From
there it comes into our station where we run it
through the FS -16, tape it, and delay it for 45
minutes before rolling on air at 10:00 P.M.

"We're real happy with the job the FS -16 does
for us. We chose it basically because of its cost,
size, and performance," reports Al. "We've also

been using three N EC Time Base Correctors which
is how we first found out about how their equip-
ment performs. They've eliminated the need for
5 other pieces of equipment. The whole play -back
mode is now processed through the TBC's. The
third Time Base Corrector is used on the output
of a 3/4" tape machine to upgrade the signal to
broadcast quality."

Find out how NEC can help you get your
signals straight. Call today for a hands-on demon-
stration of the NEC FS -16 or Time Base Corrector.

Pictured: WKBD-TV Director of Engineering Al Martin.

NEC
NEC America, Inc.
Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove VilIage, Illinois 60007

Call Toll Free 800-323-6656.
In Illinois call 312-640-3792.
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Great Ideas Perfect Timing,
cart/timer works well with continuous closure, the pulsing
circuit (R2 -C1 -K3) can be eliminated, and contacts on K2
used for cart start and timer.

After construction, experiment to find the optimum cue
for the turntable at all speeds used. With our Harris turnta-
bles and RCA cart recorders, we use the back left corner of
the TT for 33s and back right corner for 45s. The record is
backed from these points to the stylus. Changing R1 or C2
would permit tighter or looser cues. Changing the amount
of back cue on the record is easier.

VOTE NOW!
Ballot On Reader Service Card

23. Automatic Network Delay
Bill Glenn, Chief Engineer
KALE -FM, Tri-Cities, Wash.

Problem: To automatically delay NBC Sources news-
casts for our automated FM, using an ITC Net Delay
cartridge machine.

Solution: The NBC Source newscasts vary in length
each day according to the commercial content, which is
cleared immediately following each newscast.

The ITC delay cartridge machine is designed to record
and delay programs of fixed length as predetermined by
where the secondary tone is placed on the cartridge. The
ITC machine has an erase oscillator, which is used to erase
the audio track when in the record -delay mode. There is a
second output on the erase oscillator, found at pin 14 of
the bias erase card. This should be hooked up to the
unused erase head of the record -erase head assembly. This
will allow erasure of the cue track of the cart. The series
resistor may have to be changed to obtain correct erase
current. Next, swap the record head and play head on the
deck so that the play head sees the tape before the record
head. This allows the cart to recycle to the stop tone before
it gets to the erase head. Now remove the black ground
wire at the record -delay switch so that cue tones can be
recorded in the delay mode.

With the ITC delay machine thus modified we are able
to start it in the record mode using a time -controlled
command from our automation. After the entire content of
the program has ended, we use a second time -controlled
command to place the secondary tone on the cartridge.
Sine both audio and cue tracks are erased each time the
machine records, we get a new clean newscast each hour
that is ready to play back at the automation's convenience.

24. "Off -Air" Monitor Switch Position
For Console
Marshall P. Brown, Engineering Director
KCEE, Tucson, Ariz.

Problem: The Broadcast Electronics 5M150 that
KCEE uses as a news delivery console did not offer an
uncommitted switch position for selecting the "off -air"

SMPTE
TIME CODE READERS

THAT
YOU CAN AFFORD

ES251-Six digit SMPTE Time Code Reader
displaying Hours, Minutes and
Seconds.Reads at ploy back speed.
Momentary
hold switch
permits
-freezing.'
of time
displayed.
Releasing
hold switch updates display to correct
time. $295

E5252 -Exactly Ike ES251 but displays
Minutes. Seconds and Frames. $300

ES253-Eight digit
reader,

displays Hours,
Minutes, Seconds

and Frames.

Reads at play bock speed has -freeze-
control $454

ES254-BI-DIRECTIONAL, MULTI -
SPEED
(1/20 to 20 times),eight digit reader with
"freeze" control. On loss of code, displays
lost valid code read. $675

AND
FOR OFF-LINE EDITING

ES255
SMPTE IN/VIDEO OUT

ES255 is an eight digit, multi -speed, bi-
directional SMPTE reader which adds the
SMPTE input to your video. You can now
"burn" the time code unto
the video portion of your
tape, or feed a monitor
directly. $995

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 322-2136
142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245

Circle 194 o' Reader Service Card
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In the electronic world of ENG/EFP, nothing is
more important than power . . . dependable
power ... versatile ocnver.

Manufacturers of professional ENG/EFP
cameras know this and choose Anton/Bauer
batteries as their exclusive source of power.

There are mew 3owerful reasors why
the patented Anto-1,'Eauer Snap-On'm battery
system is standa-d equipment on virtually
every camera so1a in the world: High impact

cases of rugged Lexanr"  Silver plated con-
tacts  Patented quick -change modular de-
sign  and most important, individual com-
puter testing of each and every battery.

The point is powerfully clear: The en-
gineers who design video cameras demand
the best power source available. When you
buy your next battery can you afford anything
but the best?

Anton/Bauer: The Source of Power

ANTON/BASER, INC., 66 Center Street, Shelton, CT 06484 (203) 735-3305
Circle 195 on Reader Service Card



Great Ideas

monitor for headphones.
Solution: The three interlocking pushbutton switches

(program, audio, and cue) are DPDT and so offer several
unused contacts. We elected to allow each to continue to
perform its original function while causing the "off -air"
monitor to feed the headset when all were in the released
position. This was accomplished by connecting the "off -
air" monitor audio to an uncommitted swinger contact.

Brown's "off -air" monitor
switch position for
consoles

The contact normally made when this switch is released
was then connected to the next switch's uncommitted
swinger contact, and so on in "daisy chain" fashion. The
last switch then had its two uncommitted fixed contacts
tied together. The end result allows the depression of any
headset select switch to interrupt the "off -air" source and
perform its normally assigned function. Releasing all
switches, then, feeds the off -air sources to the headset.
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Rules for BM/E's 1981
Great Idea Contest

1. Eligibility: All station personnel are eligible. Consultants to
the industry may enter if the entry indicates the specific station
or stations using the idea or concept. Manufacturers of
equipment or their representatives are not eligible.
2. How to Enter. Use the Official Entry Form on this page or
simply send BM/E a description of your work. State the
objective or problem and your solution. Include diagrams,
drawings, or glossy photos, as appropriate. Artwork must be
legible but need not be directly reproducible and not exceeding
three in number. Camera reproducible material is preferred.
Length can vary, but should not exceed 500 words. BM/E
reserves the right to edit material. Entry should include: Name,
title, station affiliation, and the class of station-TV, FM, AM.
Indicate if idea is completely original with you.
3. Material Accepted for Publication: BMIE editors will make
all decisions regarding acceptability for publication. If
duplicative or similar ideas are received, BM/E editors will judge
which entry or entries to accept. A $10 honorarium will be paid
for each item published.
4. Voting: Every reader of BM/E is entitled to rank the ideas
published. This can be done on the Reader Service Card in the
magazine or by letters or cards sent to the BM/E office. To vote,
readers should select the three ideas they like best and rank
them 1, 2, or 3.

5. Winners: Top rated entries in the year -long tally will become
winners in each of the three major categories (AM, FM, TV).
Final winners will be picked in February, 1982, and announced
in the March, 1982, issue of BM/E.

6. Prizes and Awards: Three top prizes will be awarded; a
programmable electronic calculator will be awarded for the
highest rated entry in the respective categories of AM, FM, and

TV. Ten engineering slide rule calculators will be awarded as
secondary prizes for the highest rated entries in the following
additional categories (top three winners are not eligible for
these prizes): audio (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and
TV categories); RF (three prizes, one each in the categories of
AM, FM, TV): Control (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and
TV categories); Video (one prize in TV).

Mail to:

Editors, BM/E

295 Madison Avenue

New York, New York 10017

Name Title

Station Call Letters City

State Zip

Telephone No.

1981
Entry Form

Licensee

Class of Station at which idea is used (check one)
TV FM AM

Category: Audio RF Video Control

Objective or Problem: (In few words; use separate sheet

for details)

Solution: (Use separate sheet -500 words max)

I assert that, to the best of my knowledge, the idea

submitted is original with this station; and I hereby give

BM/E permission to publish the material.

Signed Date

BM/E OCTOBER, 1981 139



DIGITAL
DPS-1 VIDEO PROCESSOR

FRAME STORE TBC/SYNCHRONIZER

$24,900
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TBC UP TO $7,500 ALLOWANCE

T BURS, (..R it WAAL C.
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Intelligent Microprocessor control.
Providing Self Test. Automatic Color Framing. Operator
adjustments reduced to a minimum as the Microprocessor
continually examines the nature of the input signals and
adjusts the operating parameters automatically.

11 TV line hysteresis.
Will ensure that motion discontinuities due to frame deletion or
insertion are not seen, even when the incoming "non
synchronous" signal is very noisy, or has signal jitter.

3 Line adaptive comb filter.
An exclusive approach to Digital Filtering to provide near
perfect separation of luminance and chroma, virtually
eliminating crosstalk.

Clean hot switch between non-sychronous signals.
Microprocessor holds last complete field until next valid
vertical interval appears at the input. If no signal appears
within 0.5 sec, the output can be automatically taken to black.

Full bandwidth freeze frame and freeze field.
Highest quality freeze frame picture available in the TV
Industry.

Digital burst processing.
Used to provide line by line clock phase correction accuracy
to 0.5 nanoseconds.

Call
(215) 223-8200

Digital velocity compensator.
Corrects velocity errors on a line by line look ahead basis to
provide highest quality color pictures.

Internal test/calibration generator.
System throughput is checked and tested by comparing one
of eight selectable Digital Test Signals switched from output to
throughput every 8 lines providing an A /B picture comparison
of output and throughput.

3.1 Million BIT RAM memory.
Provides full 512 line storage. The four memory boards are
identical and interchangeable.

Digital RS 170A PROC. AMP.
Converts all normal incoming NTSC Signals to RS 170A
Standard, facilitating color frame editing.

Passes VITS and VIRS.
Full bandwidth capability and precise digital blanking ensures
that VITS and VIRS are passed without degradation.

Modular interchange facilitates servicing.

Price includes delivery, set-up and instructions and
manufacturer's warranty. This offer is subject to withdrawal
without notice.

LERRO
ELECTRICAL CORPORATION

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION
3125 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19132

Circle 196 on Reader Service Card

Ask for
Ed Zwicker



BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT
Video Animation System 250

The VAS IV broadcast video animation
system, with a microprocessor -based
animation controller, incorporates a
vertical frame code generator/reader to
assure failsafe frame -by -frame video
recording and editing. It records
camera-ready artwork, models, or
computer -generated grapics at either 24

or 30 fps directly onto 3/4 -inch U-Matic
or one -inch Type C video formats. Fea-
tures include updating monitor display
of all animation operations, simple edit-
ing and replacement of single or multi-
ple frames, automatic search and cue,
SMPTE time code display, remote re-
corder controls, RS -232 compter inter-
face, artwork register, camera mix
(rotoscope), and scene and individual
frame numbering laid down in the ver-
tical interval. The exclusive Vertical
Interval Frame Code maintains field -
to -field accuracy and prevents the loss
of even a single frame whether the tape
is stopped or in motion, according to
the manufacturer. Available as a com-
plete system or in components, VAS IV
consists of the microprocessor -based
animation controller, Ikegami camera,
studio monitor, professional animation
stand, and optional VAS -CS four -axis
computerized motion control system.
Controller alone, $15,000. LYON
LAMB.

Programmable Cassette Recorder 251

CueSette is a professional -quality cas-
sette tape recorder that offers two tracks
for stereo sound plus a discrete third
track for program control. Sound tracks
feature Dolby noise reduction, and its
control -track can handle complex digi-
tal data without crosstalk into the sound
system, the manufacturer states. Other
features include a built-in PA mixer,

internal 1000 Hz synchronizer, and 150
Hz tape auto -stop system with provi-
sion for remote tape restart. Stereo
power amps provide 5 W rms per chan-
nel and 20 to 14,000 Hz frequency re-
sponse with 120u recording tape. An
independently controlled 21/4 -inch
monitor speaker is mounted on the face
panel, and stereo pairs of line and
speaker outputs are available on the rear
panel. $995. SPINDLER & SAUPPE.

Condenser Microphone 252

Model LC -25 is a new transformerless
condenser microphone with line -level
output (0.775 V into standard 1 ohm
mic inputs). It runs on 48 V power

supplies and draws about 15 MA of
current. The capsule has a large -
diameter circular element, isolated
from shock and vibration. The pattern
is cardioid with front to back ratio of
better than 25 dB at 1 kHz; dynamic
range exceeds 130 dB SPL. Frequency
response is 20 Hz to 20 kHz. MILAB.

For more Information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

Post -Production Video Editor 253

The Z6000 -D low-cost post -production
videotape editor is described by the
maker as the first A/B roll editor on the
market with multibus, multiprocessor
control, allowing users to intermix
SMPTE time code, control track, and
Micro-Loc, the manufacturer's high -

CAREERS
IN DIGITAL

VIDEO
MCl/Quantel, world's leading
supplier of digital video equip-
ment and Emmy winner for tech-
nology, has outstanding career
opportunities for two district
sales managers and a technical
services manager.

We offer an excellent starting
salary, good benefits package,
and plenty of room for advance-
ment. Not to mention the
prestige of being associated with
the top company in an exciting
industry.

District Sales Managers
One position will be based in
Dallas/Fort Worth, the other in
the Mid -Atlantic area. Locations
can be negotiated for the right
people. You should have sales
experience in broadcast products,
some knowledge of digital video,
and the leadership talents neces-
sary for a management position.

Technical Services
Manager

You will be based in our Eastern
Region. Your background should
include several years' experience
in installation and repair of digi-
tal video systems or computers.

Career opportunities like these
don't come along very often. So
act now if you have the qualifi-
cations. Contact Marsha Verse,
MCl/Quantel, P.O. Box 50810,
Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415)
856-6226. An equal opportunity
employer.

MCl/QUANTEL
The digital video people
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The Sound of the Professionals,.

8 WA S I-1 1=1
Shure Brothers Inc:. 222 Hartrey Ave.., Evanston. I_ 60204

In Canada A. C. Simmoncs & .3ons Limited
Manufacturers of high fide* components

microphones. sound systemsand related circuitry.

cgtag lJ
a studio quality
condenser
microphone
that's not

"studio bound"
This new high technology Shure microphone will change the
way people think of condenser microphones. The SM85 is
designed especially for on-stage, hand-held use. Its sound is
unique-far more tailored to the special needs of the vocalist:
sizzling highs and a shaped mid -range for superb vocal
reproduction, and a gentle bass rolloff that minimizes han-
dling noise and "boominess- associated with close-up use.
Ultra -low distortion electronics make the SM85 highly
immune to stray hum fields. An integral, dual -density foam
windscreen provides built-in pop protection.

What's more, the SM85 Condenser Microphone must
pass the same ruggedness and dependability tests
required of Shure dynamic microphones. As a result, the
SM85 sets a new standard of reliability for hand-held
condenser microphones.

The SM85 is extremely lightweight, beautifully balanced-
it feels good, looks good on-stage, on -camera, on -tour. Ask
your dealer for a demonstration of the new SM85, or
write us (ask for AL664) for full details.

OED
Cardioid Condenser
Hand -Held
Professional Microphone

Circle 197 on Reader Service Card



Broadcast Equipment

performance code. Distributed intelli-
gent interfaces control the transports;
each transport is therefore controlled by
its own microprocessor and is not sub-
ject to timing discrepancies. The unit
performs all post -production data
manipulations, including integrated
graphics control, full switcher control,
full -function transporter control,
four-way split edits, auto extend, auto
tag, four -event swap/recall, and selec-
tion of in and out points on the fly.
From $22,500. VIDEOMEDIA.

Microphone Stands 254

Omni Series are "angulated" mic
-stands including a floor model for
stand-up use, lectern height for table
top use, and optional horizontal boom
extension. The stands have adjustable
fulcrums allowing for 90 degree
(straight up) position or other angles for
the main support, giving controlled
microphone proximity. The floor -stand
model, OS -12V, has a wear -proof grip
action clutch, to give tube heights from
12 to 61 in. Lectern model, OS -8V, has
the adjustable support angle, with the
tube assembly variable from 12 to 24
in. ATLAS SOUND.

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

Production Switcher 255

Model SE/3 is a microprocessor -based
production switcher with transition -
centered architecture and programming
flexibility. The built-in microcomputer
controls all switching and effects and
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BE READY FOR THE ACTION,
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

WITH COMREX

The many TV and radio broadcasters
already using Comrex compact
mobile gear are no longer locked
into land line preparations or "best
guesses" of where the action will be.

Comrex ENG transmitters give corresponden
and sportscasters the power needed to
penetrate crowded convention floors or
broadcast from locker rooms and distant
fairways. The Comrex IFB unit provides the return link,
allowing a reporter or sportscaster in the field to hear continuous
program audio and permitting a producer to interrupt for cues
and scheduling.

See for yourself with our 10 day free trial.

Jawloirinrimmiark P.O. Eox 269, 60 Union Avenue,
Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776, TEL. 6171443-8111 TWX: 710-347.1049

Circle 198 on Reader Service Card
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ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MEASUREMENTS WITH

INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY
The Model SD -31 Synthesizer/Detector

Is.. .

... designed for antenna impedance
measurements in presence of strong
interference  High-level oscilla-
tor compatible with General Radio t*.,
916 Series, 1606 Series, and Delta *-
01B-1 Impedance Bridges  Spe-
cial coherent detector circuit rejects
interfering signals during measure-
ments Crystal controlled fre-
quency, variable in 500 Hz steps
from 100.0 kHz to 1999.5 kHz
 Receiver for detector can be ex-
ternal or optional built-in RX-31
 Powered by rechargeable batteries
 Self-contained portable package  Field proven
 Versatile - can use as an RF signal generator for troubleshooting antenna systems;
as a variable frequency oscillator for antenna site survey; or other applications re-
quiring a precise frequency source

CONTACT US FOR DETA LS.

932 PHILADE_PHIA AVE.

PTOMAC INSTRUMENTS (3011
SILVER SPIN MG, D. 20910

589-26R62

Circle 203 on Reader Service Card

COMPUTER EDITING
CMX 600

light -pen video -disc assembly

CMX 50
3/4 inch videocassette off-line editing

CMX 340 and EPIC
1 inch on-line editing with Digita Video Effects

Contact Larry Kingen 415/777-5777

One Pass Inc.
The San Francisco Production Center

900 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94107

Circle 204 on Reader Service Card

Broadcast Equipment

to 24 points and a data loss. An internal
buzzer is triggered when any point or
data loss is activated. Both central and
remote units have push -to -test button
for on -site testing. From $572. MOD-
ULATION ASSOCIATES.

Auto Video Phasing System 270

The Auto Sync Phasing System sends a
1200/1800 Hz frequency shift keyed
encoded correction signal to remote
video sources to bring them into syn-
chronization at a central point. The aim
is to avoid timing problems when sev-
eral video signals from remote sources
are brought together, and to supply
rapidly an automatic and accurate
line-up of the sources. A sending unit,
the VPC175P, produces the correction
signal. Individual sync information
from each remote source is brought into
the VPC185P for comparison with an
internal timing reference. Correction
signals are developed and sent out to the
remote units for timing correction. SEL-
TECH EQUIPMENT, LTD.

Lighting Control Console 271

Mantrix is a manual four -scene preset
lighting control console that controls
the maker's CD80 dimmers in both
permanent and portable configurations.

Features of the modular console include
eight submasters for control channel
grouping, dipless split crossfader
(timed or manual), grand master, B.O.
switch, and Matrix patch for grouping
up to 228 2.4 kW dimmers to 84 control
channels. STRAND CENTURY, INC.

Interval Encoder,Decoder 272

Model VIE -124 encoder converts and
displays any SMPTE longitudinal edit
code input to Vertical Interval Time
Code (VITC) for use on any combina-
tion of vertical interval lines from 10
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through 20 on both fields. The incom-
ing time code is updated before mod-
ulating the video to maintain real time.
The circuitry provides time base correc-
tion so that there is only one set of data
per incoming code frame whatever the
edit code speed or phase. The Model
VID-125 decoder decodes both lon-
gitudinal edit code and VITC on a com-
posite video signal. A new SMPTE edit
(cue) code is transmitted with the data
derived from one of the two incoming
codes, selected automatically. The unit
can also demultiplex 320 separate user
bits of longitudinal or VITC, every ten
frames. GRAY ENGINEERING LABORA-
TORIES, INC.

Wheeled VTR Console 273

Model 3101-T VTR console features an
adjustable height overhead bridge and
rotating VTR turntable for ease of view-

ing and maintenance. Upper bridge in-
cludes a 12 -inch monitor rack space and
two half -rack spaces for waveform
monitor and vectorscope. Bridge ad-
justs up or down in one -inch incre-
ments. Roll -around base cabinet has
191/4 -inch rack space for TBC, master
on/off switch, and storage drawer for tools
and service manual. Other configurations
are available. WINSTED CORP

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

Underwater Camera Housing 274

Sea -Cam II, designed for broadcast ap-
plications, is a watertight underwater
video camera housing molded from

clear plexiglass so that the interior of
the housing conforms to the exact di-
mensions of the camera, eliminating
excess air space and unwanted
buoyancy. On -board batteries provide
the power, leaving only one coaxial
video cable linking the camera to the
surface VTR. Camera can be installed
or removed from the housing in min-
utes, according to the manufacturer.
Housing includes necessary controls
for power, auto white balance, zoom,
focus., iris, and macro. High-pressure
video connectors, water intrusion
alarm, internal thermometer pressure
regulation valve, camera mounting
hardware, and tripod mount included.
$4995. SEA -CAM, INC.

Always
SC/H

Phased!

'14411rAlr
SYNC GENERATOR SYSTEM

MODEL 3256A

GENERATOR SYSTEM

The Grass Valley Group 3250 Series* Sync Generators

Automatically maintain SC/H phased outputs...

even when genlocked to a non-SC/H phased source!

A new GVG publication

"Establishing and Maintaining SC/H Phase"

is yours free by circling the number below.

 Equipment shown with special promotional front covers.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.,
P.O.BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA

Circle 205 on Reader Service Card
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Electro-Voice
ESE
Everything Audio

110,147
137
116

Rupert Neve, Inc
N -Pro

One Pass, Inc

13
27
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ADM Technology, Inc
American Data Corp
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Fuji Photo Film USA, Inc
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INDESTRUCTIBLE AUDIO MIXER WITH
. . . WELL, ALMOST . . .

Everything is recessed within
a rugged U -channel. You can
drive a truck over it. In intermit-
tant use, 100 hrs. battery life!
4 mic. mixers, line input, 1kHz.
tone, battery -test. True vu meter,
600 ohm transformer output @
8vu, 90db gain, flat 20-20kHz.,
transformer inputs. Headset
jack also feeds unbal. load.
Weighs scant 31/4 lb.; less than
12" long; beltloop. Accepts ex-
ternal 12v.d.c. too. Includes
standard XL mic. connectors.

/ \

Div., Audio
Intl., Inc.

UNLIMITED BATTERY LIFE

BROADCAST
AUDIO MIXER

11141TTLAITS

44866161118011MogWawarv

AMA41

Ultra Audio Products
P.O. BOX 921  BEVERLY HILLS

CA 90213  2131276-2726

Circle 206 on Reader Service Card

When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar
for AM/FM/TV MONITORS

t BELAP
AM MODULATION MONITOP

-CM11111111011111 MINIM IIIR

BELAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON. PA 19333  BOX 826  (2151 687-5550

SALES OFFICES

111M/IE
Broadcast Management:Engineering

295 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10017

Telex: 64-4001

Eastern & Midwestern States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-685-5320
James C. Maywalt
Denis J. O'Malley

Western States
300 Broadway
Suite 20
San Francisco. CA 94133
415-421-7330
William J. Healey
18008 Skypark Circle, Suite 260
Irvine. CA 92714
714-556-6480
Bob Hubbard

United Kingdom/Europe
Chilberton House
Doods Road
Reigate. Surrey. England
Telephone: Reigate 43521
Bronwyn Holmes
Derek Hopkins

Japan/Far East
Eiraku Building
1-13-9, Ginza,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 (562) 4781
S. Yasui
K. Yamamoto

Circle 207 on Reader Service Card
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Studio Standards
Canon 78X Series, Canon 12X Series
Canon broadcast television

lenses rep-esent tie state -of -Me -art,
orovidirg an exceotional combination
of advanced elect-oric technology,
mechanical Jurabilit), and opt cal
supe-ionty

ABC Television las made
Canon 12X and 18X Series broad-
cast ens standarc in practical'? all
of their rrajc r studios and producion
facilries. Ore reason is outs:anaing
performance. dyr amic range, high

Canoe

serksitivity and relative aperture, and
superior edge -to -edge sharpness.
Another is reliablity, proven Jay in
anc day out on major ABC shows
anc local and network news_

Tune in any time to see why
Canon lenses should be standard in
yoL r operation, too. Or call or write
for Jetailed information and full speci-
fications on Canon studio lenses
The s-aniards against which all
others should be judged.

Optics Division
Canon US A, Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042 (516) 488-6700

Dallas Office: 14311 Stemmens Freeway, Suite 1, Dallas, Texas 75229 (214) 620-2641 Chicago Office: 140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, Ill. 60126 (312) 833-3070
West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 (714) 979-6000

Canon Canada ,Inc., 3245 American Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V188, Canada

Circle 208 on Reader Service Card
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There's a new look, and a new sound, in Australian
broadcasting today. Major stations across the
continent are installing world class production
facilities with the best professional equipment
international manufacturers can supply.
In the realm of audio, the favoured choice is Ward -
Beck, as exemplified in this ultra -modern control
room at 3XY's new studios in Melbourne, featuring
WBS R2000 and R1200 radio consoles.
Going Ward -Beck is a great way to put yourself on
the map...as discriminating broadcasters are now
discovering all around the globe!

First by Design.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Tel:(416)438-6550.

Exclusive Australian Distributor: G.E. Direct Marketing, 7 May St., Doncaster, Victoria 3109.
Telex: AA31604. Tel: (03)842-5249.


